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Editor’s Note
The study of tradition has always been the challenging enterprise of most members of
iaste . This issue of Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Review deals with different
aspects of tradition in different contexts, in different lands, and at different scales.

The first article, Peter Marcuse’s “Tradition in a Global City,” was developed from his
keynote address to the iaste conference in Sharjah in December 2004.  Marcuse argues
that in today’s global cities in particular, tradition fundamentally involves relations of
power.  He examines this position with reference to the history of the World Trade Center
site in New York and the reconstruction of Berlin, but also argues that different forms of
tradition may be seen as practices of resistance.

An earlier version of Greig Crysler’s “Violence and Empathy: National Museums and
the Spectacle of Society” was also a 2004 keynote.  It describes the use of historical narra-
tive in the design of the Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C., and the Apartheid
Museum in Johannesburg, South Africa.  Crysler argues that the way these museums
reinvent pedagogies of citizenship and consumption can ultimately be traced to a tradi-
tion of public exhibitions that began in the nineteenth century.  To suit the present times,
however, both museums employ narratives of violence and rebirth to objectify painful his-
torical truths while exploiting the affective power of memorialized events to advance new
visions of national identity.

Sylvia Shorto’s “Building for the Business of Bermuda” next discusses the preserva-
tion of vernacular building forms.  Originally, codes mandating local historical forms
were enacted to safeguard the tourist industry on these isolated Atlantic islands.  More
recently, however, such forms have been used voluntarily to camouflage the increasing
dominance of international insurance firms over the local economy, just as these power-
houses of global capital are bringing major changes in social relations on the islands.

The fourth of our feature articles, Ipek Turelli’s “Modeling Citizenship in Turkey’s
Miniature Park,” discusses the political significance of a recently completed nonprofit cul-
tural heritage site in Istanbul.  Turelli shows how the “Miniaturk” theme park has used
models of traditional architectural sites to reinvent and rework the relationship between
citizens and the Turkish state.  Its success, however, is largely based on its ability to
reshape history and cultural context to obscure present socio-political differences.

In the Field Report section, Deborah Whelan’s “Changing Zuluness” argues that a
particular type of beehive-shaped grass dwelling is often presented to tourists as typically
Zulu and exotic.  However, history shows this is not true.  Furthermore, the decorative
programs of present-day Zulu dwellings may more likely be explained as the result of a
form of postglobal Africanization.

Finally, I would like to remind TDSR readers of the iaste 2006 Conference
December 14–18, to be hosted by Thammasat University in Bangkok, Thailand, on the
theme of “Hypertraditions.”  From an initial pool of almost 300 abstracts we have accept-
ed 120 papers for presentation.  We hope to see you all there.

Nezar AlSayyad

.
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Tradition in a Global City?

P E T E R  M A R C U S E

The article examines the nature of tradition in the urban environment, and argues that in

global cities tradition fundamentally involves relations of power.  It opens by defining a vocab-

ulary reflecting conceptual distinctions, such as between popular traditions and traditions of

power, continuing traditions and recalled traditions, and negative traditions.  It then examines

how these distinctions relate to the exercise of power in New York, with reference to the tradi-

tion of tall buildings, and the World Trade Center site in particular; and in Berlin, with refer-

ence to the rebuilding of symbolic sites in the wake of German reunification.  It concludes

with a brief look at tradition as a form of resistance.

Are there any traditional environments in a global city like New York or Berlin?  Is global-
ism not the very antithesis of tradition, consciously its negative?  Is “global tradition”
itself not an oxymoron?

Going even further, is tradition not inconsistent with cities as such?  Norma Evenson,
for instance, has argued that “cities embody a way of life that has become international,
and those seeking tradition will not likely find it in the city.”1

On the other hand, are the issues around tradition not quintessentially issues of the
city?  IASTE’s definition of tradition as “not the static legacy of the past but rather . . . the
dynamic reinterpretation of the present” would seem to support such a claim.2

Finally, are global cities (the term is itself contentious3) really different in their rela-
tionship to tradition than older cities?  Are they better seen as a new form of city?  Or are
they simply the extreme form of older, existing patterns?

However these questions are answered, this article argues that while traditions do
appear in cities in a variety of ways, they are always related centrally to the distribution of
power.  Tradition in the context of globalization, then, needs to be broadly defined with
the issue of power well in mind.

In global cities, the highly differentiated forms that tradition takes need to be clearly
identified and delineated.  Fundamentally, however, the uses to which the various forms
of tradition are put have to do with the exercise of power: demonstrating it, legitimating
it, overcoming opposition to it, concealing it, resisting it, and carving out exceptions to it.

Peter Marcuse is a Professor of Urban

Planning at the Graduate School of

Architecture, Columbia University.



TRADITION IN THE GLOBAL CITY — A CONCEPTUAL

VOCABULARY

The “tradition” in traditional environments is usually
taken to have a very specific meaning.  A classic definition
considers it as having two necessary components: “the result
of a process of transmission, and . . . cultural origins involv-
ing common people.”4 However, I would like here to call
such traditions, more narrowly, popular traditions. By this I
mean not traditions that are well-liked, but ones that stem
from common people (not a term that is itself without prob-
lems, but one whose vernacular usage will suffice).  And I
want to distinguish such traditions from others which I will
call traditions of power, traditions that both reflect and enforce
the power of their users.

Global cities such as New York, London, or Tokyo make
traditional building, in the sense of a popular tradition, very
difficult, although not impossible.  On the other hand, one
could, of course, argue that the majority of residents of cities
generally around the world today live in traditional housing
(fig.1 ) . What, after all, are the traditions of the estimated
billion people living in informal settlements and self-built
squatter housing?  Popular tradition is not limited to rural
settlements; it is often a major feature of contemporary
cities, sometimes even in the heart of such cities.5

But in a global city, at least in an industrially developed
country, traditional housing is much rarer, if not almost by
definition impossible.  If one looked hard, one might find,
for instance, a few casitas (traditional Puerto Rican summer
homes) self-built on vacant lots in the Bronx; but they would
be few and far between.  (Log cabins perhaps also still existed
a century ago — but rarely in cities.)  Instead, a permanent
urban residence, a legal housing unit, must today meet the
requirements of an inches-thick set of building-code require-
ments that “common people” are unlikely to have mastered.

If we relax the definition a little, and substitute Amos
Rapoport’s casually referenced “preliterate and vernacular”
formulation for the word “traditional,” and if we allow in
forms transmitted more formally through written plans and
skilled tradespeople, at least some urban housing in nonglob-
al cities can be considered traditional.6 For example, the typi-
cal “three-decker” in older New England industrial cities like
Waterbury, Connecticut (often built by immigrant craftsmen
from standard plans, or simply from prior experience), is in
this sense vernacular — although the plans on which such
buildings were based were hardly preliterate.7 But even such
buildings are unlikely to be found to any extent in a global
city like New York — or at least in its “global” parts (since
even the top “global cities” are only in part global8).  And it
would strain the legal system of building regulation in
today’s global cities to keep, in a sense artificially and with
modern means, anything like a “traditional environment” of
such buildings: usually, it is possible to keep at best the
facades on a block front or so.

Yet there is another way in which we may view the con-
cept of tradition.

If we ask not, “Is there any traditional building to be
found in a global city?” (to which the answer must be sub-
stantially “no”), but instead, “What is the relevance of tradi-
tion to building and built form in the global city?” (using the
term more loosely to describe building that references social-
ly embedded historical patterns of form or construction),
then we find great relevance indeed.  “Socially embedded” in
this formulation is a way of distinguishing tradition from
purely individual actions.  The dividing lines may be blurred
at the edges, but have to do both with prevalence and dura-
tion.  A possible definition of traditional building as here
used might then involve, “the evocation of the past and the
claim/reality of its continuation in the present.”

Bearing these distinctions in mind, we may further subdi-
vide traditions (both popular traditions and traditions of power)
into continuing traditions and recalled traditions. In a global city
like New York, the Empire State Building and the World Trade
Center might thus be seen as evidence of a continuing tradi-
tion of power, reflected most clearly in an aspiration for domi-
nant height.  Meanwhile, the Woolworth Building might be
seen to combine this tradition of power/height with a use of
Gothic ornamentation — that is, a recalled tradition not alive
in the city at the time of its construction.

I would argue that traditions of power, continuing and
recalled, are the dominant ways in which traditions in the
more advanced societies of the last three millennia are
reflected in their built environment.  At the same time, popu-
lar traditions (historically, generally continuing — today,
however, often recalled) have often stood in opposition to
these traditions of power, forming in a sense a tradition of
resistance to power. This, too, may play itself out in the built
environment, such as in the older and least commercially val-
orized buildings of globalizing cities.

8 T D S R  1 7 . 2

figure 1 . Traditional housing, south of Cape Town, South Africa.



One might also point to a difference between recalled
traditions of power and recalled popular traditions.  Recall in
traditions of power is often artificial, consciously selected
from the past — in a sense arbitrarily and artificially recalled;
while the recall in popular traditions is more “authentic.”
But that issue deserves more discussion than is possible here.

There is one final concept within this discourse on tradi-
tion that is of particular relevance to global cities.  This is the
development of a tradition that deliberately devalues existing
traditions of all kinds, in effect creating a tradition, but a nega-
tive one, of destruction.  There are elements of this in many
aspects of modernity, as well as in the postmodern.  For
modernity, the classic formulation was that of Karl Marx, that
“all that is solid melts in air.”  The expression embodies a value
judgment in internal tension — that progress is desirable, but
its attendant destruction is not: the solid is desirable, but so is
its continuous replacement.  For Marx, such dialectical tension
could only be resolved in a new, presumptively socialist society.

Within postmodernity, however, traditions have only
ornamental value.  Separated from their own histories and
meanings, they may be used indiscriminately and arbitrarily,
according to an individual architect’s or builder’s aesthetics.
As they are thus juggled for alien purposes, destruction need
not be physical, but may simply involve an “emptying out.”

If we take traditions to be in general valuable, then the
present manifestation of this tradition of change, destruction,
and new construction — whether through physical destruc-
tion or through empting out — may appropriately be called a
negative tradition. It may thus be understood in opposition to
really existing or recalled, or authentic, traditions — although
the negative label is clearly a value judgment (as is the defini-
tion of “authentic,” which is beyond our scope here9), and
will vary from one person and situation to another.

So we may distinguish the following types: 

n traditions of power
• continuing traditions
• recalled traditions

n popular traditions
• continuing traditions
• recalled traditions

n negative traditions

TRADITION IN THE EXERCISE OF POWER

For each of these types of tradition, a critical question
can be asked: Who is using tradition, and for whose benefit?
And, more specifically: Is tradition being used by those in posi-
tions of power to strengthen that power?  Or is it used by those
not in power in their own defense or for their own use?

The approach is hardly a new one.  As the editors of a
Getty Institute volume on heritage conservation pointed out:

M A R C U S E :  T R A D I T I O N  I N  A  G L O B A L  C I T Y ? 9

. . . heritage [read: tradition] is a social construction:
which is to say that it results from social processes specific
to time and place. . . .  Artifacts are not static embodi-
ments of culture but are, rather, a medium through which
identity, power, and society are produced and reproduced.10

What is examined in this article is how this view is car-
ried out under conditions of globalization, in more or less
globalizing cities.  But it may well be that tradition and
power are inherently connected, in every society and place
and at all times.  For example, a reviewer of this article noted,
reformulating the argument in this section:

. . . tradition amounts to the way a dominant group
embeds social power, which by nature involves shaping the
built environment.  This definition seems valid since it
would also encompass patriarchal authority structures in
“traditional” societies, master-apprentice structures in guild
or trade-based building cultures, and present-day forma-
tions of real estate investment in global cities.  All of these
would seem to be cases where the haves use the notion of
tradition to maintain their interests against those of the
have-nots.  Tradition thus fundamentally involves main-
taining structures of power against the forces of change.
What is tradition other than the power to proclaim it so?11

This formulation expresses well the nature of traditions
of power, although it does not address what is here separated
out as popular traditions.  Furthermore, the suggestion that
traditions of power are to be found historically in many soci-
eties is important, but is not pursued here.

Tradition, then, in the multiple and complex senses I
described in the last section is related to the global city, and
to globalization, in the following ways.

n Traditions of power can be built to demonstrate
power by the extravagance of scale, bulk, design and
cost.  Such a tradition goes far back in history, from
the Pyramids to Versailles.  But in a global age, the
scale of megaprojects demands financing on a global
scale, and the skyscraper is perhaps its best icon.

n Traditions of power can be used to legitimate power
and make its physical representations acceptable to
those not benefiting from it — often those excluded
from the globalized economy, but living in its pres-
ence.  Such legitimation may be of the times or it
may refer back to established and accepted traditions
of power — as when Baroque traditions of power are
accepted in a global setting when skyscrapers would
be rejected as overly aggressive.

n Traditions of power can be built to legitimate power
by purveying the illusion of a common “city” interest
in manifesting strength and power, providing com-
petitiveness and anchors to place.  In a global era,
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this use of tradition may provide greater acceptability
for power by purporting to aid in local resistance to
homogenization and identity loss, and by helping
forge a common identity and pride.

n Negative traditions are manifest in the destruction of
older remaining traditions, the process being sold as
evidence of progress.  This may be linked to global-
ization since the traditions being destroyed may be
preglobal or internationalist, and their replacement
may be linked to the necessities of progress and
competition in a global era.

n In these cases the rejection of tradition can be itself a
deliberate symbol of power, legitimated through the
creativity of its destruction.  This negative tradition
certainly dates back to the beginnings of capitalist
industrialization.

n Selective traditions can be manipulated to conceal history
as well as to reveal or build on it.  This may involve the
destruction of popular traditions and their replacement
by actions referring back to traditions of power, as will be
seen in the discussion of the World Trade Center below.

n Simulated references to tradition can be used to
destroy traditions, to preempt any hindrance that real
traditions might offer to their replacement by purely
commodified relationships.  Colonial Williamsburg,
for instance, may be read as such a commodification
that makes the destruction of continuing traditional
buildings palatable.12

n Popular traditions can be recalled and used as resis-
tance to the exercise of power and globalization.  In
fact, they may be presented as its antithesis, and
therefore valued as its opposite.

It is hard to escape in these formulations the implicit identi-
fication of globalization with the exercise of power.  Such an
identification, in fact, reflects reality. Two characteristics are
found as part of almost any definition of globalization, of what I
have elsewhere called “really existing globalization.”13 One is the
rapid development of technology, particularly in transportation
and communication and also in production and construction,
which inevitably raises questions of the preservation of tradition-
al forms.  The other aspect of globalization is the concentration
of control — of power in both economic and political (and cul-
tural) spheres — which also involves dealing with tradition.

But the two components of globalization, of what I call
really existing globalization, have different inherent impacts on
tradition.  Technological advances may build on, incorporate, or
be consistent with traditional forms, or may deliberately and
respectfully contrast with it.  Only when technological advances
are coupled with the concentration of control are they in
inevitable tension with tradition; and only then do they develop
traditions of power.

PHASES OF GLOBALIZATION

Before progressing further with these arguments, it is
important to define the concept of globalization in historic terms.
As the call for papers for the 2004 IASTE conference pointed
out, it is possible to distinguish three phases of “globalization”
that distinguish globalizing cities from cities in earlier periods,
without denying in them the continuation of earlier patterns.

The first phase was one of internationalism.  This has
variously also been called “early global” or “global” — as in
the call for papers:

The idea of a global world was predicated on the promises
of a widespread prosperity, of economic globalization, and
the further belief that this prosperity went hand in hand
with delivering the fruits of liberal democracy.  The betray-
al of these promises, however, is evident in growing
inequalities and increased poverty.  It may now be argued
that the globalization paradigm is no longer operative
because its libratory potential was never “realized.”14

As this passage indicates, the failure of the internation-
alist vision opened the door to really existing globalization.
However, since September 11, 2001, a third phase is possibly
underway, variously described using such catchwords as
“empire” or “imperialist.”  Again, according to the IASTE
conference call for papers:

Some see the events of 9/11 as a symbol of the failure of
globalization and the triumph of the local frustrations that
it engendered.  Indeed, the euphoric ideal of global freedom
has been replaced by the very real threats posed by globally
unbounded and unrestrained “others.”  It is important to
recognize that the post-9/11 era witnesses the rise of a new
paradigm, one that we call “Post Global” not because we
abandon globalization, but because we need to move
beyond its discursive limitations.  It is post global because
it supercedes the development era of multiculturalism and
multilateralism, and replaces it with the concept of a uni-
lateral dominant culture, which shatters the information-
happy notion of a singular global village.  So, post global is
not an end to globalization but the emergence of a differ-
ent kind of engagement that is sharply at odds with the
visions of liberal, multicultural globalization.  Here, both
religious fundamentalism and imperial hegemony begin to
emerge as the new forms of global engagement.15

To highlight the depth of these historic forces, the early
internationalist phase was already described in the nine-
teenth century.16 Here the disappearance of borders and the
relaxation of nationalistic conflicts was the hope, and interna-
tionalism was seen as libratory worldwide.

The phase of more recent really existing globalization is
generally dated to the early 1970s — in any event, the late



twentieth century.  At that time, globalization came to
embody the dominance of internationally active business
firms, and it produced both an increased concentration of
wealth and a deepening of poverty and inequality throughout
the world — with all nation states to diverse degrees serving
the interests of an increasingly global dominant class.

By contrast, today’s new phase is marked by the policies
and apparent goals of dominant forces in the one remaining
superpower, with military rather than economic strength being
used to establish a global regime.  In all of these phases, how-
ever, the link between globalization and power is tight — and
traditions of power serve the process of globalization as well.

It should be noted that the issues involving the relation of
power to tradition are hardly new.  As I have already mentioned,
some may even think of the period we today consider as real-
ly existing globalization to have begun several centuries ago.
David Harvey has described in persuasive detail a classic
example: the role that Haussman’s boulevards played in the
destruction of popular traditions and the creation of a new
tradition of power.  To make his point, Harvey developed a
stunning exegesis of a prose poem of Baudelaire’s, in which the
eyes of a beggar looking in through the windows of a splendid
new café on one of the new boulevards symbolize the change.17

Another symbolic use of tradition may be found in
Dubai, site of the 2004 IASTE conference.  There, construc-
tion is underway for a true megaproject, the Burj Dubai
Center, the tallest building in the world (fig.2 ) . According
to publicity for the building, “[Its] triple-lobed footprint . . . is
based on an abstracted desert flower native to the region.”  It
also explains that “a subtle reference to the onion domes of
Islamic architecture can be found in the building’s silhouette
when looking up at the lobes from near the base.”18

Of course, the reality of its triple-lobed footprint can
only be perceived from the air.  But the reference is neverthe-
less intended to link the construction, executed in the tradi-
tion of global power, with a local recalled tradition.  The
shape of a fig leaf, however, might be more appropriate for a
building that will stand in such stark contrast to the popular
traditions that still survive in its surroundings.

Similarly, the manipulation of tradition to expand power
is today evident in two major construction projects in New
York City and Berlin — the former city acknowledged as
being global, the latter stridently claiming to be so.  In both
we find a tradition of power that in construction and plan-
ning seeks consciously to deny tradition, but that ultimately
cannot escape reliance on a dialogue with tradition, resulting
in compromise with a limited version of popular tradition.

THE CASE OF NEW YORK CITY

Lower Manhattan, including the area on which the
World Trade Center stood (but not limited to that site — in
planning terms, the definition of a “site” is itself a controver-
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sial and important aspect of analysis and proposal19), provides
a striking history of the uses and abuses of tradition in the
heart of a presumptively global city.

The history of Lower Manhattan, in fact, starts with a
manifestation of internationalism, in the preglobal sense,
when working-class immigrants migrated across oceans and
borders to set up shop, get jobs, and do business in a desired
new country.  The traditions they brought with them and
used were not traditions of built form, but of culture, social
relations, and economic activity.  The built form that came to
reflect these social traditions in the new country was the old-
law tenement, so-called because it was built under New
York’s “old law” of 1867, before the 1901 Tenement House

figure 2 . Burj Dubai.  Courtesy of Emaar Properties.
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Act prescribed higher and more expensive standards for mul-
tifamily building (fig.3 ) .

Old-law tenements typically were five- or six-story
walkup apartment buildings, described as follows in the
Tenement Museum dedicated to explicating their memory:

. . . 20 three-room apartments, typical of their kind, were
arranged four to a floor, two in front and two in the rear.
They were reached by an unlighted, ventilated wooden
staircase that ran through the center of the building.  The
largest room (11’ x 12’6”) was referred to in plans as the
living room or parlor, but residents called it the “front
room.”  Behind it came the kitchen and one tiny bedroom.
The entire flat, which often contained households of seven
or more people, totaled about 325 square feet.

Only one room per apartment — the “front room” —
received direct light and ventilation, limited by the tene-
ments that would soon hem it in.  The standard bedroom,
8’6” square, would have been completely shut off from
both fresh air and natural light, but . . . the bedroom had
casement windows, opening onto the hall, that appear to
be part of the original construction.

There was, of course, no toilet, no shower, no bath; nor is
there any indication that water was available within the
apartments, although water from the Croton aqueduct had
begun to flow into the City by the early 1840’s.  The build-
ing’s privies, located in the rear yard, might or might not
have been connected to the sewer pipes running beneath
[the street].20

These buildings were not built by their occupants, but
by speculators interested in maximizing rental revenue from
the small (25-foot-wide) lots on which they typically stood.21

Thus, if their occupancy was traditional, the built form and

environment were not.  Their form reflected a tradition of
power, not a people’s tradition.  They were the dominant
form of structure on the eastern side of Lower Manhattan
through the middle of the twentieth century.

This history was also reflected in the fact that the western
side of Lower Manhattan was the site of a thriving, partly Near
Eastern, community at the time it was cleared for construction
of the World Trade Center in the 1960s.22 The World Trade
Center displaced this community in favor of an ensemble
deliberately intended to represent global activity and the city’s
dominance therein.  All traces of what had existed there, the
older tradition of immigration and commerce, were wiped out
— not without protest, yet very effectively.

No popular tradition legitimated the World Trade Center,
only the wealth and power of its builders.  In keeping with
then-current policies of slum clearance and urban redevelop-
ment, the tradition called on was rather that of the ruthless
destruction of popular cultures, social relations, and ways of
life in the name of a progress — all of which served to
extend the power of the dominant classes.  This was the tra-
dition encapsulated by Marx’s phrase “all that’s solid melts
into air” (fig.4 ) .23

figure 3 . Old-Law Tenement, New York City.

figure 4 . World Trade Center, New York City.



Of course, the World Trade Center was only the latest
and tallest (at that time) representation of the dominant tra-
dition of building in globalizing cities.24 We are all familiar
with it.  One can see it develop and march along in any of
the innumerable comparisons of building height, in which
the steady reaching for the label of “tallest building in the
world” was the prize sought (fig.5 ) .

Today that tradition remains alive and well in New York.
Even relatively progressive good-government organizations
like the Regional Plan Association cannot escape it.  Their
alternate plan for the second largest development site in New
York City, the mid-West Side rail yards, is subservient to it,
and proposes a series of mega-highrise office towers.

And, of course, following 9/11, the Lower Manhattan
Development Corporation’s first illustration of the possibilities
at the World Trade Center site were so extreme in their service
of this tradition of power that they were almost unanimously
rejected.  Resistance to such proposals is a popular tradition
which New Yorkers also like to claim; and eventually, some
4,500 people from New York and the tri-state area gathered on
July 20 and July 22, 2002, at the Jacob Javits Convention
Center to play a role in rebuilding Lower Manhattan.  Over the
course of the day-long forums, participants in “Listening to the
City” deliberated options for redeveloping the World Trade
Center site and considered a range of other issues needed to
help people rebuild their lives and memorialize those lost.25

Clearly, the exercise of power by the dominant interests
in cities like New York has to take into account such popular
feelings.  Economic desires cannot, after all, find fulfillment
without relying on state action, and this is subject to political
as well as economic influence.

But one may also find reference to older traditions used
in defense of the dominant pattern in a variety of ways.  The
oldest and simplest is probably through decoration.  One case
already mentioned is the Gothic embellishment applied to
the oversized structure of the Woolworth Building, in its time
the tallest building extant.  But decoration can also be used to
conceal buildings, as with the huge billboards placed in front
of office towers adjacent to Times Square, arranged so as to
distract attention from their otherwise overpowering bulk.
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One might speak in these cases of the commodification of
tradition, continuing or recalled: tradition embraced, ornament-
ed and modified — or concealed — all as the financial interests
of their developers and owners might dictate.  Such a toolkit fol-
lows economic interests, however, rather than leading them.

In city planning terms, the preservation of the New York
street grid in Lower Manhattan today reflects similar issues.
The grid itself is an interesting example of the metamorpho-
sis of a tradition of power into a popular tradition.  Imposed
on the anarchic development of Manhattan in 1811 by a state
Board of Commissioners to facilitate the purchase and sale of
real estate, it has now become a hindrance to the construc-
tion of megaprojects like the Trade Center; yet, it is popular
because it makes easier finding locations in a large and com-
plex part of the city.

Megaprojects, increasingly enabled by the globalization
of investment and concentrations of control in cities high in
the global hierarchy, are demonstrations of power, of the abil-
ity of (often globally based) dominant interests to impose
their will on the preexisting structure of a city.  In resistance
to that display of power, insistence on maintaining the grid
in New York today may be read as an effort to maintain a
more popular tradition.

In reality, even this type of resistance can be manipulat-
ed and made meaningless.  For instance, the executed plan
for Battery Park City extends the grid street pattern of Lower
Manhattan, but only after separating Battery Park City from
it by a wide, heavily traveled street that is best crossed by
means of elevated walkways linking the buildings on either
side.  As a result, one can neither experience, nor even see,
the grid as continuous.

Ironically, recognizing this incongruity, most planning
proposals after 9/11 called for sinking West Street so that the
grid could in fact be meaningful.  But all these proposals
were shot down as too expensive.  Thus, the internal power
and functioning of Battery Park City will remain the same.  It
hardly matters whether one sees it as a megaproject (which it
is), or as “following” the traditional grid pattern of the city —
a connection that is more easily observed from the sky than
on the ground.

figure 5 . Skyscrapers of New York.  Courtesy of Skyscraper Museum, New York.
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Tradition can also be manipulated in more subtle ways.
One of the most aesthetically daring examples involved
Daniel Libeskind’s proposal for his celebrated Freedom
Tower.  The building combined the traditional pursuit of
height and power (victory, for the time being, in a global
competition) with a veneer of legitimating historic refer-
ences.  Among these were both the building’s proposed
height — 1,776 feet (a purely public-relations gesture having
nothing to do with aesthetics or efficiency of built form) —
and a twist in shape intended to evoke the memory of the
Statue of Liberty (fig.6 ) .

Such a contradiction between power-driven business
goals and populist overlay was never really viable, however.
And this is now being demonstrated by the fact that what
will actually be built will keep neither of these original pub-
lic-relations characteristics.  Instead, the Freedom Tower will
look like any other in the series of gigantic office towers, with
a bow to greening in its upper stories and a surrender to
security in its lower.

Ultimately, Libeskind’s desire to couple the demonstra-
tion of power with an argument for its legitimacy was
doomed to failure.  However, this approach is but one exam-
ple of what has become a new pattern, one pressed to
become a new tradition by those seeking both to compete in
the global game of power and influence and find support

from local, place-based forces that might otherwise be expect-
ed to resist the impact of their projects.

The problem is a simple one, to which Manuel Castells,
among others, has called attention.26 Globalization, with its
homogenization of almost all aspects of Habermas’s life
world, evokes popular resistance.  And this resistance to the
loss of identities and cultures and traditions often relies on
the preservation of the past in opposition to the new.  Amos
Rapoport has referred to “a declining place specificity of tra-
ditional vernaculars (as opposed to the time specificity of
high-style and popular design).”27 Resistance to globalization
takes place where it can.

The power of the resistance is such that even high style
today may be an attempt to create place specificity.  Examples
are many, not only involving elements of the movement for
historic preservation, but also the drive within many cities to
establish height limits, contextual zoning, and architectural
review. The obviously and grandly displayed new, often with
height as its emblem of power, is exactly what the local and
tradition-recalling protest resists.

Resists . . . unless.  Certainly, Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim
Museum in Bilbao is ostentatiously new, expensive, globally
produced, and globally in competition.  Yet it is accepted, indeed
welcomed, solicited, sought after.  Why?  Because, ironically
enough, its rupture with tradition establishes a new pattern that

figure 6 . Libeskind’s Freedom

Tower, behind view of Statue of

Liberty.  (c) Studio Daniel Libeskind.



uses that very rupture to establish a traditionally local identity,
one specifically linked to the city in which it is located.

In this regard, John Urry speaks of the tourist gaze as
resulting “from the basic binary division between the ordi-
nary/everyday and the extraordinary.”28 The growing number
of Gehry-type manufactured icons are this type of “extraordi-
nary” phenomena; in effect, they convert all viewers into
tourists, who recognize their identities in what they see, but
are separated and see them only from the outside.  Even
when such buildings give popular pleasure, it is pleasure
derived from what “they” did, not from what “we” did.

Likewise, Gehry’s design logic for the museum in Bilbao
was also said to embody references to the harbor activities
and forms near which it sits.  But these were as shallow and
public-relations oriented as were Libeskind’s references to
the Statue of Liberty.  If the Gehry in Bilbao references waves
in its forms, that is hardly something specific to the locale,
for it is found in almost all of Gehry’s buildings, regardless
of how far they are from the water.  What gives the Bilbao
Gehry its appeal is not its connection to the local, but pre-
cisely the opposite — its connection to the global.  But this is
the technological component of the global, not the central-
ized, homogenized, economically driven extension of power
which conventional globalization represents for so many.

The pattern is becoming so widespread as to be almost a
new tradition in itself.  New York had no “Gehry” a year ago;
within the next few years it hopes to have five.  It will even
have one at the World Trade Center site, to house one of the
cultural institutions to be located there, without Gehry ever
having produced even a sketch of what it might be.  It is
enough that his name promises novelty, something different,
something high-tech.  A “Gehry” is now a commodity.

Lower Manhattan’s Santiago Calatrava-designed transit
station is in the same pattern (fig.7 ) . Its ostentatious display
of technology creates an unmistakable and easily identifiable
form, perhaps subliminally holding out the same promise that
technology held in the early days of internationalist globaliza-
tion.  In this sense, and in the playfulness of form that such
efforts manifest, one may even see a bow in the direction of
the liberation that early globalization seemed to promise.  At
the same time, it must not be forgotten that this building
serves the center of global economic power. And it is func-
tional to, legitimating, and indeed glorifying of that power.

This involves the same tension between freedom and
power, tradition and rupture with tradition, power and the
popular, that one might read into developments such as
Chandigarh, Brasilia, or the Israeli Parliament building.
Even Disneyland shares some of this tension.

THE CASE OF BERLIN

The treatment of history in the latest wave of construction
in Berlin is another example of the manipulation of tradition in
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the service of power. Here the redevelopment of Potsdammer
Platz provides a striking example of the demonstration of power
through the erasure of old popular traditions.  As the technolog-
ical prowess and wealth of the new occupy center stage, the cre-
ators of the new image have made the merest of bows to
historic preservation to demonstrate their awareness of the old:
one building housing an older “historic” restaurant has been
incorporated in the new megaproject.

Berlin is the story of the World Trade Center towers all
over again.  But the case of Berlin, billed as the largest con-
struction site in Europe, is more historically complicated.
Here the purpose of new construction and renovation is,
paradoxically, both to conceal history and to recall it in dis-
torted fashion.

History in Berlin runs deep, and historical honesty
might involve reference to Bismarkian nationalism, Prussian
militarism, German anti-Semitism, an abortive revolution,
fascism and the Holocaust, military defeat, the Cold War, the
divided city, and state socialism.  There are thus two contra-
dictory layers of history when it comes to dealing with tradi-
tion: one based on actual history, and one based on the
repression of undesired parts of that history to legitimate
new paradigms of rule.

figure 7 . Calatrava Transit Station, Lower Manhattan, New York City.
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One can see these attitudes with regard to what remains
of the old East Berlin.  After World War II, the East German
government initially opted for traditional forms in its portion
of the city.  But the traditional scenography of the StalinAllee
was soon abandoned for massive prefabricated housing con-
struction, held out to be beyond tradition, something of a
new world.  The rhetoric, of course, was of the old interna-
tionalism; but the reality was the need to oppose really exist-
ing globalization in the West.

Today, in the newly united Berlin, all traces of that episode
in history are being consciously eliminated.  Emblematic is the
destruction of the former Palace of the Republic.  Debate still
rages as to what to replace it with.  Reconstruct the old palace
of the Kaisers?  Emulate the highrise symbols of really existing
globalization in Potsdammer Platz?  Or try for a presumptively
post-traditional new style as in the buildings of the
Government quarter and the rebuilt Reichstag?

If a reconstruction of a palace of the Kaisers is selected,
it will represent a blotting out of all that has happened in
German history essentially in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, to create a lineage that goes directly from the
Baroque to the postmodern.  The dishonesty of the effort has
produced an outcry against the proposal, and the result is not
yet quite clear.

The reconstruction of the Reichstag provides an even
more complex mixture of recall and repression.  The build-
ing has an important, but conflicted place in German history.
Originally built in 1884 under William II, it was intended to
be physically imposing — an impression somewhat out of
concord with its function as the seat of a largely powerless
parliament (fig.8 ) . Nevertheless, the story of its construc-
tion reveals how traditional forms may be interpreted differ-
ently.  As it is recounted:

Paul Wallot won [the competition for the design], and
designed the building to reflect Italian renaissance, Gothic,
and baroque styles.  But he also wanted to make it unique-
ly German.  Unfortunately, there was no Germanic style of
architecture so he incorporated regional touches to distin-

guish it from the other great building of Europe from
which it is drawn.  But the controversy didn’t end there.
Wallot faced continued pressure and opposition to his
design.  When it was finished, it was a masterpiece with
four towers 46 meters high symbolizing the four German
Kingdoms united and a central cupola 75 meters tall to
honor the head of state, then Kaiser Wilhelm II.  Of
course, opposition followed — this time from the very per-
son the building was meant to honor.  Wilhelm II hated
the cupola.  He saw it as a symbol of parliament, rather
than a reflection of himself.  Wilhelm believed in a mili-
tary government, and the parliament was of little use to
him.  To drive this point home, the opening ceremonies on
5 December, 1894 were reminiscent of a military parade
with even some members of parliament wearing Prussian
uniforms.  By 1892 the Kaiser has started referring to the
place as the Government Ape House.29

In reality, then, for many years the building could be read
as a mere facade of power, concealing both the absence of power
there and the fact that real power was held by the Kaiser’s inner
circle.  However, the building’s fortunes changed with the end
of World War I.  The German Republic was proclaimed from
it in 1918, and for a brief interlude until 1933 it served as a
center of German democracy.  However, the memory most
associated with it is its burning on February 27, 1933, an event
used as the pretext for the political crackdown that began the
Nazi party’s seizure of absolute power.

Today, even the shell that could have recalled that event
has been obliterated.  Nor is there a trace of its occupation by
Soviet troops at the fall of Berlin in 1945.  Indeed, only one
stone with Russian graffiti was preserved, and that only after
some dispute.  Rather, the Reichstag was completely rebuilt
in 1995, with a new cupola designed by Sir Norman Foster.

While there had been a cupola on the original, Foster’s
new dome made no reference back to it.  Rather the point
was to be ostentatiously new, ostentatiously high-tech, osten-
tatiously political.  Parliament would be represented as sit-
ting underneath it, working in all transparency. In reality,

figure 8 . A) The Reichstag then.  B) the Reichstag today.

A. B.



however, visitors can see almost nothing of the proceedings
within it from the public vantage point afforded by the dome,
and are thoroughly insulated from the proceedings there.

Here then is a building in the tradition of power, that
first served as a facade concealing its absence, and which
now provides a pretense of transparency while concealing
institutional insulation.  The new and glamorous bubble
makes it seem as if a building housing a major seat of power
is a tourist attraction open to all.  The false suggestion is that
it was added to an old and venerable building as a continua-
tion of a tradition of democracy, when in fact democracy has
had a most troubled past in this country.

Thus again, playing with tradition, both using it and
negating it, serves the interests of power — both in express-
ing the existence of power and at the same time concealing
its exercise.

TRADITION IN RESISTANCE TO POWER

Popular traditions, of course, also reflect relations of
power, and in many cases they are themselves the result of
the exercise of power.  Traditional societies obviously had
their own internal structures, generally patriarchal, often
based on religion, with ordered relations more proximately
relying on force than in later times.  But in global cities pop-
ular traditions also often stand in opposition to traditions of
power. This may happen in several ways.

First, popular traditions may support the existence of
communities exercising independence from dominant struc-
tures of power. Ethnic enclaves in New York City, for instance,
may develop their own economies, within limits, including
their own trading customs, institutions for the resolution of
disputes, and building types.  There are, of course, severe lim-
its to how far such independence can go.  Building codes may
or may not support alternative forms of construction.  And
zoning laws may or may not allow alternative forms of family
or business usage — for example, industrial work at home or a
mixing of commercial and residential activities.  Traditions will
play a role in cementing such alternative forms, but they will
as often be defensive as creative of new forms.  Identity politics
is a reflection of different continuing and recalled traditions in
the political arena, and may interplay with traditional built
environments in a mutually reinforcing manner.
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Opposition to power may also make use of negative tra-
ditions: burning an oppressive flag, tearing down the built
monuments of power, attacking and physically wrenching a
building apart (one thinks of the Bastille in the French
Revolution, the palaces of the royalty or the czars, or even the
attacks on public buildings in the recent uprisings in the sub-
urbs of Paris, or in Detroit or Los Angeles).  In a less extreme
form, opposition to various plans for redevelopment, “slum
clearance,” or megaprojects often relies on historic traditions,
sometimes continuing, sometimes recalled for the occasion.

In a globalizing era, the entire juxtaposition of the local
with the global may be seen as an issue of interpretation and
uses of tradition, with the local being linked to popular tradi-
tions and the global reflecting traditions of power.  At an indi-
vidual  level, the tension between the two may be reflected in
patterns such as resistance to imposed “foreign” eating habits.
Thus, on the one hand, the yellow arches of McDonalds have
become the symbol of progress, of the benefits of the market,
the advantages of globalization — of the replacement of tradi-
tion by the global economic market.  But on the other, they have
also become the symbols of an enemy, around which some of
the forces of resistance have rallied, relying on local culinary tra-
ditions and housekeeping habits for their legitimation.

Beyond more personal traditions, the local/global differ-
ence in traditions is one of scale.  But scale reflects the exer-
cise of power and the opposition to it as well.30 The defense
of traditional environments is, whether thus intended or not,
necessarily a defense of the local against the global, in sup-
port of popular traditions against traditions of power. Thus it
becomes entwined with struggles around globalization, the
power of international institutions, the growth of world eco-
nomic and social forums, issues of free trade and human
rights, and so on.

Power is, after all, a matter of politics.  And the consid-
eration of tradition in the global city must be coupled with a
realization that the search for a constructive solution to the
tensions involved is in the end also a political quest.

It remains to be seen what measures may in the end pro-
vide protection for the traditional environments and the local
identities and independence that the forces of globalization
threaten.  But the recognition of the relationship between
power and tradition, in new forms in the globalizing cities of
the world, is a matter that might be of high priority to those
concerned with the human impacts of the built environment.
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Violence and Empathy: National Museums
and the Spectacle of Society

C .  G R E I G  C R Y S L E R

This article compares the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C.,

with the Apartheid Museum in Johannesburg, South Africa.  While dealing with different his-

torical contexts, both institutions seek to embody models of tolerant national citizenship in

their visitors by immersing them in narratives of collective violence, death and ultimately,

national rebirth.  I examine these museums in relation to the emergence of similar institu-

tions around the world, and argue that they reinvent pedagogies of citizenship and consump-

tion that can be traced to spaces of public exhibition and display in the nineteenth century.  I

suggest that the practices of empathetic identification employed by both institutions can be

located within contemporary practices of consumer spectacle and prosthetic self-fashioning,

and are intertwined with the rise of affective labor and global economies of desire.  In crafting

idealized models of citizenship based on the simulated experience of national violence, both

museums attempt to contain politically charged histories in a museological past, where they

can be curated, commemorated and instrumentally separated from the violence of nation-state

in the global present.

It is now widely accepted that national institutions such as museums, capitol complexes,
government buildings, stadiums, airports, and even highway systems are important
spaces for the invention of national histories, identities and traditions.1 The national
museum (whether of science, art or history) has typically been conceived as both a con-
tainer of important objects and as a didactic object in itself, one that works to inscribe
and reproduce national history through its very form.  The museums of the nineteenth
century were typically organized around a model of progressive history. The agents of
history (bourgeois white males) were shown engaging in heroic struggles as the develop-
ment of the nation-state unfolded through a linear construction of historical time.  
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Museums narratives represented the present as the utopian
conclusion of national development, thereby positioning the
viewer at the apex of history.

This article examines examples of an institutional genre
that departs from these conventions of national representation.
The museums I will discuss do not tell the story of the endur-
ing genius of a collective national imagination; nor do they cli-
max in a display of heroic achievements carried out in the name
of the nation-state.  They are dominated by reconstructions of
state-orchestrated violence and brutality, and attempt to produce
memories of collective pain and suffering among visitors who
often have no direct experience of the events depicted.

Generally speaking, such museums can be placed in two
broad categories.  The first are located at the physical sites
where collective violence took place.  These include concen-
tration camps, forced-labor camps, mass graves where vic-
tims of genocide are buried, and prisons where political
detainees have been held and tortured.  Some of the most
prominent of these have formed an international coalition of
“sites of conscience” to develop “transferable practices” and
encourage “dialogues for democracy.”2 The second group
consists of museums that re-create historical sites of violence
within their walls, and are often removed from the locations
where the events they describe originally took place.  Often
costly and based in large cities or national capitals, they rou-
tinely attract hundreds of thousands of visitors per annum.

Though it is clearly intertwined with the larger history of
the public museum, the experiential museum of national
trauma is a relatively recent development.  Many of the key
examples have entered the planning stage or have been con-
structed over the last two decades.  Two prominent examples
include the Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles (1993) and
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington,
D.C. (1994).  Both employ elaborate restagings of the
Holocaust to teach the values of appropriate citizenship.3

The programs of both institutions have been integrated into
the criminal justice system.  Perpetrators of hate crimes, as
well as police officers, judges, and others involved in law
enforcement, attend the museums to learn the virtues of tol-
erant behavior by consuming a spectacle of its reverse.4

Other examples include the National Underground
Railroad Freedom Center, opened in 2004 in Cincinnati and
dedicated to the history of the underground railroad, the
name given to the clandestine routes to freedom created by
abolitionists for slaves fleeing the southern U.S. before
Emancipation.  It contains a simulated journey that includes
an actual slave pen (moved into the museum from its original
location in Kentucky) and culminates in a “Hall of Everyday
Heroes.”5 A growing number of similar institutions have
opened in other countries, including the Museum of Memory
in Argentina, the DMZ Museum between North and South
Korea, The Jewish Museum in Berlin, and various proposals
for Apartheid museums in South Africa, including a building
in Johannesburg that I will discuss in greater detail here.6

These experiential environments are aesthetic phantas-
magoria: they fuse architecture, film, textual narratives, arti-
facts, and re-creations of buildings and landscapes into
elaborate technologies of citizenship.  However, their most
distinctive feature is often the intimate linkage they forge
between memory and affect by displaying the emotional
experiences of others.7 They construct a sensuous engage-
ment with the past, one that, in its appeals to embodied expe-
rience and emotion, attempts to supplement (and in some
cases even supercede) forms of rational cognition that have
historically structured the national museum.8 A museologi-
cal prosthesis solicits the visitor’s identification with a collec-
tive subject of history that undergoes escalating experiences
of pain and suffering, and is ultimately reborn as a model cit-
izen.  These “fatal attractions” are organized around the ther-
apeutic administration of simulated trauma.9 The museum
constitutes diverse visitors as a collective subject of traumatic
history, and then provides a way to overcome, confront, or
“work through” the conditions of their subjection through rit-
ualized acts of empathy and commemoration.

How can we explain the emergence and proliferation of
these emotional theaters of collective memory?  Why have
they emerged with such force at this point in time, and
where do they fit in the history of the national museum?
Inasmuch as museums of national trauma involve critical
reflection on the historical project of the nation-state, they
are consistent with one of the central characteristics of what
has been described as “dark tourism”: a tendency to produce
anxiety and doubt about the project of modernity by revealing
the failure of its inner workings.10 The national museums I
will discuss here unsettle assumptions about the capacity of
the nation-state to guarantee progress, only to reinstate such
assumptions on different terms.

In this discussion I concentrate on how contemporary
models of national citizenship are defined and implemented
from the standpoint of curatorial approaches, visual and tex-
tual exhibition narratives, and architectural design.  I will not
deal with ethnographic analysis of how visitors respond to,
and even transform the intended meanings of the museums.
While the latter analysis is important, it by no means
replaces the need to understand how museums conceptual-
ize and institute discourses of national identity. The map-
ping of “technologies of citizenship” constitutes an important
first step in a larger study that would include ethnographic
analysis along with other analytical strategies.11

MUSEUMS AND CITIZENSHIP

The relationship between museums and citizenship has
been studied at length in recent scholarship.12 One of the
most seminal accounts is by the historian and cultural critic
Tony Bennett, as presented in his book The Birth of the
Museum.13 This by now well-known account is relevant for
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my purposes here because it argues that in the late eigh-
teenth and early nineteenth century museums played a piv-
otal role in defining the terms and conditions of an emergent
civil society.  Overall, the institutions of display Bennett dis-
cusses — which range from museums and libraries to
department stores, fairs, and world expositions — came to
comprise an “exhibitionary complex.”14

A key means of creating this new culture of exhibition
was to transfer objects once held in enclosed and private
domains to public arenas, where they could inscribe and
broadcast messages of power.  Bennett argues that the exhibi-
tionary complex was not only concerned with tranferring
knowledge which had previously been the exclusive property of
the sovereign into an expanding public domain.  The spaces in
which these artifacts were shown also displayed the public to
itself, making the museum-goer both a subject and an object
of the exhibition.  The terms of this visibility granted a new
importance to the panorama as an optical system that allowed
the individual to perceive him- or herself in relation to an
orderly crowd.  The exhibitionary spaces Bennett describes per-
mitted the spectator to see, and be seen, in relation to others.15

The constitution of a citizenry took place in an era of
nation-building, and so the process of forming an orderly,
self-regulating public was also a process of forming a collec-
tive national body.  As Bennett noted, detailed studies of
nineteenth-century expositions consistently foreground the
ideological economy of their organizing principles, trans-
forming displays of materials and industrial processes into
art objects and material signifiers of progress, where
progress was considered a collective national achievement,
with “capital as the great co-ordinator.”16 In this way, power
is “subjected by flattery” and placed on the side of the people
by affording them a place within its workings.17 The exhibi-
tionary complex thus defined what might be termed a peda-
gogy of consumption.  At the world’s fairs, workers were
transformed into consumers; products were displayed in
ways that mystified how they were manufactured and
stressed their intended meanings as commodities and the
unique powers attributed to them.18

Initially it would seem that experiential exhibitions such
as the Holocaust Memorial Museum do not fit easily into the
history of the universal museum described by Bennett: their
narratives are organized around national failures and
tragedies; and they construct a path that leads toward the
dystopian terminus of the nation-state, rather than an elevat-
ed plane of utopian achievements and success.  Nor are they
primarily concerned with displaying the collective genius of
the nation-state through the progressive development of an
enlightened rationality.  Instead, they spectacularize the fail-
ures of that rationality.  Yet the differences between these
models are not quite so stark.  While taking the nation-state
down to a point of near annihilation, the apocalyptic moment
creates an opening through which progressive history can
begin again.  In doing so, these museums ultimately reclaim
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the nation-state as a vehicle for the realization of collective
identity on terms that represent important continuities and
differences with the nineteenth-century model.

These buildings form a global network of institutions. As
such, they articulate what Frederick Buell has called “national-
ist postnationalism” — not only in relation to the idealized
identities they seek to constitute, but in the processes they
employ to do so.  Buell has argued that a new breed of cultur-
al nationalism has emerged, to meet the demands of “postna-
tional circumstances.”19 Both museums embody this paradox.
On the one hand, they seek to teach the lessons of national
history through the selective reenactment of often horrifying
national events.  On the other, they are designed, constructed
and operated through a range of processes that exceed the
scale of the nation-state: they are bound together by financial
and professional networks, flows of visitors, geopolitical
events, and — as I will suggest below — a shared system of
narrative representation that employs the Holocaust as its
structuring metaphor.20 Both museums draw upon, and help
define a global space of national imagining.

My discussion begins with the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum (USHMM) in Washington, D.C., which
has, by virtue of its size, prominence and wealth, become a
global collection point, research center, and tourist destina-
tion for everything that is associated with the Holocaust.  As
its name suggests, USHMM brings the function of the
museum and memorial together in a mutually constitutive
relationship, one that is necessitated by the precipitous
decline in Holocaust survivors.  Most estimates suggest that
less than a quarter of the original population of 100,000
camp survivors remain alive.21 The USHMM is distinctive
because it seeks to keep memories of the Holocaust active
through an array of institutional practices that mimetically
re(pro)duce an event in order to transfer the memory of it to
visitors, who are then encouraged to memorialize what they
have experienced.  The USHMM is a particularly apt exam-
ple for this discussion because of the disjunction between
memory and location it defines: it seeks to instill memories
of an event that did not take place on U.S. soil, in order to
construct an idealized model of U.S. citizenship.22 The
Holocaust is thus employed as an instrumental narrative, a
teaching tool and a therapeutic exemplar — something that
is outside the direct experience of most visitors, but neverthe-
less assumed to be of fundamental relevance to the project of
constructing appropriate models of national citizenship.23

It is important to note that while the vast majority of vis-
itors to the USHMM have not had direct experience of the
Holocaust (either as operators, survivors or liberators of the
camps), given the ubiquity of Holocaust representations and
the varied use of the term itself, it is likely that most will
have encountered Holocaust representations prior to visiting
the museum.  These mediated memories not only help to
shape how visitors understand what is presented to them in
the museum; they also shape the texture of what is presented
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as objective testimony.  As has been demonstrated in the
Holocaust literature, testimony by survivors varies over time
as different signifying systems influence how events are
recalled, as the temporal distance between the witness and
the event increases, and as the context of retelling shifts.24

Such changes underscore the status of memories as relation-
al and intrinsically unstable.  They are shaped by the situa-
tions in which they are remembered.

The second museum I discuss is the Apartheid Museum
in Johannesburg, South Africa, whose implicit goal is to cele-
brate the death and rebirth of the South African nation-state.
The Holocaust is not mentioned explicitly in the museum
narrative itself, though the design of both the building and
the exhibition was inspired in part by the USHMM.25 The
Apartheid Museum shares with the USHMM an investment
in popular media.  In this case, the museum narrative is con-
structed in large measure out of international news
reportage, documentary photography, and film footage, much
of which had previously been banned in South Africa.  For
this reason, many visitors from within South Africa may be
far less familiar with the images and testimony presented
than those who visit the USHMM.26

The instability of memory poses one of the principal
challenges faced by both institutions examined here.  Each
seeks to stabilize both sides of the exhibitionary transaction,
by surrounding testimony with the aura of authenticity (and
hence objectivity) through the use of film, photographs, and
oral history, and by immersing the viewer in sensory-rich
environments that encourage the process of self-abstraction
to take place.  The powerful mechanisms devised to solicit
the visitor’s identification with presented narratives are there-
fore at least partly defined in relation to the diversity of back-
grounds and experiences of their audiences.  Both museums
impart knowledge through the simulated experience of the
suffering of others.  The idea is that the museum experience
“feels” real enough to be remembered as such; this is how
the museum narrative hopes to align diverse constituencies
of visitors with a singular Jewish or nonwhite subject of his-
tory, whose pain they are intended to feel, and whose suffer-
ing they are meant to share.  These intentions transform the
exhibition interior into a continuously modulating sensory
experience that passes through archetypal stages of decline,
death and rebirth.

The attempt to symbolically appropriate, traumatize and
reassemble populations through identification with violent nar-
ratives of death and transcendent rebirth can be understood in
relation to the contradictory position occupied by the national
museum in an increasingly interdependent, if conflict-ridden
world.  At a time when diverse, sometimes opposed popula-
tions define the nation-state, the problems of managing differ-
ence from within in order to maintain the coherence of the
national community (and allegiance to national values) have
become paramount.  Spectacular representations of the agony
of specific groups become a means to overcome the historical

basis of difference — or at the very least, to reformulate it on
starkly different terms.  Once cultural difference is identified
with pain and suffering, it is placed in the past, where it can be
memorialized, remembered, and operated upon as something
separate from the present.

Both of these museums contain a vast number of images
and artifacts, but I will only deal here with the two significant
(and similar) moments in each narrative.  The first occurs after
a long downward spiral through history, when state-orchestrat-
ed violence reaches its peak.  The second occurs at the end of
the exhibition, when both narratives culminate on a plateau of
memory, framed by the nation-state of the present.  These two
moments are significant in the aesthetic program of the muse-
um because they are the points of transition; they reveal the
process of empathetic identification at its point of greatest exer-
tion, and in doing so, show its limits most fully.

HOLOCAUST MEMORIES AND THE SUBJECT OF

HISTORY

The design of the USHMM and its permanent exhibi-
tion has been discussed at length elsewhere, including an
article I co-authored with Abidin Kusno after the building
opened.27 Here, I would like to build upon these earlier argu-
ments, stressing the way the permanent exhibition and its
enframing architecture operate together to define an ideal-
ized model of national citizenship.

The idea of a locating a Holocaust institution adjacent to
the Washington Mall emerged during the Carter administra-
tion, following its controversial decision to sell a fleet of F-15
fighter jets to Saudi Arabia in 1978.28 Strong reaction to the
sale by domestic Jewish groups ultimately led President
Carter to establish a Commission on the Holocaust, with Eli
Weisel as its chair.  The commission prepared a report that
called for a permanent museum dedicated to the Holocaust
in Washington.  The USHMM was built on one of the last
available pieces of Federal land adjacent to the Mall, and was
constructed with private funds.  Like all the other buildings
in the Capitol district, this one was subject to a series of reg-
ulations governing the height, massing and materials of new
buildings.  The architect, James Ingo Freed, of Pei Cobb
Freed and Partners, turned these requirements to an advan-
tage by investing the main facade with brooding references
that evoke the stripped-down classicism of Fascist Germany.29

The permanent exhibition is located on the upper floors
of the museum, and is entered through the Hall of Witness,
a large entry area that attempts to evoke Nazi landscapes of
deportation and terror using twisted architectural geometries
and prison-like windows and steel gates.  The path of visitors
through the museum is determined in advance; they must
travel by elevator to the fourth floor, then descend sequential-
ly to the third and second floors.  Each floor encompasses a
specific historical phase: the fourth floor examines the rise of



Nazism; the third focuses on the Holocaust itself; and the
second examines its aftermath.

On the first floor all arriving visitors are given a mock
passport of a Holocaust victim.  They are then ushered into
large, stainless-steel elevators reminiscent of railway boxcars.
The passport is intended to foster identification with the nar-
rative and personalize its rendering of history.30 Once inside,
a film made by troops approaching a concentration camp
appears on a video monitor.  The voice of a soldier recalls the
scene, and asks in disbelief how the horror of the camps
could have happened.  As the video concludes, the doors
open at the fourth floor to reveal a large backlit image of an
open pit filled with dead bodies, with soldiers standing on
the other side if it.  A panel to the left of the photograph
explains that it was taken by a U.S. soldier (fig.1 ) .

The entry sequence is designed to allow visitors to occu-
py the position behind the soldier’s camera.  In doing so, the
strategy attempts to construct an equivalence between the
contemporary visitor, who may have no direct understanding
of the Holocaust, and a typical soldier who may have
approached the camps at the end of World War II without
foreknowledge of their existence.  This strategy has also
become an important means of gaining access to the public
imagination elsewhere in the museum.  References to sol-
diers and the military have recently been extended well
beyond the permanent exhibition.  For example, banners of
the military units that liberated the camps now line the build-
ing’s main corridors, and it is possible to purchase the crests
of these battalions from a mobile gift cart on the second floor
(fig.2 ) . The Education Center also features an exhibition
called “Witness to History: Documenting the Path of
American Liberators” which tells the story of how military
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photographers and filmmakers represented the liberation of
concentration camps (fig.3 ) .

The U.S. military is identified with the soldier as photogra-
pher, who in turn becomes the vision and the voice through
which significant moments in the exhibition are represented.  A
parallel chain of associations is constructed in relation to the high-
ly differentiated Jewish communities that were destroyed by the
Holocaust.  The generalizing force of the narrative turns many
Jewish communities into a single, collective Jewish body that is
attacked, tortured, murdered, and ultimately reborn as a survivor
and witness.  Three metonymic figures — the soldier/museum
as witness, the Jewish victim, and the Holocaust survivor — thus
provide experiential points of reference for the narrative.31 Each
position is a reduction of the many to the one — a pure archetype
formed out of the subtractive distillation of diverse parts to create
a single whole.  The narrative oscillates between these three posi-
tions as it unfolds, but it is on the third and second floors, where
the story is concerned with the implementation and aftermath of
the Holocaust — and hence the positions of the victim and sur-
vivor — that I want to examine it in more detail.

The third floor, dealing with the Holocaust, is structured
quite differently from the floor above, which describes the
rise of Nazism.  While the fourth-floor display is dominated
by extensive written texts, and requires visitors to move slow-
ly through a linear exposition of history, on the third floor
visitors may move freely between displays in the setting of a
mock concentration camp.32 The scene is entered by passing
through one of the boxcars used to transport victims to the
camps.  After this, a passage leads through a “genuine repli-
ca” of a concentration camp gate complete with artificially
induced rust.  Beyond this is a flattened image of the train
station at Auschwitz, defined by a black-and-white photo

figure 1 . Entrance to the permanent exhibition at the USHMM.

After passing through the Hall of Witness and ascending to the fourth

floor in box-car like elevators, visitors face a large photo-mural of an open

grave filled with the bodies of concentration-camp victims.  Visitors stand

on one side of the photographic pit, with U.S. soldiers depicted viewing the

remains on the other.

figure 2 . Gift shop

selling copies of mili-

tary badges on the sec-

ond floor of the

USHMM.  This

portable gift shop is

located outside the

entrance to the Wexner

Learning Center, where

the exhibition entitled

“Witness to History” is

located. 
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mural of the station platform.  A long gray bench placed in
front of the image is turned to face the entrance to a portion
of a camp barracks.  The doors to the barracks are open, and
just beyond, a low circular wall contains a group of video
monitors that are angled upwards (fig.4 ) . The vaporous
blue light they cast draws a crowd.  The monitors show
archival footage of Nazi medical experiments and are difficult
(not) to watch.  A passage leads from the barracks toward a
reconstruction of a crematorium furnace.

The bodies that figure so prominently in earlier stages
of the exhibition are now gone; it is a landscape of the absent
presence.  An empty boxcar, an empty train station, empty
bunks, piles of victims’ shoes: these are all powerful icons of
loss.33 Whether standing beside an empty bunk or looking at
indistinguishable figures being pushed into a pit, the reduc-
tion of historical Jewish subjects to a sentient outline creates
an opening for displacement and self-projection.

After passing a crematorium furnace, the exhibition
route then leads downward to the second floor and the final
part of the display called “Last Chapter.”  This retells the past
we have just “experienced,” but represents it through the for-
mal and informal testimony of survivors since World War II.
When viewed as a whole, this part of the exhibition offers a
catalogue of the different ways in which Holocaust survivors
have become witnesses — whether through personal recollec-
tions given as a part of a massive attempt to document the
words of every living survivor (funded by Steven Spielberg’s
Shoah Foundation34), or through the televised legal testimony
made in courtrooms of international law.

These different forms of testimony are displayed in a
chronological order that is socially symbolic.  Near the begin-
ning of the display, a bank of televisions offer continuous
black-and-white replays of Nazi trials, beginning with
Nuremberg and concluding with those initiated by Simon
Wiesenthal, the “Nazi hunter” who later became the inspira-
tional force behind the Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles.
These constitute a metaphorical courtroom space, where the
visitor is placed in the position of a witness.  At the other end
of the room, another kind of testimony is given: the full-color,
emotional counterpart to the courtroom shown on the little TV
screens.  Here images of the survivors, many of whom are
filmed in their homes, float on a screen that is framed by walls
of Jerusalem stone (fig.5 ) . They tell stories of subterfuge and
heroism within the camps, of escape, of being hidden and
saved by others.  There are many halting moments when
words dissolve into unrestrained displays of emotion.

The space between the full-color present and the black-
and-white past defines two contrasting moments in the post-
war history of Holocaust survivors.  The change in the status of
the survivor occurs alongside a change in the context of testi-

figure 3 . The “Witness to History” exhibition in the Wexner Learning

Center at the USHMM.  A box camera sits at the symbolic heart of the

exhibition, and is surrounded by computer terminals where visitors can

examine photos taken by U.S. soldiers as the concentration camps were

liberated.  The exhibition reinforces the status accorded to the military

camera as an objective lens to history.

figure 4 . A partial reconstruction of a concentration camp bunkhouse

at the USHMM.  The barracks are surrounded by “object survivors” that

evoke the absent presence of the Holocaust victims.



mony, from the courtroom to the amphitheater at the end of
the exhibition.  In making the shift, the museum foregrounds
what literary critic Shoshana Felman has called the juridical
unconscious.35 For Felman, trauma is the “unconscious” of the
trial, the pain and suffering that is there but cannot be translat-
ed into legal terms, and cannot be arbitrated through legal
processes.  Felman suggests that the Nuremberg trials were
the first to use the material resources of the law to achieve a
symbolic exit from the injuries of traumatic history.36

Since then, highly public trials, often broadcast around
the world, have attempted to bring closure to collective trau-
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ma through the conceptual resources and practical tools of
the law, placing trials and trauma in a process of continuous
articulation that has transformed both legal structures and
the representation of collective trauma.37 In staging the his-
torical transition of the juridical unconscious the USHMM
leads us to a utopian point.  By the end of the exhibition, the
nation-state has been resurrected, but now is a silent back-
ground, a static and timeless frame in which emotional testi-
mony of past injustices take place.  In other words, the state
becomes a framework for the symbolic ventilation of emo-
tion as an index of citizenship.  This interrelationship is fixed
in a final transition that takes place just beyond the exit from
the permanent exhibition.

The Hall of Remembrance follows the conclusion of the
permanent exhibition.  It is a hexagonal room clad in the
same stone used on the main facade — the limestone of offi-
cial Washington and its public monuments (fig.6 ) . The slot
windows at the corners of this interior space reconnect it to
the other memorial spaces on the Mall, effectively turning it
inside out.38 The names of concentration camps, grouped
according to geographical regions, are carved into black gran-
ite panels.  Rows of votive candles line the space below the
inscription.  While the amphitheater of testimony contains
images of survivors describing their experiences, the Hall of
Remembrance is silent by comparison.  It is dedicated to inte-
riorized acts of commemoration — private recollections that
occur in the allegorical space of the nation-state invoked by
the “exterior monumentality” of stone walls and deliberate
framing of Mall vistas.39 Visitors are left alone with their
memories, whatever they may be.  The nation-state is symbol-
ically reconstructed as a mute frame that enables a multitude
of private unarticulated actions in public.  The ideal citizen is

figure 5 . The theater of testimony at the conclusion of the permanent

exhibition at the USHMM.  The theater plays a film that features the tes-

timony of Holocaust survivors and their struggle to survive during and

after the Holocaust.  The walls of the theater are clad in Jerusalem stone,

and, as is the case with the Hall of Remembrance that follows it, symboli-

cally encode the nation-state as the guarantor of collective memory.

figure 6 . The Hall of

Remembrance, just beyond the

conclusion of the permanent exhi-

bition at the USHMM.  Both the

inside and outside of the hall are

clad in the same stone required

for buildings in the Capitol dis-

trict; slot windows focus visitors’

acts of remembrance on nearby

U.S. monuments.
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both a victim and witness.  The two terms are now placed in a
temporal order in which the victim is that part of a past
remembered in the safe enclosure of the national present.40

PRODUCTIVE INSCRIPTIONS

In his book Present Pasts, the cultural critic Andreas
Huyssen has argued that Holocaust discourse has been
appropriated and reworked to represent other forms of
national trauma.41 He has called these reworkings “produc-
tive inscriptions,” because the Holocaust is understood as
something that allows new meanings to become part of pub-
lic memory.  I would like next to examine this process of
(re)inscription, through the case of the Apartheid Museum in
Johannesburg, South Africa.

In its early stages of development, plans for the
Apartheid Museum were guided by Solly Krok, a prominent
South African for whom the project was part of a larger deal
with the government of national liberation in 1994.  Krok
made his fortune selling toxic skin-lightening cream during
the height of influx controls (the cream is now banned in
South Africa, but sold legally in the United States).42 Krok had
initially sought permission to establish a casino within a theme
park operated by his conglomerate in suburban Johannesburg.
Permission was only granted with the proviso that this con-
glomerate would finance the design, construction, and two
years of operation of a museum of national significance.
Krok initially envisaged a museum that would present the
history of South Africa in broad terms, potentially reaching
back thousands of years to construct a deep history of pan-

African culture.43 However, a visit to Washington in the early
stages of the design process convinced him to shift the topic
of the museum to address the rise and fall of Apartheid
through “something emotional and theatrical” that would
“complete the history of South Africa.”44

The museum that resulted from this process has now
established a dialogue with the casino and theme park across
the street (fig.7 ) . The casino represents a parallel history of
Apartheid, told through nostalgic references that range from
tinted photos and reproductions of furniture from the colo-
nial period to relics of a “white-only” restaurant from the
now-defunct Carlton Hotel, which have been preserved in a
luxury dining room for casino patrons (figs.8,9 ) .45 It is an
instance of Bennett’s exhibitionary complex writ large, where
two themed environments organized around different regis-
ters of emotion (nostalgia and suffering) and cultural codes
(low and high) are joined together into one contradictory nar-
rative by the passage of visitors between the two sites.

The exterior of the Apartheid Museum employs the
same strategies of ironic mimesis as the USHMM, but in dif-
ferent terms.  Where the USHMM transforms Washington’s
official Classicism into something that evokes Nazi Germany,
the Apartheid Museum adopts a form that is redolent of an
urban prison, containing terrible secrets that are now on
public display (fig.10).46 The building is a windowless,
walled enclosure made of industrial brickwork, stone, and
poured concrete, complete with its own simulation of the
precolonial landscape.  Ironically, this inward turn also repli-
cates the post-Apartheid “gating” of Johannesburg as a whole.47

Once inside the museum, views are framed that ran-
domly cast visitors as prisoners (fig.1 1 ) . However, rather

figure 7 . The pedestrian

approach to Gold Reef City casino

and theme park from the Apartheid

Museum.  The Apartheid Museum

sits on land owned by Akami Egoli,

the company that operates Gold

Reef City.  The theme park con-

tains a reconstructed mining town

surrounded by adventure rides.

Recorded screeches of elephants

can be heard from the theme park

when entering the Apartheid

Museum.  The casino is located in

the building at the right.



than entering a faux box car/elevator to travel to the main
exhibition, here the visitor passes through a large gate, pur-
chases a ticket, and is arbitrarily classified as “white” or
“nonwhite.”  Two entry doors corresponding to the classifica-
tions then lead into the exhibition area.  Once inside, the vis-
itor passes along a corridor lined with rows of pass books
that frame the view toward a life-size image of a racial classi-
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fication committee, photographed behind an imposing table
(figs.12 , 13 ) .

Like the USHMM, the Apartheid Museum presents a
story of oppression “from above.”  The administration of
Apartheid policies is represented as an intensifying system of
regulations and controls, and as in the USHMM, the narrative
structure is conveyed in the three parts: decline, death and

figure 8 . (left)  A photograph of the lobby of the first Carlton Hotel in Johannesburg (built in 1906), on permanent display in the Gold Reef City

Casino, in Johannesburg.  The interior of the casino displays pictures chronicling the history of South Africa.

figure 9 . (right)  The Three Ships Restaurant inside the Gold Reef City Casino.  The restaurant is a reconstruction of a restaurant by the same name pre-

viously located in the second Carlton Hotel, built in 1973 in central Johannesburg after the first was demolished in 1963.  The reconstructed space uses plates and

flatware from the original hotel.  The second Carlton Hotel closed in December 1997, after the migration of leading businesses from the center to the suburbs.

figure 10 . Entrance court at the Apartheid Museum.  Visitors obtain

tickets here and pass though a prison-like gate.  In the distance, a concrete

cube contains the final stage of the exhibition narrative, a memorial to

the ideals of democracy after the formal end of Apartheid.

figure 1 1 . Imprisoned visitors at the Apartheid Museum.  The muse-

um is designed to evoke a prison.  Views within the exhibition make visi-

tors part of the display, enframing them as both captors and prisoners.
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rebirth.  In this case the “Rise of Apartheid” starts in the colo-
nial period of the nineteenth century, when the practices of
spatial segregation and the discourse of white supremacy were
institutionalized.  After the ascent of the National Party in
1948 and its subsequent consolidation of power, the story is
told primarily through the actions of the state, and the embod-
ied targets of those actions become an index of its brutality.

Although the breadth of racial classifications is ambigu-
ously captured by the use of the term “nonwhite,” the aes-
thetic systems of the museum work to position the narrative
as an opposition between black and white, reducing the com-
plexity of racial difference within the larger “nonwhite” cate-
gory in the same way that difference between Jewish cultures
are blurred at the USHMM.  The extensive use of black-and-
white documentary photography reinforces a dichotomous
rendering of history — one that focuses to a great extent on
the African National Congress and its leadership as
metonyms for the entire “nonwhite” population.  White is
identified with the Afrikaner state and its instruments of
oppression, and the collective image of whiteness becomes
interchangeable with the policies and covert tactics with
which it gained and held state power.

Black, as a monolithic category for everything that is “not
white,” is increasingly identified with the embodied experi-
ence of oppression, and is represented in stark terms through
enlarged representations of humiliation, deprivation, and later
torture and death.  Although there is mention of the role that
colored, Indian, and mixed-race populations played in the his-
tory of Apartheid, these groups gradually disappear from the
narrative, and an undifferentiated black population becomes
the subject of history.  The construction of a unitary collective
body out of a diversity of political histories and identities is
made possible by gradually stripping away the social and his-

torical specificity of blackness until it dissolves into a transpar-
ent symbol of universal humanity.  The most powerful
moments of semiotic conversion are also the most solitary;
thus, the growing abstraction of blackness is mirrored by the
increasing spatial and acoustic isolation of the visitor.

Processes of self-abstraction converge in three climatic
scenes that follow one after the other mid-way through the
exhibition.  These comprise the conceptual turning point in
the story line, where the collective victim achieves a unitary
status, is murdered, and is then reborn as a subject of mass
resistance.  The first scene in this sequence is of diamond
mine workers stripped for a body search.  The photograph is
from Ernest Cole’s 1968 book House of Bondage. When first
encountered, the image is perceived separately from both its
textual (and wider historical) context.  It is enlarged to life
size, and viewed at a distance, from within a darkened pas-
sageway.  The visitor is thus placed in a space of double
indemnity, where one looks through the museum’s keyhole
(the passageway) in order to look through the photographer’s
keyhole (the viewfinder).  The control of the searched by the
searcher represented in the photograph is repeated in the
space of the museum, magnifying the tension in the original
scene.  The anonymous figures in the image are arranged in
a repetitive sequence with their faces turned to the wall.

The process of stripping down continues in a subsequent
tableau, an execution chamber where one noose hangs for
every political prisoner executed under Apartheid (fig.14 ) . A
narrow entry gate to this section of the exhibit requires each
visitor to enter alone, symbolically passing through the hang-
ing bodies of the (transparent) dead before leaving the room.
Inside, the ropes are clean and white, and the lighting is care-
fully adjusted to cast shadows through the nooses.  There are
no accounts nearby to help distinguish the people signified by

figure 12 . (left)  Segregated entrances at the Apartheid Museum.  Visitors are randomly classified as black or white at the ticket window, and must

enter the first part of the museum through doors that correspond to their assigned identity.

figure 13 . (right)  Corridor of pass books, Apartheid Museum.  After passing through segregated entrances, visitors walk along a long corridor dis-

playing the pass books issued under Apartheid.  A life-size mural of a racial classification panel confronts the visitor at the end of the corridor.



the nooses; rather, they merge together into a single, tangled
pattern.  The long shadows of visitors fill the shadows of the
nooses as they move, one by one, through the space.  The
scene is reminiscent of a number of moments at the USHMM,
but most closely recalls a point where visitors pass underneath
a three-story chimney-like void.  That space is also covered
with human shadows — nameless photographs of all the resi-
dents of a single village exterminated by the Nazis (fig.15 ) .

The execution chamber at the Apartheid Museum is fol-
lowed (not preceded) by the third important scene.  This is a
display of three solitary confinement cells, whose doors are
left ajar — as if to underscore the reversal from death to life.

Following these three central images, the remaining
portions of the exhibit embody the stark opposition of black
and white populations in increasingly violent encounters of
mass mobilization (fig.16 ) . The exhibition route passes
through representations of mass uprisings that followed the
Afrikaner-only language policies of 1970, the imposition of
an extended state of emergency, and the growing internation-
al isolation of South Africa in the 1980s.  In this sense, the
Apartheid Museum’s stress on resistance throughout the nar-
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rative helps to differentiate it from the USHMM.  The seeds
of an alternative idea of the nation-state are present in the
story from the very beginning.  Central figures in the armed
struggle are shown sabotaging government installations,
organizing marches and walkouts, and moving between
secret locations.  At the end of the exhibition the characters
are reversed, and the visible figures of resistance become the
leaders of the reformed nation-state — ones who are, it
should be added, almost exclusively male.48

The narrative draws to a close with a final transition,
one which, as at the USHMM, defines the passage from a
black-and-white past into a full-color present.  Amidst smil-
ing pictures of a national family sit clusters of voting booths
that equate democracy with the act of casting a vote.  The
final stop on the journey magnifies this solitary moment, as
the exhibition terminates in a concrete cube pulled away
from the main building and surrounded by water.  Inside
resides a second cube made of glass, whose permanently
sealed walls contain unopened copies of the new constitution
(fig.17 ) . A bridge bisects the glass cube and permits only
single-file movement, each visitor separated from the next on
a short march to the present.  It is an image of nation in
which collective agency is confined in the past, where it can
be remembered, curated, and reflected upon — but not

figure 14 . The execution chamber at the Apartheid Museum.  Visitors pass

beneath a canopy of nooses, one for every person executed under Apartheid.

figure 15 . Chimney at the USHMM.  The exhibition route passes under

a chimney-like void containing unnamed photos of inhabitants of the village

of Ejszyszki in Poland, all of whom were murdered during the Holocaust.
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mobilized in the present.  Like the memorial chamber at the
USHMM, it represents the nation as a mute container that is
simply there, outside culture and history.

The museum constructs a model of citizenship not only
through what it chooses to display, but also through the
social process it sets in motion in order to do so.  The cur-
rent curator has come to the Apartheid Museum after work-
ing for the City of Johannesburg for 21 years.  The museum
is as much an allegory for the presumed benefits of priva-
tized and “unbundled” public services in the present, as it is
a story of past wrongs made right.49 There is inevitable com-
petition between the museum and the city’s Department of

Cultural Affairs.  Both seek, in different ways, to be the point
of entry for an overarching space of national representation,
in which all other museums will, it is imagined, eventually
fit.  In this respect the Apartheid Museum also recalls the
USHMM, which has made its mark in part by becoming a
global headquarters for Holocaust remembrance.  The
Apartheid Museum is currently being marketed to interna-
tional tour operators as a “gateway” to South Africa’s emerg-
ing heritage industry.50 And efforts are underway to make it
a headquarters for training primary- and secondary-school
teachers in a new curriculum in national history.51 Though
the museum is metaphorically buried in the ground, it seeks
to control the air space of national memory.52

The model of political rationality the museum constructs
converges with the national policy toward the past.  Recently,
controversy has surrounded attempts by a group of Apartheid
survivors to seek reparations from multinationals that benefit-
ed from the system.  The Mbeki government initially opposed
the plan, arguing that it conflicted with the larger “national
purpose” of placing Apartheid in the past — viewed as a nec-
essary first step toward attracting global investment.53 Though
a process was later put in place that allowed the claims to pro-
ceed on a limited basis, the struggle illustrated the instrumen-
tal value of memorials to state terror in the global present.  A
stable collective personality is a necessary attribute of the glob-
al self-fashioning of nation, and therefore it is not just
Apartheid, but the fractured political agency that dismantled it
that must be collected together, symbolically compartmental-
ized and deactivated.  It is a project to which the Apartheid
Museum contributes through a narrative of universal history,
in which mass agency is converted into silent, individual vol-
untarism, and contained in a timeless volume.

SPACES OF EMOTIONAL CONSUMPTION

The two museums examined here constitute subject-
forming mechanisms: each is comprised of narrative struc-
tures, a set of aesthetic practices, an architecture.  Though
they deal with very different historical conditions, the fate of
the idealized model of citizenship they represent is similar.
In both cases, the stories of decline, death, and rebirth of the
subject of history and the nation-state terminate in a present
where identity is defined through (simulated) experiences of
(past) national traumas.  Historical experience reaches its cli-
max as emotional experience, which is rendered as a symp-
tom of larger spiritual themes (evil and good, loss and
redemption, pain and joy).  Both museums suggest that if the
layers of historical trauma are peeled away, one will be left
with the shimmering, but ghostly essence that is common to
all.  It is precisely the idea of immanent universality that
enables the Holocaust narrative to be treated as a portable
metaphor for the human condition, and that allows it to be
used to represent historical trauma in other national contexts.

figure 17 . The democracy chamber at the conclusion of the Apartheid

Museum.  The concrete cube contains a glass box whose sealed walls are

partly filled with copies of the South African Constitution.  The minimal-

ist cube is also visible when entering the building (see Figure 10).

figure 16 . Displaying armed resistance at the Apartheid Museum.

After passing through a simulated execution chamber, visitors enter an

area containing three solitary confinement cells, with their doors left open

for entry (far right, just beyond the image).  An open prison gate marks

the entrance to the next major part of the exhibition, dealing with armed

resistance to Apartheid.  A military vehicle stands open for visitors to

enter; surveillance film is played on the monitor within.



Both the museums operate through representations of the
absent presence, where the collective subject of history ultimate-
ly becomes a transparent outline defined by differing intensities
of human emotion.  In doing so, the museums try to replicate
historical experience on terms that will make it accessible to as
diverse an audience as possible.  The subject of history is gradu-
ally revealed as a generalized image of “humanity,” while the
viewer’s sense of self is simultaneously diminished through
immersion in darkened interiors and bombardment with
sounds and images.  In this way, both institutions attempt bring
the subject and object of history into alignment by attempting
to dissolve both into sublime emptiness.

In both cases, the representational process negates the
social and historical condition of the bodies it seeks to
describe, a paradox that is central to the operation of empathy.
As Saidiya Hartman has noted, empathy seeks to counteract
callousness to the suffering of others by positioning the body
of the spectator in place of the body of the victim.54 The goal
is to make suffering visible and intelligible; yet in making the
other’s suffering one’s own, that suffering is occluded by the
other’s erasure.  The ambivalent character of empathy can
thus be located in the displacement of otherness that occurs
as we feel ourselves into those we imagine as ourselves.  We
project ourselves into the position of the victim on our terms,
and in doing so we convert the other to the same.55

The pathological rhetoric that surrounds both museums
underscores the link each forges between consumption and
citizenship.  These museums are not only spectacular the-
aters of prosthetic memory; they are also spaces in which
emotional experience becomes the immaterial object to be
consumed.  As with the manufactured goods displayed in the
nineteenth-century exhibitions, the pain and suffering on
display is a product of machinery whose inner workings are
hidden from view and mystified.  Just as nineteenth-century
expositions sought to initiate and maintain the ideological
separation of production and consumption, so too do muse-
ums of the violent national past separate the consumption of
historical suffering and pain from the specific bodies in
which it was experienced.56 They disappear through the
process of empathy, a mode of acquisition that structures the
reception of affect.  The traumatic commodity is relocated in
a mythic narrative of national progress that culminates in the
eternal present of the nation-state.  Emotional experience
thus becomes the object(ive) of identity, something to be
remembered and memorialized.

However, the act of emotional consumption cannot be
understood outside the moralizing narrative that makes it
desirable, even necessary. It is the promise that the consump-
tion of affect will lead to a more tolerant self that sustains the
entire process, makes the simulated violence endurable, vicar-
iousness seem noble, and the negation of others an urgent
necessity. Indeed, both museums ultimately insist on the
simple claim that the consumption of the museum experi-
ence will lead, in and of itself, to the production of a more tol-
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erant citizen.  Yet the meaning of tolerance in both cases is
vague and ambiguous at best, and expressed in the most gen-
eral of terms.  This is because tolerance is presumed to be the
consequence of consumption; it is not something produced
through social struggle or institutional change, but rather is
the outcome of witnessing its simulated reverse.

If the nineteenth-century exhibitions worked to trans-
form industrial workers into consumers by surrounding
commodities with fantastic meanings, then the two muse-
ums examined here take this process to another, more ethe-
real level, by displacing attention from the commodity to the
economies of desire that precede its existence.57 The peda-
gogy of national citizenship reaches an immaterial stage: the
physical commodity vanishes and emotion become the object
of production and consumption.

As various critics of contemporary consumption prac-
tices have noted, in contexts where those who can consume
already have what they need, the only way forward is through
the production of desire.  Commodities — from shoes to
buildings — are now surrounded with elaborate emotional
landscapes that become the primary object of consumption.58

The product is a tertiary support for the culture of the brand,
which does not simply reflect desire, but interactively pro-
duces it.  In this respect, the museum of emotional con-
sumption may be understood as the symbolic flagship of
economies that are being restructured around services and
the rise of “immaterial labor,” or work in which caring and
the transmission of emotion are the main products.59

Both the USHMM and the Apartheid Museum partici-
pate in this broader pedagogy of citizenship, while defining
and promoting heritage industries related to their core the-
matics.  The USHMM is widely acknowledged as a global
center for Holocaust studies, which like all areas of academic
research, is embedded in, and productive of, larger economic
processes.  It is also an economic force in itself, not only
through the busy gift shop where Holocaust and USHMM
memorabilia can be purchased, but through the substantial
impact of the museum on tourism to Washington, D.C.  The
Apartheid Museum, with its privatized administrative struc-
ture and its conceptual interconnection with national eco-
nomic policy, also reflects the constraints and possibilities of
post-Apartheid economic development.  This is underscored
by its location within a theme park where the gold mine,
once the primary (but now depleted) site of production in
Johannesburg’s urban economy, is transformed into a spec-
tacular site of consumption.  In both cases, apocalyptic narra-
tives of national history represent both the endgame of
consumption and its precarious possibilities as a strategy for
national growth in a global context.

Inasmuch as both institutions work to separate the past
from the present, both constitute models of collective self-
identity that are ahistorical.  The temporal boundaries they
erect mean that, for example, it is possible to represent Israel
as a homeland for survivors of the Holocaust without examin-
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ing the wider context of Middle East politics and the struggles
over Palestine.  Likewise, the scenes of a great, multicultural
family embraced by Nelson Mandela at the conclusion of the
Apartheid Museum displace understanding of how the
dynamics of structural racism continue in the so-called post-
Apartheid present.  In both cases, experiential history is
offered as a way through to a timeless, universal humanity, a
precondition for a model of national citizenship that seeks to
transcend even the global.

POSTSCRIPT: MOURNING OF THE ETERNAL 

PRESENT

It’s “mourning in America,” to play on the famous slo-
gan that helped secure Ronald Reagan’s second presidential
election victory in 1984.  I am standing at the edge of where
the World Trade Center complex once stood.  It is now a vast

construction site, visible through a wire mesh fence.  The
enclosure acts as a support for a series of illustrated panels
that tell the story of New York’s history from the nineteenth
century to the present.  The narrative describes the city’s his-
tory as involving an irrepressible rise from setbacks and dis-
asters, one that now includes 9/11 (fig.18 ) . The crowd
move slowly from panel to panel, while some stop to photo-
graph the crucifix made of rusting steel sections from the
fallen towers that stands on the site.  The panels describe a
narrative of progressive history, in which each disaster is fol-
lowed by struggle and collective triumph.

Descending into the temporary PATH urban rail termi-
nal at one end of the site (a simple shed-like building that will
be removed as the structures that surround it are completed),
commuters are brought down into the original Word Trade
Center excavation, almost to its base.  From here it is possible
to see the crucifix again — and on the other side, the “slurry
wall.”  But this is only seen by looking through a mesh screen

figure 18 . The temporary transit terminal at the World Trade Center.  The terminal’s walkways provide dramatic views into the crater left by the

destruction of the twin towers, now a construction site.  A crucifix made by workers who cleared the site of debris is visible through a transparent scrim

that displays famous quotations about New York.



that contains uplifting quotations by famous Americans.  At
one end of the station, new tracks curve toward the temporary
platform and stop abruptly, awaiting completion of a new
transit terminal designed by Santiago Calatrava.

A large mechanical plant building for the Calatrava
structure is slated for construction at the northeastern corner
of the memorial park.  According to the master plan
designed by Daniel Libeskind, building to house two of the
much-disputed cultural amenities for the site was also to be
located here.60 And after a call for proposals, the Lower
Manhattan Development Corporation (LMDC) selected the
tenants: the Drawing Center (a Soho art gallery), and the
International Freedom Center (IFC), a new institution that
proposed to ”explore freedom as a constantly evolving world
movement in which America has played a leading role.”61

The Norwegian architectural firm Snohetta designed the
building to wrap around 40,000 sq.ft. of mechanical equip-
ment with a sequence ramps and voids, while also straddling
the platform area of the transit terminal below.

The programming proposed by the IFC can be criticized
for its teleological — even imperial — view of history, its
abstracted celebration of freedom, and its apparent conflation of
free societies with free-market societies.62 The contradictions at
the heart of the project were exemplified by the uncertainty over
how to end the “Freedom Walk,” a linear route describing the
progress of freedom through history.  When the design was
made public, an image of an Iraqi voter was removed from a
prominent illustration depicting the conclusion, and replaced
with one of Martin Luther King, Jr., and Lyndon Johnson, a fact
that did not go unnoticed by the IFC’s critics.63

Of greater significance for this discussion, however, was
the way in which questions about the IFC became a means
to exclude any attempt at historical interpretation from the
site, by reasserting the primacy of memorializing “fallen
heroes.”  A small but vocal group of families and friends of
9/11 victims launched a campaign to “take back the memori-
al.”  This quickly grew in scale following an article in the
Wall Street Journal by Debra Burlingame, the sister of Charles
F. “Chic” Burlingame III, pilot of American Airlines fight 77,
which was crashed into the Pentagon on 9/11.64 She referred
to the plans for the IFC as the “great Ground Zero heist,”
and criticized it as an inappropriate intrusion of world histo-
ry and politics onto “sacred ground.”  Her most stinging crit-
icisms were reserved for the IFC’s organizers and advisory
board members, whom she described as follows:

The Lower Manhattan Development Corp. is handing over
millions of federal dollars and the keys to that building to
some of the very same people who consider the post-9/11
provisions of the Patriot Act more dangerous than the ter-
rorists that they were enacted to apprehend — people
whose inflammatory claims of a deliberate torture policy at
Guantanamo Bay are undermining this country’s efforts
to foster freedom. . . .65
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Burlingame’s position toward “activists and academics”
who she claimed were “salivating at holding forth” was ampli-
fied in subsequent protests organized by the Take Back the
Memorial group.  In polarizing rhetoric reminiscent of the
Cold War, the programming of the IFC was described “anti-
American” and unpatriotic.66 The presence of the Drawing
Center was also challenged after it was revealed that it had held
an exhibition containing work that was critical of recent U.S.
foreign policy.67 The campaign against the memorial contin-
ues today with demands to remove it from the underground
location established for it through an international design com-
petition, and house it in a redesigned above-ground facility.68

As has been noted elsewhere, the transformation of the
site into a battleground of immense, even sacred national
importance occurred almost immediately after the attacks.
President Bush led the way by referring to 9/11 as an attack on
“freedom” and the “American Way of Life,” rather than, as was
largely the case in the international media, an attack on sym-
bols of U.S. global financial and military power.69 Governor
George Pataki of New York (who ultimately retains control over
the direction of development on the former World Trade
Center site) reiterated this viewpoint, publicly equating the
9/11 memorial project with Pearl Harbor and the beaches of
Normandy.70 He entered the fray over the cultural facilities and
sided with those who opposed the two institutions.  Pataki
barred the IFC from the site in July 2005; around the same
time, the Drawing Center announced plans to relocate to a
building in the renovated Fulton Street Fish Market.71 The
World Trade Center Memorial will now extend above ground
and occupy a smaller version of the building that was original-
ly intended for the IFC and the Drawing Center.72

The net effect has been not only to eliminate the IFC and
the Drawing Center from the site, but also to severely limit the
breadth of public discourse.  Initial plans called for the IFC and
the World Trade Center Memorial to be connected, with the two
institutions, respectively acting as the “brain and heart” of the
rebuilt World Trade Center.73 The departure of the IFC has
turned the memorial (now referred to as a memorial museum)
into an ahistorical sequence of “object-survivors” culled from the
rubble of the collapsed towers.  Massive steel columns, rusting
and scarred, a fire truck with its crushed cab and mangled body,
and the broadcast antennae from the roof are among the rescued
artifacts to be installed as permanent witnesses to the destruc-
tion of the towers.74 Indeed, the entire crypt-like building (which
includes the slurry wall as a major part of its cavernous interior
space) has been cast as an iconic survivor.  As Steven M. Davis,
one of the architects for the scheme, has stated: “Normally the
icon contains the exhibit. . . .  Here the icon is the exhibit.”75

These evocations of the dead will be connected by a
route that passes by two large voids, each representing the
footprint of one of the twin towers.  The stripped-down archi-
tecture of the memorial museum — a composition of con-
crete, black granite, natural light from above, and flowing
water — is designed to both mirror and help produce a state
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Building for the Business of Bermuda

S Y LV I A  S H O R T O

The vernacular building of Bermuda until very recently followed the slow, steady trajectory of

small-island evolution.  In the 1960s its distinctive architectural aesthetic was written into the

law, partly to safeguard the tourist industry.  Contemporary economic events in Bermuda, dri-

ven by the forceful presence of international insurance companies, are now dictating change.

This article examines two buildings, recently constructed as global headquarters for ACE

Limited and XL Capital Limited.  It links the conscious manipulation of local traditions of

material culture by these companies to residual effects of Bermuda’s particular colonial history.

“This is Bermuda.  Let’s keep it that way!” These lyrics from a popular 1960s calypso encap-
sulate the building history of Bermuda, a tiny mid-Atlantic island that still retains its sta-
tus as an Overseas Territory of Great Britain.  Bermuda has a staunchly traditional
colonial history, and its revivalist architectural aesthetic conforms to a simulated idiom,
written into the law in 1965 and intended to safeguard its tourist industry.

This article uses both the historical trajectory of, and the rupture with, Bermuda’s
architectural traditions as a site to explore larger meanings in the contemporary space
and place of ACE Global Headquarters and XL House, two of Bermuda’s newest, pur-
pose-built corporate structures.  Though the buildings start with different design con-
cepts, each makes reference to and recontextualizes local traditions.  In this article I show
how, through their buildings, ACE and XL consciously attempt to give the impression of
having assimilated comfortably into local culture.  In fact, both companies have been
instrumental in changing it.

The wry expression “haves and have lots” is used of Bermudians, who now have the
highest per-capita income in the world.1 However, this does not detract from the actual
hardships faced by people at the lower socioeconomic levels of a society with a high cost
of living, and where soaring real estate values have resulted in chronic housing shortages.
Nor does it detract from the sense of disjuncture from local subcultures that is an
inevitable result of power wielded in a small community by international business.

Sylvia Shorto is an Assistant Professor in

the Department of Architecture and Design

at the American University of Beirut.



ACE GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS AND XL HOUSE

Henri Lefebvre has demonstrated that any space already
produced can be used to analyze change.2 In this regard, the
very location of ACE Global Headquarters and XL House is
symbolic of the replacement of tourism by international busi-
ness as the mainstay of Bermuda’s economy.3 Just outside
the municipal boundary of the City of Hamilton, the build-
ings were built side by side on an elevated fifteen-acre block
of land where a major hotel, the Bermudiana, once stood
(fig.1 ) . Separated by a semipublic strip of garden, the two
buildings literally turn their backs on each other, however,
with XL having its entrance on Bermudiana Road, and ACE
its entrance on Woodbourne Road a block away.

The block on which the two buildings sit is bordered to
the south by Pitt’s Bay Road, now known locally as “Insurance
Alley.”  Pitt’s Bay, an extension of Hamilton’s thriving water-
side Front Street, was once a genteel residential road where
nineteenth-century verandahed houses stretched from the
elite Royal Bermuda Yacht Club to the Princess Hotel and
beyond (fig.2 ) . Commercial rezoning and specific-planning
regulations now allow for restricted urban growth, however,
and it has become the location of several new waterfront
office blocks, functionally expanding the city (fig.3 ) .4

ACE Limited and XL Capital Limited together decided to
buy the former Bermudiana Hotel block in 1997.  Bermudian
law had previously limited foreign ownership of a commercial
property site to 40 percent, but a special act of Parliament
allowing ACE and XL 100 percent land ownership provided
an incentive to build.5 But rather than fostering existing tra-
ditional building through adaptive reuse, or opting for an
impersonal international style, as other companies in similarly
zoned areas had done, they embarked in a new direction,
resulting in two very different kinds of local architectural ref-
erencing: one a vaguely modernist abstraction of the idiom;
the other, to all intents, like an overgrown cottage.6

If a definition of accomplishment in architecture is local
intelligibility, then in their interpretation of style, both ACE
Global Headquarters and XL House are successes.  ACE
Limited, the holding company for the ACE Group of
Companies, broke ground in August 1998, and its building
was officially opened in August 2001.  The steel-frame and
stuccoed concrete-block structure was designed to accommo-
date the holding company, its global operations, and several
locally operated subsidiaries.  The master plan proposed two
linked blocks comprising approximately 120,000 sq.ft. of office
space.  Only one of these has been built to date, containing
70,000 sq.ft. in a four-story structure with a penthouse.7
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figure 1 . New buildings for ACE Limited (left) and XL Capital

Limited (right), seen from the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club marina.

figure 2 . Front Street’s verandahed shopfronts at the end of the nine-

teenth century. Archival photograph in the author’s collection, reprinted

by Mark Emmerson. 

figure 3 . Bermuda’s “Insurance Alley” with The Waterfront at Pitt’s

Bay in the distance.



The architect for the project was Peter Happner, then
working with the Hillier Group of Princeton, NJ, a large firm
that specializes in corporate buildings worldwide.  Harold
Conyers and Associates of Bermuda was the local firm of
record.  Conyers had previous experience collaborating on an
overscaled, mixed-use project with random local referencing,
The Waterfront at Pitt’s Bay, designed by CBT, Inc., of Boston.

For ACE, which operates in over fifty countries, the
building was intended to symbolize a “commitment to
Bermuda.”8 The company wanted a sizeable commercial
building that would still fit into the local context — a “truly
Bermudian-style home,” as they put it in a press release.  This
requirement was realized quite literally through the grafting
of local vernacular elements onto an L-shaped block made of
modern materials.  The architects’ design broke the formal
massing and roof lines of the block with the additive wings of
a traditionally built Bermudian cottage.  The use of small,
mullioned windows and pastel colors further helped domesti-
cate the building.  The architects then liberally applied local
details such as keystone architraves, corner pilasters, and scal-
loped Flemish gables (fig.4 ) . A false Bermuda buttery was
also set at a rakish angle at the entryway to serve as a porch
(fig.5a,5b) .9 The building’s landscaping, though incomplete
to date, was designed like an oversized suburban garden, with
a barbeque on the terrace, a tennis court, and the corporate
equivalent of a drive-around and a four-car garage.

Yet, lest anyone mistake this for domestic architecture — a
condominium complex, perhaps — a high tower was added to
proclaim the company’s power (fig.6 ) . The ACE tower rivals
those of major public buildings on the Hamilton skyline — the
City Hall, the Parliament Building, and the Cathedral — and
echoes in its cylindrical form the more prosaic but equally
important smokestacks of the local utility company, Belco.
Poking up into the sky, it also provides an unambiguous chal-
lenge to its neighbor and rival, XL Capital Limited.
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XL House was opened in May 2001.  Its principal
designer was New Zealand architect Ted Wood, working at
that time with the Bermudian firm Entasis.  Entasis was
given a looser brief than the Hillier Group, and the resulting
design presents far more measured postmodern references.
But Wood, too, was forced to solve the problem of how to
plan a big office building for a tiny country that didn’t have a
tradition of big buildings of any kind.  Wood has described
the elements in his design process as being “abstractions of
the local vernacular” — a white building with a white,
stepped roof; an accretive plan that could grow as need dictat-
ed; verandahs and a lushly planted garden (fig.7 ) .10

Like ACE, XL also intended to build in two phases, but
the growth of the company became so rapid that it decided
during construction to build both phases at the same time.11

figure 4 . ACE Global Headquarters from the southeast.  The archi-

tects were the Hillier Group of Princeton, NJ, with Harold Conyers and

Associates of Bermuda.

figure 5 . A) The

ACE entry buttery.  B)

Bermuda’s eighteenth-

century butteries,

which still dot the land-

scape, were built for a

variety of storage and

food-related activities. A. B.
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Though the two sections of XL House have only five and six
stories respectively, conforming to regulations of the 1992
Bermuda Plan, the south block is referred to as Tower One
and the north block as Tower Two — a terminology perhaps
designed to draw attention from the special permission that
had been granted for the ACE tower.

When the land for ACE Global Headquarters and XL
House was sold in 1997, XL negotiated for the eastern side of
the site, which directly bordered the city and was the better
side as far as views were concerned.  As a consequence,
Wood’s design is distinctly outward-looking, laying visual
claim to beautiful, prosperous Bermuda.  Large windows in
its modular steel frame offer spectacular vistas of both the
built and natural environment: yacht-filled Hamilton harbor;
the Paget shoreline with its rows of luxury houses now being
sold to corporate executives; the distant islets in the Great
Sound; and the rooftops of the changing city.12 When viewed

from across the harbor, XL House sits quite comfortably in
the city skyline.  Yet it also seems territorial in its site cover-
age, filling its half of the former Bermudiana Hotel block
rather too amply, and looming over the streetscape of
Bermudiana Road, from where it feels out of scale.

Though there is wasted space in the overall design,
Wood, thinking ahead, also negotiated permission for an extra
penthouse service story for Tower Two.13 And he further man-
aged to spread his building out at the northeast corner of the
site in return for setbacks.  Linkages on Bermudiana Road,
the city boundary, were difficult to reconcile, however, as pre-
viously there had been a wall there hiding the service areas of
the old Bermudiana Hotel.  XL had originally intended to
make permeable this now artificial boundary between the city
proper and the growing, commercially zoned area to its west.
It hoped to do this by extending the semipublic garden east to
west between the two towers, but this space was eventually
given over to more pressing needs — additional corporate
offices.  To compensate, the landscape designers paid detailed
attention to the south garden, installing a highly visible foun-
tain in the form of three animated whale tails, a motif that
implies complicity with the natural world as well as power
and freedom in the corporate environment (fig.8 ) .14

In its interpretation of Bermudian architecture, then, XL
House uses signifiers of an environmentally friendly interrela-
tionship between man and nature — though with man, natural-
ly, in control.  The ACE Global Headquarters, on the other
hand, refers directly to Bermudian material culture and plays
with the idea of a domesticity that is at once cozy yet grandiose.

Both of these design metaphors are continued in the
interior spaces of the buildings.  The quietly sumptuous
lobby of XL House attempts to bring Bermuda’s famous
ocean reef indoors, and its principal feature is a vast, tubular,
salt-water aquarium.  Meanwhile, the entrance to ACE Global
Headquarters is the high-ceilinged, circular Globe Room,
connected to the wider world by multiple TV screens.  The
lobby floor signifies the sense of place the company accords
Bermuda (or perhaps that it accords itself in Bermuda).
Here an ocean of pale marble is inlaid with a black marble
map of the world.  The map does not adhere to any known
cartographic system, but the symbolism is unmistakable.
Bermuda is at its center, no longer a tiny land mass but
enlarged and inlaid in shining precious metal.  One must
tread on it to approach the receptionist.

Corporate offices are symptomatic of corporate cultures,
and these are especially easy to read in new, customized build-
ings.  In both the ACE and XL buildings there are clear indica-
tions of hierarchy, though the hierarchy seems to differ slightly.

Each spacious XL tower is planned around a central core
that contains service facilities.  Ringing the core are the offices
of clerical staff and lower-level executives, who work in a suc-
cession of progressively smaller, standardized cubes with pro-
gressively lower partition walls as you descend the floors.  With
the exception of floor two of Tower Two, where the outer space

figure 6 . ACE Global Headquarters from the northwest, showing the

tower.

figure 7 . Entrance to XL House on Bermudiana Road.



with the windows was given to the clerical workers by a more
democratic supervisor, these are ringed by executive offices.
Upper-level management offices, on the top floor of Tower
One, are allocated according to the fineness of the view. The
most sweeping vistas of all are from the chairman’s verandah.

The interior organization was determined after a costly feng
shui consultation.  The offices are fitted out in a standard corpo-
rate grey, set off with rare laminated hardwoods and adorned
with a collection of Bermudian paintings.  Calm and functional,
they reflect the personalities of executives in a limited way:
while some have piles of file folders all over the floor, others
have rationed themselves to a single sheet of paper and a Mont
Blanc pen beside the desktop computer.  The overall feeling is
one of carefully controlled casualness.  Executives wander the
halls in Bermuda shorts, Polo shirts, and Docksiders, as if
poised to relate to the island culture just outside their doors.

ACE Global Headquarters, on the other hand, seems to
speak of a leaner organization.  Its offices are noticeably
more compact and somehow more suburban.  The tower is
perhaps the only unused (although far from symbolically
wasted) space in the building.  “I kinda like having limited
space.  It’s efficient,” Chairman Brian Duperreault told me.15

Reflecting the domesticity of its exterior, there are 22
small meeting rooms dotted throughout the building, each
with a local name.  The principal board room, for example, is
known as the Bermudiana Room.  This is not just the name
of the hotel on whose former site the building sits; it is also
the local name for a small indigenous blue flower. Plaques
carefully explain the significance of such names to clients
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and executives from abroad.  Walls are also hung with the
company’s collection of Bermudian paintings, photographs,
and early tourist posters.  All the offices are inward-turning
and private, as their small cottage windows imply.

The executives of ACE Limited, the holding company,
use an exclusive part of the fourth floor. Here, in a carefully
sequestered suite of offices, behind two sets of doors, the
company chairman and the president work privately with a
small squad of personal assistants.  The feeling is one of pri-
vacy to the point of secrecy.

BUILDING BERMUDA

An outline of Bermuda’s history helps explain some of
the circumstances faced by the architects for ACE and XL
when they began their quest to design a successful local cor-
porate architecture.

Since its initial settlement, Bermuda’s economic base has
changed radically every hundred years or so — from abortive
tobacco plantations, to shipbuilding and privateering, winter
agriculture, tourism, and finally international business.
Bermuda’s buildings, however, until very recently followed the
slow, steady trajectory of small-island evolution.16 They were
traditionally made from a limited number of locally available
materials: the indigenous cedar tree (Juniperus bermudiana L);
a soft, hand-cut coral stone used for building blocks; and a
harder stone that was burned to make lime.  Influences from
abroad — from the conspicuous consumption of the

figure 8 . The whale fountain,

and the Paget shoreline.
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Georgian era to the eclecticism of the Victorians — were cer-
tainly assimilated into local design, but they were always con-
servatively tailored to suit local conditions.  Later, from the
1920s and 30s, the half-imagined notions of a colonial revival
sat comfortably in the landscape.  It did not stir much contro-
versy when, in the mid-twentieth century, guidelines for plan-
ning were set in place to safeguard an aesthetic image that
had naturally evolved, and that was an attractive asset to
tourism — then the dominant industry.17

Bermuda lies about 600 miles east of North Carolina.
Referred to in the singular, its many islands cluster to resem-
ble an upended fishhook that occupies a total of less than 21
square miles (fig.9 ) . From the earliest days of transatlantic
seafaring, Bermuda and its surrounding reefs were well-
known shipping hazards.  For sixteenth-century Spaniards, this
“Isle of Devils” stood as a marine signpost to fleets sailing back
to Europe from Havana in the Gulf Stream.  However, even
though their ships sometimes foundered nearby, there was
never any Spanish settlement, perhaps because there was no
indigenous labor for an encomienda system.  Bermuda, in fact,
has fewer than 400 years of populated history.

The first settlers on the island were English sailors.  In
1609, the Sea Venture, on its way to the fledgling colony in
Jamestown, Virginia, was blown onto Bermuda’s reefs; realiz-
ing the islands’ possible strategic and commercial advan-
tages, three men stayed to guard a claim for England.
Formal colonization began in 1612, when a governor and a
boatload of settlers were sent by the then-parent Virginia
Company.  A series of merchant adventurers, served by
slaves of African and Amerindian origins, began to investi-
gate the commercial possibilities of various crops.
Bermuda’s fertile soil was first promoted as a place to experi-
ment with Mediterranean crops such as grapes and oranges.
But a successful plantation was never developed.  Even New
World crops were not a success, as Bermuda was clearly too
small for sugar, and proved to be too damp for tobacco.18

Bermuda was first surveyed in 1617, and mapped in two
parts.  The main part comprised three quarters of the land,
and was partitioned into eight “tribes,” named for principal
investors in England.  Each tribe was further divided into 400
equal shares of 25 acres.  The shares sliced across the land
regardless of terrain and were allotted according to invest-

figure 9 . Map of Bermuda, redrawn from a tourist map.  The insert shows the principal streets in Hamilton.



ment.  The remaining quarter, including St. George’s Island
to the east, was kept as common land.  Here, Bermuda’s first
town developed, with narrow streets determined by vantage
points and the contours of the land (fig.10 ) .

Because Bermuda had no hostile population there was
no need to huddle defensively, and settlement spread evenly
all over the island.  Small houses were built in the shelter of
rocky outcrops.  Evidence also exists of an early phase of
semipermanent building (as in colonial Chesapeake), typified
by cedar-framed and plastered houses with palmetto-thatched
roofs.  Today, Bermuda might fairly be described as an
extended suburb.  There is very little undeveloped open space
left to give a sense of the primeval landscape.  However, even
if the land has been altered by changing development
requirements, the memory of original settlement is still evi-
dent in remnants of “tribe roads,” dry-stone boundary walls,
and the place names used.

It was not until the end of the seventeenth century,
when there was a change in political status from administra-
tion by the Bermuda Company to self-governing territory
under the English Crown, that people began to feel securely
established.  Only then were stone houses built in numbers.
Bermudian builders, with remembered English traditions as
their starting point, worked out a unique series of solutions
to suit the practicalities of this small place with its limited yet
singular resources.19

Limestone and cedar houses (large for landowners,
small for workers) grew from the late English medieval hall-
and-chamber nucleus, with wings with hipped or gabled
roofs added in a way that sometimes appeared quite haphaz-
ard, forming cruciform, L, H, T or flattened U-shaped plans
(fig.1 1 ) . Buildings were almost always a single room deep,
for ventilation in the warmer months and as protection
against hurricanes, but also because of the limitations of
local trees, which seldom yielded building timbers longer
than twenty feet.
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Bermuda’s soft stone was easily cut with hand saws into
building blocks (fig.12 ) . Within walls made from the
blocks, a ledger plate would be used to support cedar beams
and joists between floors.  The walls were sometimes held
together with tie beams, and were typically topped with a
scarfed cedar plate, abutting high-set window frames.  Wide,
tapering chimneys, for cooking and for warmth in winter,
provided additional support at gable ends.

Roof framing was simple, with rafters lapped and
pinned at the crown of the roof, notched onto the wall plate,
and braced with collar ties a third of the way down.  The tra-
ditional roof pitch was 36 degrees, but a short rafter foot of a
shallower pitch helped support overlapping limestone roof
slates.  These were hand cut into slabs and laid onto lathes
nailed across rafters — a practice that is continued today.
The entire house was then covered with lime wash.

Bermuda has no rivers.  As a result, rainwater was
caught on the slates, channeled down through gutters and

figure 10 . Eighteenth-century cottages in St. George’s, photographed in

the late nineteenth century.  Archival photograph in the author’s collection.

figure 1 1 . Oleander Circle, with a projecting entry porch, Flemish

gable, and “welcoming arms” stairs.  There are additional ells at the rear.

figure 12 . Bermuda’s soft stone was once cut with handsaws.

Archival photograph in the author’s collection.
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conduits into a lime-washed subterranean tank with a dis-
tinctively raised, domed top that allowed the circulation of air
over the water (fig.13 ) .

In the eighteenth century, Bermudians and their slaves
turned to the sea for their livelihood — to venture trading, pri-
vateering, and fishing.  They built swift little cedar sloops and
transported cargoes between ports all over the Western Atlantic,
from Newfoundland to the Caribbean, and occasionally as far
south as St. Helena.  They even attempted a kind of coloniza-
tion of their own, sailing 1,000 miles south with their slaves
to the Turks and Caicos Islands to rake and trade salt.

Bishop George Berkeley noted that Bermudians had
“become carriers for America as are the Dutch for Europe,”
and that they were “the only people of all the British planta-
tions who hold general correspondence with all the rest.”20

The result was a dense web of overseas cultural connections,
especially with the thirteen American colonies, with which
Bermudians linked themselves through family and business.21

But there were inevitable tensions.  During the
American War of Independence, Bermudians found them-
selves torn between support for the Revolution and loyalty to
the Crown.  Later, during the American Civil War, they allied
themselves with the South in order to benefit economically
from blockade-running during a lean economic period.

In the second quarter of the nineteenth century,
Bermudian carriers were quite literally put out of work by the
development of the steamship.  As the economy struggled
and the century progressed, there was a renewed attempt at
commercial farming, this time at growing early spring veg-
etables for the New York market.  Portuguese workers from
the Azores came to help farm, their labor augmenting that of
Bermuda’s now-emancipated slave population.22

Ironically, the steamships that transported fresh produce
to American ports brought further prosperity when Bermuda

was almost accidentally discovered as a tourist destination.
The first visitors came for rest cures in the sea air.  But there
was also a wave of late-Victorian explorers — oceanogra-
phers, naturalists and geologists, who examined, collected
and categorized all things Bermudian.23 A place unsullied by
the excesses of the Gilded Age or the ills of modern industri-
alization, Bermuda soon also began to attract wealthy
American financiers and industrialists, bent on escaping a
world of their own making.

Since its earliest settlement, Bermuda has borne the
brunt of the myth of paradise.  In early tourist literature it
was described as an isolated Eden, a “colony of content-
ment,” and was actively promoted as an anti-modern place
that refused to bow to “the modern gods of speed and
noise.”24 At the turn of the twentieth century, tourism began
to have a positive impact on the economy, and several new
hotels appeared: first the Princess, a wooden, verandahed
waterfront structure at the entrance to Hamilton harbor, then
the Bermudiana, built in 1924 between the Princess and
Hamilton’s Front Street port to a design by New York archi-
tect Charles Wetmore.

Many wealthy visitors now came for lengthy stays in the
winter months, and many built their own homes in the exclu-
sive developing resort area of Tucker’s Town.25 Bermuda’s
building tradition was already saturated with cultural value, and
the publication of an illustrated book on Bermuda’s houses by
Boston-based architect and visitor John S. Humphreys provided
an important visual resource for builders in Bermuda and
elsewhere.26 Architects for American clients now created local
versions of the colonial revival, imagining a cottage-like sim-
plicity in ample homes that used the additive forms and simple
details of Bermuda’s past.  A notable example is the house
built in 1933 as a getaway for Vincent Astor.  It looks rather
like a small village (fig.14 ) .27 Even on the rare occasions
when Modernist architects like Wallace Harrison built in
Bermuda, their designs referred back to the tradition of slow-
moving conservatism.28

In the 1920s and 30s, Bermuda had no Department of
Planning to guide design.  But with tourism now becoming
Bermuda’s economic backbone, an aesthetic and a self-image were
already carefully being crafted that would safeguard this financial
stake.  When the results were finally written into the planning laws
in 1965, it became difficult to build in any other way.

Because of these stringent building regulations it may
be argued today that Bermuda played a part in the reintro-
duction of place-specificity to international architecture.
Robert Venturi’s oceanfront Brant House (1975) in Tucker’s
Town recontextualized a host of local references to comply
with the planning code, doing so with grace and irony
(fig.15 ) . Other architects, less original and less talented, fol-
lowed suit, and postmodern Bermuda became an easy place
not only for self-reference but for self-parody.

Changed building materials now also had an impact on
Bermudian design.  Cedar and limestone, in increasingly short

figure 13 .

A domed water tank.

Photo by Ian

MacDonald-Smith.



supply, were largely replaced by new, prefabricated products,
shipped in giant containers and used for structures that were
no longer simple expressions of durable local materials.29

Because they were untried in the climate, they often had a
short life expectancy; nevertheless, they began to subtly alter
the built environment.30 The scale of structures also began to
grow, as did the population, and land became a scarce com-
modity of increasing value.  Today, instead of siting houses
with regard to the contours of the land, the trend is to flatten a
lot and fill the space with the largest house the law will allow.
Bermuda’s architecture — its whole landscape for that matter
— shows the inevitable force of these changes (fig.16 ) .
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Perhaps the best place to observe the degree of change is
in the City of Hamilton and its adjacent areas, where plan-
ning laws have been interpreted more flexibly.   Hamilton was
not Bermuda’s original capital, but was created when a cen-
tralized town became necessary. The compact new town of
only 185 acres, in Pembroke Parish, was laid out on a regular
grid, fronting the harbor, and incorporated in 1793.  Some lots
in the town were sold, while others were reserved for public
buildings — a market, a parade ground, a courthouse, and a
legislative building (to which the legislature moved from St.
George’s in 1815).  While St. George’s today is prey to the arti-
fice of historic tourism, Hamilton, officially a city since the

figure 14 . The sprawling

Astor House at Ferry Reach,

designed in 1933 by Bermudian

architects N.W. and J.F. Hutchings,

combines a mixture of elements

from an imagined past.  Photo by

Ian MacDonald-Smith.

figure 15 . Robert Venturi’s Brant House in Tucker’s Town (1976) was

applauded by architectural critics around the world.  The architect com-

plied ironically with local building regulations.

figure 16 . Grandiose new houses in Bermuda are often given classi-

cizing details.
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completion of an Anglican Cathedral in 1897, has become a
thriving metropolis, sprawling out of its own boundaries.

Hamilton also struggles with its identity.  During the
1970s and 80s the city was made a scapegoat in a tradeoff for
a failed attempt at historic preservation legislation elsewhere
on the island.  In particular, its early nineteenth-century char-
acter was sacrificed to functional new office buildings of
indeterminate style (fig.17 ) . An early example, the
American International Building (1971) — a successful,
though locally atypical, white International Style block —
stands to the north and west of the city.31 However, its con-
struction entailed the destruction of three nineteenth-century
houses and the leveling of a small hill.  Unfortunately, the
building also set a precedent for others to build in an anony-
mous way, stretching planning law to its limits, and soon
there were regrettable lapses on all sides, including the gov-
ernment’s own Public Works Department.

More recently, some companies have managed to take
an alternative approach to corporate building.  In another
concentration of development — on the main eastern artery
into the city, where offices are now replacing boatyards, ware-
houses, and waterfront houses — Renaissance Re, Ltd., a
fast-growing reinsurance business, recently moved into a
reused cluster of older buildings.32 These included Lane
House, a mid-eighteenth-century domestic structure with a
history that predates that of the city itself (fig.18 ) .
Development in Hamilton is now also guided by a master
plan that at least pays lip service to the preservation of what
remains of the city’s character.33

“THE RIGHT PLACE FOR INSURANCE”

“It’s lovely here,” a heavy-set tourist told me one hot July
afternoon, as she admired the way a white house stood out
against the sea, “Just like in colonial times.”  For many, there is

something almost narcotic in the mix of beauty and nostalgia
that Bermuda has so skillfully marketed.  But during the past
fifteen years tourism has softened, and there has instead been
rapid growth in international business.  This has been support-
ed by government as a response to the need for an alternative
economic base.  Today, along with New York and London,
Bermuda finds itself a center of the global insurance industry,
with about 90 percent of the world’s catastrophe reinsurance
now being written in Hamilton.  Both ACE and XL Capital
were established in Bermuda, and these giant companies now
anchor the island to the history of world insurance.34

The story of the growth of insurance in Bermuda is usu-
ally divided into four phases.35 The first was marked by the
arrival of the American International Group (AIG), which set
up the headquarters of its international operations in
Bermuda in the late 1950s.  The second phase began thirty
years later when the liability insurance sector of the global
industry underwent a massive revision.  At the time, high-
end insurance coverage for very large corporations (the
excess liability market) had all but dried up.  But its reorgani-
zation was spearheaded in 1986 by two American business-
men, Robert Newhouse and Robert Clements, Jr.,
co-founders of ACE and XL (then called Exel), who found
new ways to provide top and mid-range layers of excess liabil-
ity coverage.  They chose Bermuda as a location from which
to operate, at least in part, because it was possible to set up
companies there quickly.  Among other driving factors were
Bermuda’s neutrality and the avoidance of some corporate
taxes and the fact that AIG was also already firmly estab-
lished there, as were other, smaller companies.

It is important here to note that Bermuda prides itself on
being a legitimate place from which to conduct international
business.36 As a developed country in close proximity to the
U.S., with a largely service economy, it was already consciously
nurturing many of the features needed to compete in a border-
less world: a well-maintained infrastructure, a well-educated

figure 17 . 1990s commercial buildings in the city of Hamilton.

figure 18 . Lane

House, which predates

the city, has been adapt-

ed as a suite of offices

by Renaissance Re.



population, and a well-managed government with adequate
capital behind it.37 According to Brian Duperreault, these fea-
tures, as well as its location, make Bermuda “the right place
for insurance.”38 Both ACE and XL have thrived there, and in
less than eighteen years, ACE’s capital and surplus of $500
million has grown to $10 billion, while and XL’s capital and
surplus of $250 million has grown to $7 billion.39

The most insured places in the world are Switzerland,
Japan, the East and West Coasts of the U.S., and some of the
major cities in Europe.  In many other parts of the world, the
concept of insurance is meaningless; but within the capitalist
West it plays a vital part in the fundamental principal of con-
tinual growth.  It is, if you like, the service industry of capi-
talism.  The motto of ACE Limited is, “Take away the risk
and you can do anything.”

It was a natural disaster that spurred the third phase of
growth for Bermuda’s insurance industry.  In 1992 Hurricane
Andrew hit the southeast coast of the U.S., causing the largest
losses recorded to that date for any natural disaster.  Eight new
companies were formed in Bermuda, as many smaller compa-
nies were simultaneously forced out of the volatile global mar-
ket.  ACE and XL founders, Newhouse and Clements, in a bid
to reinvigorate the industry, expanded through the acquisition
of four of these eight newly established companies.  As a result
of growing regulation change in the U.S. and Europe, follow-
ing 1993 several more overseas companies came to Bermuda
and clustered together, like tinsmiths in a souk. They were
aided by the increasing sophistication of Bermuda’s infrastruc-
ture, which was itself growing to meet the demanding pres-
ence of companies like ACE and XL.

Concentration was good for everyone’s business, and
Bermuda had now become a major center. But ACE and XL
soon found themselves openly competing with each other,
and in 1999 XL trumped ACE in a major business deal.
Though they still trade with each other, their once-cordial
relationship is now one of commercial rivalry, as both contin-
ue to bid for large companies in the U.S. and elsewhere.  The
cozy cottage style in architecture does not necessarily bring
friendliness to the corporate environment.

It was the World Trade Center disaster that triggered the
fourth phase of growth in Bermuda’s insurance industry.
Events following the attacks of 9/11 have led industry
observers to regard both ACE and XL as on a path to joining
the half-dozen largest insurance companies in the world.  In
a rapid realignment immediately after the attacks, Bermuda-
based companies achieved the largest, fastest deployment of
capital ever, raising more than $15 billion of a world total of
$25 billion in just one hundred days.40 This capital was
raised in anticipation of elevated profit levels caused by a
global shortage of commercial insurance.

Without commercial insurance, the capitalist engine
grinds to a halt, and it was this new money that restarted a
stalled machine.  New companies, inventively incorporating
both insurance and reinsurance, were now redesigned to
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spread the risk of future global property catastrophe across
this ocean of money.  Having very recently settled into their
new global headquarters buildings in Bermuda, both ACE
and XL were ready for these challenges, and their companies
continue to grow.  ACE Global Headquarters and XL House,
relatively modest-looking structures by global corporate stan-
dards, can now be seen almost to belie the assets of nearly
$100 billion that both companies are known to have amassed
in a period of less than eighteen years.41

LIVED EXPERIENCES

During its rapid growth phase as a center for interna-
tional business, there have also been significant political
changes in Bermuda.  After being in office for more than
thirty years, since the local inception of party politics, the
United Bermuda Party (UBP) lost its control to the opposi-
tion Progressive Labor Party (PLP) in 1998.  As an opposi-
tion, the PLP had been a successful, union-backed,
labor-oriented party with a deeply vested stake in the inter-
ests of the majority black population.42 Their program as a
ruling party has, thus far, seemed merely an attempt to
equalize racial imbalance within established capitalist struc-
tures.  Political changes, however, have not had an overt
effect on the functioning of Bermuda’s insurance industry.
International business has been embraced by both parties,
and both parties are known to be funded by international
business.  But these changes to Bermuda’s political land-
scape are significant in any contemporary assessment.

ACE Limited, XL Capital Limited, and other internation-
al companies, now fixtures in Hamilton’s commercial land-
scape, have brought a renewed wave of prosperity to
Bermuda.  Many sectors of the community have benefited:
small and large businesses, landlords, airlines, hotels and
restaurants, and other local services, as well as the govern-
ment itself.  According to population census figures, more
than 3,000 Bermudians worked for international companies
in the year 2000, an increase of 65 percent from 1990.43

During the building of ACE Global Headquarters and XL
House, work was distributed among a variety of local con-
tractors and craftsmen.

But there are drawbacks as well.  Bermuda today has a
high level of educational attainment, as well as a sophisticat-
ed infrastructure, yet it cannot keep pace with the insurance
industry’s demand for specialist labor.  As many as 2,000
highly paid foreign executives have now moved to the island
on short-term contracts, many with families and most of
them white.44 What difference has this executive influx made
to Bermuda’s way of life, and how are companies responding
to the changes they are creating in the community?

Bermuda has a strong record-keeping tradition and an
uninterrupted archive of official documents.  Statistics that
might shed light on surfacing issues influenced by the
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effects of international business on the community are under
study but have not yet been published.  In particular, a gov-
ernment-funded statistical analysis of changes to Bermuda’s
social structure, as reflected in the comparative 2003 Adult
Literacy and Life Skills Survey (ALL), is due to be released in
early 2006.45 In the meanwhile, I offer the following com-
ments based upon interviews and observation.

Among Bermudians, both black and white, there is a
general consensus that something has altered fundamentally
in their society in recent years.  While some are enjoying the
benefits of high-paying employment, others feel they are
being abruptly telescoped into a future that is not of their
own making, and many are frankly concerned by the global
anonymity that they feel is encroaching on their small island.
“It struck me forcibly one day when I was walking down
Front Street,” a middle-aged Bermudian woman told me.
“People just don’t have eye contact any more.”46

With anonymity has come a noticeable hardening of social
and racial stratification.  This small island is far from monocul-
tural.  When many black Bermudians talk about their culture,
for example, they refer to lived experience rooted in the inequal-
ities of the past, though an individual’s perceptions of this will
differ according to circumstances.  After the 1990 population
census the mixed-race but predominantly white UBP govern-
ment hired an American sociologist, Dorothy Newman, to ana-
lyze advances in the educational preparation of black
Bermudians for corporate employment.  Following methodolog-
ical categories used in the census, she classed Bermudian
socioeconomic groups as “poor” (earning less than half the
median household income); “near-poor” (earning half to 62.5
percent); “middle-class” (earning 62–150 percent); and “well-to-
do” (earning more than 150 percent of the median).47 The
median was then about $50,000 a year.  Newman’s findings
were ultimately complimentary of the government’s long-term
plans to prepare both people and infrastructure for its growing
international business sector, as it was then understood.

Ten years later, expatriate or guest workers, in the main
bracketing the local population, find themselves largely
either at the very top or the very bottom socioeconomic layers
of Bermudian society.  At the top are the highly paid execu-
tives of insurance and other companies, while at the bottom
are kitchen staff and domestic help.  There is also a socio-cul-
tural divide between expatriates and Bermudians, with more
privileged expatriates tending to cluster together in closed
subgroups, eschewing interrelationship with the larger com-
munity.  On a local level, they are likely only to have contact
with elite Bermudians (if at all), and are therefore less likely
to understand the self-referential historical nuances of
Bermudian society.

The Premier of Bermuda, Alex Scott, who is black,
recently shrugged off the idea that this might be a long-term
problem, saying that stratification was only to be expected,
being an engrained way of life in a country that had grown
out of slavery, indenture, and subsequent racial segregation.48

Unfortunately, the trend seems to be leading again to
increased racial division.  Commodity fetishism, especially in
a small place, can easily result in a perpetual state of afflu-
ence envy, though it might be affluence without fulfillment.

Elite guest workers in Bermuda have very high lifestyle
expectations, and a high-end service industry now caters pri-
marily to them.  Services are becoming more and more
homogenized, and franchises — also very carefully limited by
laws seeking to protect the uniqueness of the environment —
are gradually creeping in.  As a consequence, in Bermuda as
elsewhere in the world, there is less variety to life.

Meanwhile, for tourists, the strength of the Bermuda expe-
rience had always been its people.  Those reasons why tourists
came — the peaceful traditions, or perhaps the pleasure of
encountering the same waitress or bartender year after year —
are, however, of an age passed.  The new generation of
Bermudians does not want to fill such jobs.  Waiting at table
and other menial jobs are now largely filled by poorly paid
Asian workers, contributing to a sense of anonymity.49 This, of
course, is a cycle of self-strangulation, giving more power to the
corporate presence and lessening the possibility for economic
alternatives grounded in the uniqueness of the island’s culture.

The international business community is also having a
profound impact on Bermuda’s housing market.  Inflated val-
ues in both the rented and owned segments of the real estate
market began when international companies started to pro-
vide large living allowances for foreign employees.  Landlords
raised their rents, companies provided housing subsidies,
and, in the ensuing vicious cycle, rents soared.  With the rent
for a desirable house now as much as $20,000 a month,
most companies regularly provide generous rental allowances.
Bermuda has limited rent control that applies only to low-
value properties — houses assessed for land taxation as hav-
ing an annual rental value of $16,200 or less.50 Ownership of
domestic properties with an annual rental value of less than
$126,000 is also not permitted to non-Bermudians.  But since
only a small pool of houses is available for non-Bermudian
ownership, rent inflation is inevitable.51

Independent housing statistics released in July 2004
showed that nearly one-third of Bermudians now spend more
than half their monthly income on housing.  Of this number,
more than half earn less than $50,000 a year. The survey
also showed that one in five people is actively searching for
more affordable housing.52 There are currently more than
600 families on the government’s list of those in need of ade-
quate accommodation, and families of six and seven people
are said to be living in one- and two-bedroom apartments.

In this housing crisis the greatest pressure is on disaffect-
ed “poor” and “near-poor” working people, especially the
majority black Bermudians in these groups.  Many black peo-
ple, who comprise more than half the population and who
assumed that the new PLP government would make a positive
change in their lives, are becoming resentful that it does not
seem to be doing so.53



Pressure is also being felt by young professionals who
may have recently completed training abroad.  There are the
beginnings of an outmigration of Bermudians because of prob-
lems with quality of life that surround the housing shortage.
In addition, there is now a population of approximately 120
people living on the streets and in parks in Hamilton — some
of them with daytime jobs they must go to in order to feed
themselves.54 While Bermuda has always had a small-town
tradition of eccentric vagrants, and once took pride in men
like “Wardrobe” Tucker (who wore all his clothes at once, the
summer ones on the outside in summer), homelessness is
now acquiring a far more bitter meaning.

THINKING LOCALLY, ACTING POSTGLOBALLY

From the optimistic jargon of the 1960s and 70s, when
multinational was the buzzword, to the transnationalism of the
80s and 90s, we have now passed to an age where many large
corporations have completely transcended nationalism and
hover in the air around us, like the rings of Saturn.  This arti-
cle was originally presented as a paper at the 2004 IASTE con-
ference, which attempted to articulate the role of the built
environment in a postglobal world.  Bermuda’s planning legis-
lation, resulting in the continuation of a clearly defined vernac-
ular architecture, made it an ideal site to explore the concept of
the postglobal in architecture.  It is this Bermudian idiom,
expressed in metaphors of nature and local culture, that
informs the design of the two new corporate buildings under
study, XL House and ACE Global Headquarters.  But this is a
corporate architecture that can no longer be labeled postmod-
ern.  In their unambiguous attempt to appear to belong, these
buildings move local referencing light years away from Robert
Venturi’s gentle irony at Brant House.  Referencing is now
used earnestly as a charged signifier of their incorporation of
Bermuda into the global world of insurance.

“Culture is an ever-changing product of human prac-
tices,” Michael Peter Smith has written.55 In a critique of David
Harvey’s concept of the condition of postmodernity, Smith
pointed out that Harvey does not allow for the agency of the
local, which he relegated to sporadic, dead-end outbursts.
Smith, instead, argued that the complexity of the local has the
power to continuously affect the process of change.  In seeking
a definition of the postglobal, I would argue that part of that
condition is the necessity to appear to assimilate, and by doing
this to demonstrate recognition of the underlying power of the
intangible aspects local culture.  A definition of the postglobal
must incorporate the idea of the global attempting to assimi-
late locally, for its own purposes.  Without new resistances, the
local therefore becomes increasingly postglobal.

ACE Global Headquarters and XL House may be repre-
sentative of a new paradigm: a conscious attempt to locally
conceal globalization.  When XL Capital decided to spend
$120 million on its corporate headquarters, a high price even
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after factoring in hefty local building costs, it was signaling
its serious intention to put down lasting foundations in
Bermuda.56 We have seen in the design of both ACE Global
Headquarters and XL House how attention was paid to main-
taining superficial aspects of Bermuda’s stylistic tradition.
Architects worked in the local idiom using metaphors of
local domesticity and the command of nature.  With some
license granted, they largely adhered to planning legislation,
even though others before them had pushed the law to its
limits within the city boundaries.  While linked to postmod-
ern design, the architectural styles chosen by ACE and XL
speak plainly of the companies’ intention to assimilate into
the local community.  If more evidence should be needed,
both companies have taken further steps to fit in, in ways
that seem designed to benefit the community, while ensuring
their own futures in Bermuda.

XL’s Chief Executive Officer, Brian O’Hara, recently
offered the opinion that Bermuda was “full.”57 Nevertheless,
both ACE and XL are actively involved in real estate specula-
tion, and in other activities designed to strengthen their ties
with Bermuda.  At the time of writing, XL was building con-
dominiums for executive rental on the site of another former
hotel, the Belmont.  ACE had already completed condomini-
ums, located close to its Global Headquarters, and which
echoed the verandahs of Front Street (fig.19 ) . These are
rented on the open market.  Managed by the ACE
Foundation, they provide money for select charitable support
in the community. In this regard, ACE is the more public
benefactor, spreading its money and also publicizing itself
widely in the community.58 For example, the company is one
of the sponsors of a local branch of Habitat for Humanity,
the charitable foundation that finds ways to help people reno-
vate derelict houses.  Habitat finds volunteers to work with
owners and pass on building skills.  The irony here is that in

figure 19 . ACE apartments with verandahs that refer back to nine-

teenth-century Hamilton.
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Bermuda, this is a revival of a local tradition of pooling
resources, common in the black community until very
recently, when friends and neighbors helped each other
build.  Pressures associated with the high cost of living have
now made this practice untenable.  XL for its part, in collabo-
ration with the Bermuda government, focuses its charitable
support on a major educational program in the country’s sec-
ondary schools, intended to raise the standard of computer
literacy.  These activities certainly benefit the community, but
they are also carefully calculated to serve the long-term inter-
ests of the companies in Bermuda.

We now need to ask, is there an intelligible trajectory of
meaning in the assimilation tactics used by ACE and XL?
What, if any, is the relationship between international busi-
ness and Bermuda’s colonial past?  Corporate assimilation
seems to me comparable to the historical patterns of emula-
tion found in the processes of colonization.  In Bermuda, the
position of newcomers vis-à-vis “oldstanders” was often a
problematic one, perhaps because it was an uninhabited
place before colonization and, despite the subsequent intro-
duction of slaves from elsewhere, the establishment of a
social hierarchy was more fluid.  The first elite settlers, who
arrived in the seventeenth century, were the yardstick for
society.59 Recent archaeological investigation has shown that
elites and merchant seamen in Bermuda displayed more
conspicuous wealth than their mainland U.S. counterparts.60

When subsequent generations of settlers arrived in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries, the way to be accepted was
to quickly learn how to do what others were already doing.
Participation in local and highly visible material traditions
was a primary signifier of assimilation.

In Bermuda today, ACE and XL also signal their inten-
tion to belong through architectural style.  Their actions are
clearly measured, and I suggest that they are participating in
a continuum of colonization.  This eases their progress.

Why Bermuda is at present so uncritical of much of what is
happening is another matter.  The long-term impacts of colo-
nization are not always easy to identify, and in Bermuda, this
is particularly so because there is a qualitative difference in
the colonization of a formerly uninhabited country.  Perhaps,
in that regard, Premier Scott was not so wide of the mark
when he spoke of the inevitable residual effects of segregation.

In her book The Silent Takeover, economist Noreena
Hertz has argued that although globalization is becoming the
dominant world ideology, its promise is already failing in a
fundamental way.61 In many parts of the world, the fruits of
liberal democracy are not being delivered because corporate
power has the economic potential to control democratic
processes.  If, as is also argued, globalization has been ham-
pered to date by the detrimental effects it has on local envi-
ronments, and by local resistances, international companies
in postglobal Bermuda seem to have realized this.  They are
making a locally intelligible attempt to appear to assimilate.
This seems a necessary outcome for survival in still-colonial
Bermuda.  Underwriting, which has no national allegiance,
is the service industry that protects the heart of the dominant
global culture, and a part of it, the post-9/11 insurance indus-
try, is now having a significant impact on Bermuda.  This is
not immediately legible in the island’s corporate architectural
styles, which continue to sufficiently emulate a past that is
itself modeled on a colonial revival to meet the expectations
of twentieth-century tourists.

Buildings as artifacts, and as referents to local tradition,
have powerful meanings.  Inside XL House there hangs a
serenely beautiful watercolor by a contemporary Bermudian
painter, Steven Masters.  The image is of an elderly stone
mason, slaking lime.  In this postglobal building made of
modern materials, it really is an irony to see such calculated
sentimental attachment to the material culture of the past
when irony would seem to be the very last thing intended.
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Modeling Citizenship in Turkey’s
Miniature Park

I P E K  T Ü R E L I

This article discusses the design and wider political significance of Miniaturk, a nonprofit cul-

tural heritage site that opened in Istanbul in 2003.  It analyzes how image, publicity, and

architectural form have come together to rework memory to conform to a new perceived rela-

tionship between citizens and the Turkish state.  As a site of architectural miniatures,

Miniaturk provides an escape from the experience of the everyday.  But it also must be under-

stood in dialectic relation to gigantic new sites of global capital around the city.  Miniature

parks are a global type with a long history.  The article seeks to understand why a miniature

Turkey has only just appeared, and why it has been received with such enthusiasm in the con-

text of contemporary Turkish politics.  How can its appeal be interpreted in relation to compa-

rable sites?  As a cultural “showcase,” how does it represent Istanbul, Turkey, and the concept

of Turkish citizenship?  

The Municipality of Istanbul has aroused great controversy recently by its willingness to
play host to the giant building proposals of global capital.  As the city acquires transpar-
ent new buildings of steel and glass, immense public debate has been excited by an ironic
lack of transparency in the web of international investment behind them.

Yet, only three years ago, the Istanbul Municipality was applauded for its new minia-
ture “heritage” park, Miniaturk.  The park exhibits scale models of architectural show-
pieces chosen for their significance in the city’s and Turkey’s collective memory (fig.1 ) .
In comparison to the recent gigantic projects, Miniaturk was praised as a locally con-
ceived and financed project that enabled visitors’ identification with a shared culture.

Similar miniature parks abound around the world and often reveal much about the
contexts in which they are situated.  Private enterprises like Disneyland (1955) can
become hallmarks of national experience.  Other, state-controlled examples may more
explicitly attempt to reconfigure the relationship between a nation and its citizens.
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Ultimately, the tradition of such open-air cultural parks
may be traced to the international exhibitions that provided a
venue for expressions of national identity in the nineteenth
century. In the twentieth century, the building of grand capital
cities such as Ankara, independence monuments, and monu-
mental promenades also aimed to display and legitimize the
authority of new nation-states.  Using gigantic scale and
nationalist narrative, such architectural interventions called on
citizens to place their faith in the state.  As if to reproduce the
child’s faith in his parents, they attempted to present the state
as having the best interests of its citizens at heart.1

Miniaturk, too, invites citizens to believe in the benevo-
lence of the state.  But by selecting miniaturization and sim-
ulation, it adopts a different palette of spatial techniques.
The goal is comparable, however — to appeal to citizens to
imagine the nation in its entirety, and to promote a new
understanding of citizenship based on a shared culture.

Since its opening in 2003, Miniaturk’s success has been
enormous.  It has found a place in the city’s popular histori-
cal landscape, and Istanbul’s guided tours and printed guides
now incorporate it next to well-known historical sites.  As the
press gave it keen and enduring support, the total number of
visitors rose to more than two million by the end of its first
two years.  Other cities have now begun to follow Istanbul’s
lead and build their own mini-cities.2

As a utopian site, Miniaturk has been particularly welcome
in a Turkey disturbed through the 1990s by the rise of ethnic
and religious identities.  It has presented the tantalizing case of
a cultural attraction that could be appreciated across the social
and political spectrum.  In particular, Miniaturk has offered visi-
tors participation in a naturalized and inclusive past — and per-
haps the possibility of an imagined unified future.  Translating
the miniature park typology into a viable substitute for the
gigantic expressions of state and global capital, Miniaturk has
also created a new national pilgrimage site that recognizes the
rise of Istanbul as Turkey’s vehicle of globalization.3
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figure 1 . Miniaturk’s 2003

brochure shows, from left to right,

the diagrammatic location of the

park in the city, an unstaged

snapshot of visitors in the park,

and a staged shot of an ideal fam-

ily behind the Byzantine church-

turned-mosque-turned-museum of

Hagia Sophia under the words,

“The Showcase of Turkey.”

Source: Miniaturk: Turkey’s

Showcase (Istanbul: Kültür

A.S., 2003).

In contrast to the threats that other global-city projects
seemed to pose for Istanbul and the country, however,
Miniaturk has not triggered any visible opposition.4 It was
built on publicly owned land by a nonprofit corporation
(Kültür A.S.) owned by the local government (Istanbul
Metropolitan Municipality).  And even though its estimated
construction cost of around $10 million was reportedly
acquired from corporate sponsors, it did not appear to repre-
sent any particular private interest.  Instead, it has been pre-
sented as a public service — not a free-to-access public space
such as an urban park, but a semipublic space more akin to a
museum.  Once visitors pay the entry fee, their activities are
regulated only by the gaze of security personnel and other
visitors.  They are free to wander the grounds as long as they
like, and as long as they look at the models from a distance,
without touching them.

It is my supposition here that understanding the place
and significance of Miniaturk in the popular historical land-
scape can shed light on the public reaction to other building
projects in Istanbul.  The park can also be seen as expound-
ing a turning point in Turkish politics, as Islamism has
moved to the political center from its previous position of
opposition.  Finally, Miniaturk illuminates changing notions
of citizenship and national identity in a globalizing city.

POLITICAL CONTEXT

National unity has long been a source of collective para-
noia in Turkey.  Following World War II, fears for national
sovereignty were fuelled by Cold War politics.  Since the early
1990s, separatist movements and violent developments in
the Balkans and the Middle East have again exacerbated such
fears.  As a result, the rise of Islamism and Kurdish national-
ism at home have been regarded as threats to national sover-
eignty, rather than a call for social justice and democracy.
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The decision to build a bounded miniature park where
the nation could be viewed in its entirety may partially be
seen as a response to anxieties about Turkey’s future.  Two
principal observations reinforce such a suggestion.  At the
level of image, Miniaturk stage-manages history by painting
a misleading picture of societal harmony.  And at the level of
production, it attempts to provide a showcase for both the
quality and effectiveness of local government and the central
government’s political vision for the country.5

Interestingly, as I will explain, the version of history pre-
sented at the park is open to different readings according to a
visitor’s subject position, condition of viewing, and knowl-
edge of Turkish history and politics.  Those involved in creat-
ing the park may also have interpreted its purpose
dissimilarly.  Ultimately, its form has embodied negotiation
between a range of politicians, administrators, designers,
engineers, builders, consultants and sponsors.  Yet, despite
these interpretive ambiguities, Miniaturk has been successfully
promoted through advertising and word of mouth.  Stories
have been written in local magazines and newspapers; write-
ups have appeared in tourist and architectural guides to the
city; and images of the park have been posted on billboards
(managed by the company that built the park).

With so much coverage and so many actors, it is under-
standable that certain discrepancies have surfaced in terms of
credit for its design.  One of the figures involved in these dis-
putes has been Istanbul’s ex-Mayor Müfit Gürtuna, who has
insisted on tying Miniaturk to commemorations of the his-
toric conquest of Istanbul by the Ottoman Empire in 1453.6

Gürtuna was elected from the Justice and Development Party
(AKP), an offshoot of the Welfare Party (RP) which turned
such commemorations into major spectacles in Istanbul in
the 1990s.  In numerous interviews, Gürtuna has boasted
that Miniaturk was merely one of 550 projects with which he
planned to celebrate the 550th anniversary of this event.

By contrast, Miniaturk’s administrator, Cengiz Özdemir,
has consistently presented Miniaturk as a product of his own
personal vision.  To confuse matters, in the local press
Özdemir has repeatedly been characterized as Miniaturk’s
architect.  Meanwhile, the real architect, Murat Ulug, has
been excluded from the Municipality’s official publications
and publicity efforts.  In return, Ulug has described the pro-
ject in the architectural press as a result of his own
autonomous design decisions.7

Among those officially credited with the project — includ-
ing the mayor, the model makers, and history professors
recruited for consultations — Özdemir has made the most of
it in terms of publicity. As he tells it, he first visited and was
impressed by the Dutch miniature city of Madurodam (1952)
during a stay in the Netherlands from 1979 to 1993.  Upon
returning to Turkey, Özdemir started working at the
Municipality’s “Corporation for Culture” (Kültür A.S.), set up
in 1989 to manage the city’s cultural activities.  Then, in 1999,
after being promoted to Kültür A.S.’s chairman, he personally

oversaw the construction of Miniaturk, turning it into Kültür
A.S.’s key project — and thereby fulfilling a personal dream,
according to official Miniaturk publicity.

Özdemir’s public visibility as a result of Miniaturk even-
tually catapulted him into a high-paying job in the private
sector.  In February 2005 he was appointed chairperson of a
media conglomerate (Star Media) that had recently changed
hands as a result of government intervention.  The transfer
from the Uzan Group to the Dogan Group also had political
implications, since the Uzan group had been a major sup-
porter of a rival party to the AKP in the 2002 elections.
Apparently, Özdemir’s experience chairing Kültür A.S.
between 1999–2005 and the public visibility he achieved pri-
marily through Miniaturk were sufficient credentials to quali-
fy him as chair of a media group that owned radio and TV
stations, newspapers, and numerous other companies.

In contrast, Mayor Gürtuna was demoted by his own
party from candidacy in the following local elections, and was
succeeded in office by Kadir Topbas.  In the meantime, how-
ever, he fulfilled a rumor that began while he was Istanbul’s
popular mayor, and has become a potential political
rival/threat to the Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan.  Gürtuna
is presently working to establish his own political party.8

These complexities in part explain why Miniaturk was
opened three times: first, on April 23, 2003; second, by
Prime Minister Erdogan on May 2, 2003; and finally, by
Mayor Gürtuna on May 29, 2003, for the 550th anniversary
conquest commemoration.9

Significantly, the first opening coincided in the official cal-
endar of the Republic with “National Sovereignty and
Children’s Day.”  By conflating national sovereignty with a cele-
bration of the child, the date not only implies that the preserva-
tion of sovereignty should be a concern of children, but casts
adult citizens in the role of children in relationship to the state.
By comparison, Istanbul’s conquest commemoration date, May
29, is not listed on the official calendar of the Republic.10

Instead, the marketing of Miniaturk as a conquest-commemo-
ration project must be viewed in relation to the rise of
Islamism and its strategies to challenge and appropriate
national history.  As Republican history is stage-managed via
days such as April 23, May 19 (Atatürk Commemoration,
Youth and Sports Day), and October 29 (Republic Day), the
Islamists felt a need to establish alternative days commemorat-
ing important events from Turkey’s Ottoman past.

The backdrop for such competing programs of com-
memoration involves the reluctance of official nationalist his-
tory to recognize the accomplishments of the Ottomans.  For
years the Republic has attempted to establish itself as a secu-
lar, West-oriented nation-state, in historic opposition to the
old, Islamic, “Eastern” Ottoman Empire.  And by downplay-
ing conquest-commemoration festivities, the Republic has
also sought to avoid upsetting the “European club” by conjur-
ing memories of a past when the Ottoman Turks were a rival
power in Europe.11
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For their part, Islamists have turned to Ottoman nostal-
gia precisely because of, and as a reaction to, the secular
Turkish establishment.  The Ottomans had self-consciously
promoted a multicultural society as well as claiming the lead-
ership of Islam.  In contrast, the early Republic (1923–50)
disreputed the public display of religion.

The state promoted civic nationalism manufacturing a
homogeneous national identity out of a very diverse popula-
tion, and ended up imposing the language (Turkish) and the
religion (Sunni Islam) of the majority.12 Accordingly, citizen-
ship emphasized the individual’s duties to the nation state
rather than his or her rights.13 However, market reforms in
the 1980s, political liberalization in the 1990s, and the E.U.
membership process at the beginning of 2000s have all con-
tributed to a reevaluation to accepted norms of citizenship,
national identity, and the assumed correspondence between
them.  As Fuat Keyman and Ahmet Içduygu have explained:

. . . while giving the masses political rights, [the Republic]
demanded at the same time that they accord normative
primacy to the national interest over individual freedoms,
to duties over rights, and to state sovereignty over individ-
ual autonomy.  Thus, the making of modern Turkey
involved the transformation of masses into citizens, but
prevented the language of rights from entering into the
process of the construction of a secular national identity.14

This relationship between the state and the citizen is per-
haps nowhere more spatially expressed than in the siting and
design of the Mausoleum (Anıtkabir, 1941–53) of the first leader
of the Turkish Republic, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk (1881–1938).
Upon Atatürk’s death, the Mausoleum was constructed on an
imposing hill in the new capital city of Ankara.  According to
Sibel Bozdogan, its architecture is “a monumental and abstract
version of the classical temple incorporating numerous prehis-
toric Anatolian references in its decorative program.”15 Various
features of the building also seek to embody and define early
Republican ideals about the correct relationship between citizen
and nation state.  Michael Meeker has observed:

The citizen stands before the Hall of Honor in the pres-
ence of the leader and founder in order to pay his respects.
The three written communications announce the frame-
work within which this interpersonal exchange takes place.
Citizen and founder interact within a framework of con-
straints imposed by nationhood.  In exchange for individ-
ual sacrifice there is the promise of the sublime. . . .16

These communications warn the citizen of external
threats, the urgency of protecting sovereignty, and the sacri-
fice needed — rather than “the democratic principle of popu-
lar representation.”17

In the years since it was built, the Mausoleum has
served as Turkey’s official nationalist pilgrimage site.  It is
where state ceremonies are held, and private and public asso-
ciations gather there to pay their respects to Atatürk and dis-
play their commitment to protect the nation.  In the 1990s
protests also took place there against such perceived threats
to the secular establishment as the headscarf.

One result of the rise of Islamism in the public sphere
in the 1990s has been to challenge the state-sanctioned nar-
rative of national identity, and the need to give physical repre-
sentation to these forces has resulted in efforts to rediscover
Istanbul’s urban history as the former Ottoman capital.  Alev
Çınar has argued that the substitute narratives of nationhood
produced by the Islamists seek to cast Istanbul as a “victim”
(of the Republic) — thus, the reenactment of its conquest
symbolically serves to “save” it from the Republic.18

In 1994, Çınar explained, the Islamist Municipality and
an Islamist nongovernmental organization (the National
Youth Foundation) jointly organized the conquest celebration
as an event which would rival national commemoration days
in scope and scale.19 Among other things, this drew public
and academic attention to Islamist claims to public spaces in
the city.  The victory of the RP in the local elections in major
cities, and specifically Tayyip Erdogan’s in Istanbul, raised
further alarms.  And when RP leader Necmettin Erbakan
became Turkey’s first Islamist Prime Minister in 1996 con-
cerns mounted even further.  Some even asked if Turkey was
set to turn into a new Iran.  However, in 1997, the army,
which sees itself as the protector of the secular Republic,
intervened and ousted the RP.20 The constitutional court
then closed down both the RP and its successor, the Virtue
Party. These moves by a coalition of the army and other sec-
ular elites to block the rise of Islamists swayed electoral sup-
port to a reformist faction within the RP.

In 2002 this faction, now represented by the AKP, won
the general elections under the leadership of Istanbul’s promi-
nent former mayor Erdogan, in part by promoting an econom-
ic program of “communitarian-liberal synthesis.”21 In response
to questions regarding his new, “reformed,” position, Erdogan
defined himself not as an Islamist but as a “conservative demo-
crat.”  Although he used Islamist devices in his daily perfor-
mance as prime minister, he made it clear that he considered
religion a private issue and that the AKP would not conflate
religion and government, Islam and democracy.22

The AKP subsequently used the European Union mem-
bership process to negotiate potential threats to it from the sec-
ularist establishment.  It advocated a much milder adherence
to religion than the RP, and it recognized a need for societal
plurality.  In defining its conservative stance, Ahmet Insel has
written that the AKP “considers ‘the historical experience and
cultural wealth of our nation a solid ground for our future.’”23
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tell.  All look the same.  But look at a structure from the
Middle Ages, and you can tell at a glance where it’s from.
If one is more equipped, then one can even identify the
country it’s from.  But plazas do not allow this.24

In this partial exchange, the model maker conflates the
copy (model aqueduct) with the original (real aqueduct).  He
does not refer to the original as a functional architectural object
or space, but as a symbol of technological superiority.  The
model in Miniaturk, therefore, is a symbol of the second order.

The model maker also suggests that society is an organ-
ism, and that architecture is its reflection.  Thus, when an
organism reaches maturity, it produces monumental archi-
tecture and engineering.  The Republic, in such a narrative,
becomes a period of delayed replenishment that has been ter-
minated by more powerful processes such as international-
ization and globalization that have come from without.

For the public relations representative, however, the
organism analogy does not work.  Her understanding evolves
more along an axis of tradition versus modernity.  Once there
was a time of heterogeneity, but this was defeated by mod-
ernization (started with the Ottoman Reformations in the
nineteenth century, but pursued forcefully under the
Republic through the twentieth).  She thus externalizes the
Republic as an agent of top-down modernization.

In this analysis, processes of modernization ultimately
dictate cultural homogeneity, and Miniaturk becomes a pro-
ject of resistance because it reinstates heterogeneity. Her
untroubled repetition of the story in which she suggested
that the informal-looking housing overlooking the park was a
monument of the present era speaks to a particular (popular
and academic) attitude that blames the Republic, as if it were
a person, for everything that has gone wrong in Turkey.

Clearly, the model maker and the public relations repre-
sentative exhibit different ideas about Ottoman/Turkish history
and how the present built environment has come into being.
But they parallel each other in their understanding that archi-
tecture is an outcome (rather than, for instance, a cause or an
agent) of social processes.  Thus, while they do not agree at an
ideological level, they have been able to work together to pro-
duce representations of architecture that not only display, but
prove Turkey’s exceptionality. In essence, then, Miniaturk
offers a consensus ground for two people who do not share the
same conception of history, but who have similar anxieties of
cultural homogenization and decline.  And the exchange
between them illustrates the park’s potential to reveal political
differences, just as it facilitates their concealment.

In order to fully understand this conversation, one
needs also to understand that sometimes even words have
different local connotations.  “Plaza,” for instance, does not
indicate a space derived from the Italian piazza. In its
Turkish use, the word has evolved to refer equivocally to
commercial highrises in an architectural idiom of steel and
glass.  “Plazas” came into the discussion because they are

.

A GROUND FOR CONVERSATION?

The differences between the RP and the AKP can also
understood through the different kinds of representations
they have produced of the city and the nation.  Miniaturk is a
prime example.  In representing cultural “wealth,” the park
does not single out the Islamic Ottoman past, as RP’s con-
quest-commemoration reenactments do.  But it still privi-
leges Istanbul over Ankara, the capital built to showcase
nation-building in the early Republican era.  Thus, while it
incorporates sites from Anatolia in line with Republican his-
tory writing, it constrains those from Republican history.
Further, the models in Miniaturk aim to represent major reli-
gious communities that cohabited the land — in line with
what is today perceived as Ottoman cosmopolitanism.

The contradictions in design credits and inaugural dates
withstanding, Miniaturk’s embrace by the Municipality, the
visiting public, and the news media all suggest that the park
does facilitate a ground for conversation.

In a meeting with one of Miniaturk’s model makers and
a public relations representative, I was intrigued to discover
how the two identified with different versions of national his-
tory, even while working together.  One of my questions was
directed at the model maker.  When I asked specifically which
was his favorite model, he replied that it was the Maglova
Aqueduct (1554–62), and gave the following reasons:

Model Maker: Not because it is a good model; in fact, it
was one of our first. . . .  I like it because of the work itself.
It shows they had the determination, the belief, and the
will to work.  I am not saying this because of indoctrina-
tion: “Ottomans, Oh! Ottomans. . . .”  However, every
society, like an organism, has a period in which it is alive.
. . . For example, if we bring the first and last decades of
the Republic together. . . .  [Laughs.]

Public Relations Representative: Not even bringing the last
century together would suffice. . . .  Once, I was leading a
group of journalists [in Miniaturk].  One asked why there
aren’t many examples from the Republic.  And I pointed to
the squatter settlements [overlooking the park] and said,
“There!”  He started exclaiming, “You are indeed
Ottomanists,” you are this . . . and you are that. . . .  His
own cameraman reacted.  “Hold on a minute,” he interrupt-
ed: “[as if ] we have them [Republican landmarks worthy of
display], and it is Miniaturk that does not display them?”

Model Maker: But they [squatter settlements] are not the
result of the Republic.  They exist because of globalization,
because of the conjuncture, because of the Cold War. . . .

Public Relations Representative: They are the result of a
homogenizing world.  Look at a plaza.  Is this building in
New York, Paris, in Istanbul, or in Tokyo?  One cannot
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Miniaturk is part of continuing efforts to cleanse the
estuary (fig.2 ) . In the words of ex-Mayor Gürtuna, who offi-
cially approved and opened Miniaturk, this will “bring back
the old magnificence of the area.”26 Of course, such “old
magnificence” refers to its appearance during the preindus-
trial Ottoman period, when it featured public leisure gardens.27

In addition to being part of a local urban-renewal cam-
paign that concentrates on the Golden Horn, Miniaturk can
also be understood as participating in a larger process that
seeks to establish Istanbul as a “global brand.”28 Other high-
lights of this urban renewal include the launching of two pri-
vate universities, a museum, a cultural center, and a congress
center. The first such investment was by the Koç Corporation,
which renovated a former anchor factory in Hasköy as a muse-
um of transport in 1991.  Nearby Miniaturk, the old Sütlüce
Slaughterhouse is now being transformed into a congress cen-
ter. Across the estuary, the Imperial Fez Factory in Defterdar is
being turned into a cultural center.  Other projects include the
renovations of the Silahtaraga Electricity Plant by the private
Bilgi University as an arts center and faculty, and the Cibali
Tobacco Factor into faculty buildings by the private Kadir Has
University.  This concentration of cultural investment around
the Golden Horn reflects a reappraisal of land values and
access, history and heritage.  But it also mirrors a worldwide
trend to revitalize abandoned industrial buildings, and in addi-
tion to cleansing the area of unwanted sights, these projects
will inevitably bring gentrification.

In terms of its design, Miniaturk aims to abstract itself
from its surroundings (fig.3 ) . In the words of Ulug, the
park deliberately seeks to create a “tale-like environment.”29

A tall fence blocks off all external views of the interior, and
the entrance complex containing administrative and com-
mercial functions, a restaurant, and a shop faces a parking
lot rather than the street.  From here a carefully controlled
entry sequence reinforces the sense of separation.  First, a
ramp takes visitors to a large raised terrace over a mini-
botanical park.  And it is only after paying their fees and
passing through the entry gates that visitors arrive at a van-
tage point where Miniaturk is revealed to them (figs.4 ,5 ) .

public symbols of globalization.  In particular, Prime
Minister Erdogan and his senior aides in the Istanbul
Municipality, including the current mayor, are eager to shoul-
der the global-city project, and have been proud to construct
such buildings to “market” Istanbul on a global stage.

Ironically, Miniaturk has also been used to market the
city, but its design and status as a “heritage” site seem to set
it in a different orbit.  Thus, when the public relations repre-
sentative refers to the homogenization of the built environ-
ment via “plazas,” she assumes that Miniaturk somehow
resists this process.  What she chooses not to see is that all
projects involving prime sites offered to global capital or
leisure environments such as Miniaturk are characteristic of
globalization.  Both are domestic translations of global types;
both entail the rerouting of public sources into private or pri-
vatized services; and both are designed to demonstrate
Turkey’s competitiveness in the global marketplace.

Nevertheless, the specific ways in which they evolve, and
are received, may be unique to the context of Istanbul and
Turkey.  Looking from within a miniature Turkey, gigantic
projects of global capital appear external and threatening.  By
contrast, Miniaturk reflects a desire to imagine a Turkey that
displays its cultural wealth while being clearly bounded and
secured.  As “Turkey’s Showcase,” it becomes a key site in
which contemporary Turkish national identity can be projected.

RESTORING A DREAM

Miniaturk is located in Sütlüce on the north shore of the
Golden Horn, the estuary dividing the old Istanbul from the
new.25 This area long suffered from industrialization-induced
pollution and illegal housing widely regarded as eyesores.  Its
pollution had become an issue as early as the 1960s.  In the
second half of the 1980s, the city’s mayor, Bedrettin Dalan,
carried out a major cleansing effort that concentrated on the
beautification of the estuary rather than its environmental
ecology or historic character.  He demolished buildings, dis-
placed residents, and replaced estuary banks with parks.

figure 2 . In the second half of

the 1980s, beautification of the

Golden Horn involved the infill

and replacement of its banks with

expansive parks, which later

remained underused and under-

maintained.  A tract of parkland

was cleared to build Miniaturk.

The photograph shows foundation

work in 2002.  Source: Miniaturk:

Turkey’s Showcase (Istanbul:

Kültür A.S., 2003).
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From this elevated location, visitors can enjoy a view of
the entire park from behind a long balustrade, or they can
take one of two symmetrical ramps down to the ground-level
walkways that traverse the park.  The ramp to the right pro-
vides immediate access to an outdoor café and children’s
playground to the north of the central area.  When it meets
the exhibition level, visitors encounter the first model,
Mevlana’s Mausoleum (1274, Konya).  According to the print-
ed guide, this “. . . bears witness to the multi-cultural nature
of Anatolia.”30 The second model is of the Selimiye Mosque
(1568–75, Edirne).  The third is of Atatürk’s Mausoleum.

Only 75 models were listed in the park’s 2003 visitor’s
guide (36 from Istanbul, 31 from Anatolia, and 8 from
“abroad”).  Additions, now underway, will increase the total
number and density of the models, and will transform the spa-
tial experience of the exhibition space.  However, the overall
boundaries and thematic groupings of the park will remain.31

The exhibition space is organized into two main circular areas.
The one closer to the entrance terrace (to the east) contains
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figure 3 . Plan published by Miniaturk to solicit models from model makers.  (North is down.)  Source: Miniaturk Mini Türkiye Parkı Sponsorluk

Rehberi (Istanbul: Kültür A.S., July 2002).

Anatolian sites; the other (to the west) contains Istanbul sites,
and is organized around a pond that stands in for the
Bosphorus.  A model bridge connects across the pond to a
raised café at the park’s western end.  Outside the central areas,
at the south edge of the park, a third group of models presents
a curious lineup of buildings dubbed “Ottoman Geography.”
The buildings here were selected, publications state, because
they were “built or renovated during the Ottoman Empire.”

According to renown history professors Ilber Ortaylı and
Haluk Dursun, who created the list of sites to be modeled in
the park, the criteria for selection were originality and repre-
sentativeness.32 But the final list also overtly attempts to
demonstrate how Turks have respected and valued the cultur-
al achievements of other peoples who have lived in their
lands, even under “invasion, war and destruction.”33 Such a
statement can be seen as problematic, however, in light of a
history with counter claims.34

Both Ortaylı and Dursun are specialists in Ottoman his-
tory. The third group clearly also aims to enhance the idea
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and Cistern, share tightly knit urban contexts.  But in
Miniaturk these structures are positioned without reference
to each other.  By washing over all such reference to formal
and societal context the effect is to “naturalize” the originals.

Another effect of packing several thousand years of his-
tory into the park without narrative logic is to render negligi-
ble the contributions of the Republican period.  In fact, the
creators of Miniaturk believe the Republic has produced little
architecture significant enough to include there.35 Moreover,
the buildings selected to represent both the early Republican
period and contemporary times are not necessarily those that
would have been included on a list made by the architecture
community.36 Rather, they stand as overt political gestures
(e.g., Taksim Atatürk Monument), or they represent sponsors
(e.g., Yapı Kredi Bank headquarters, designed by McAslan
Architects of the U.K.).  Overall, the selection of sites and
their arrangement in relation to each other without recourse
to geography, context or chronology creates a calculated con-
fusion that reinforces the idea of cultural wealth, but hinders
historical and societal complexities.

One image that Miniaturk repeatedly uses in promotion-
al publications (possibly to represent its inclusive politics)
shows Atatürk’s Mausoleum and the Selimiye Mosque
together (fig.8 ) . The coupling brings into mind the contro-
versy around the Mausoleum and the new Kocatepe Mosque
in Ankara (modeled on several Imperial Ottoman mosques,
including Selimiye).37 In reality, the Mausoleum and the
Kocatepe Mosque stand at similar elevations, and crown the
two highest hills of the capital city. They thus represent com-
peting claims to Turkey’s national imaginary — the
Mausoleum standing in for secular modernism, the mosque
for a modern Islam.38

The composition of the Miniaturk promotional photo-
graph is similarly complex in symbolic terms, and yields two

o

that Turks not only respected and contributed to other civi-
lizations within the borders of present-day Turkey, but to cul-
tures once contained within the larger administrative
umbrella of the Ottoman Empire.

Overall, the grouping of models in the park operates at
two levels: organization by sections, and organization of mod-
els within sections.  Preliminary designs show that Ulug once
conceived the park as an artificial green mound.  His early
drawings also show the exhibition area as comprising two tan-
gential circles of different diameters spotted with tiny circles
of different sizes to represent different models.  However,
within these areas that came to represent Turkey and
Istanbul, the architect has denied any involvement in config-
uring the arrangement of individual models in relation to
each other, or determining the nature of the representations.
He claims that Miniaturk’s representatives set this agenda.

These aspects of the park are indeed thought provoking.
In general terms, the models do not replicate the conditions
of original structures in any consistent way: some are exact
replicas; some restorations; some imagined restorations; and
some are presented as ruins.  Some original sites are pre-
sented in ways that rid them off their symbolic content.  And
little attempt is made to distinguish between the sites based
on the communities they serve(d).  Further, some models
depict sites that are currently in use, while others are purely
historical.  There is even one “natural formation”
(Pamukkale) (figs.6,7 ) .

Perhaps most startlingly, some models are divorced
from their original urban contexts.  Even buildings located
literally next to each other in Istanbul may thus be dislocated
in their miniature displays.  The most pointed examples of
this are from the Dolmabahçe and Sultanahmet areas of
Istanbul.  In these areas of the city, the palace and clock
tower, and the Blue Mosque, Hagia Sophia, Topkapı Palace,

figure 4 . (left)  The entrance complex to the east of the site faces a parking lot.  It houses administrative and commercial functions including ticket

booths, a restaurant and a shop.  An angular ramp takes visitors up to a raised terrace over a mini-botanical park.  Photo by author.

figure 5 . (right)  After paying the entry fee, visitors are treated to their first overview of the exhibition site from the entry terrace.  Photo by Ömer

Faruk Sen.
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very different readings.  According to one, the Mausoleum,
the symbol of Republican nationalism, is clearly foreground-
ed.  But the position of the Mausoleum model on flat ground
can alternatively be seen as negating its elevated position in
relation to the capital city and the nation.  The photograph
also shows a few spectators giving a passing glance to the
Mausoleum while many more crowd around the mosque.
The implication of this second reading is that Atatürk’s
Republican ideals lie buried at a time when the Ottoman past
is becoming increasingly attractive.  The angle of view in the
image further contributes to this reading by locating the
mosque above the Mausoleum on the printed page.

.

o

figure 6 . (left)  The models do not all replicate their originals in the same way. In the foreground is the model of Hacı Bektas Veli Dervish Lodge

near the city of Nevsehir.  In the immediate background is the model of The Church of Virgin Mary near the city of Izmir.  The printed guide explains of

the latter building that “only its apse stands today.”  Nevertheless, the complete church was modeled in Miniaturk on the basis of references and other

resources.  This photograph also shows the audio-information panel that is activated by each visitor’s smart ticket.  Photo by author.

figure 7 . (right)  Some models are of originals in which communities presently live, while others are of abandoned sites.  There is even one “natural

formation” (Pamukkale).  This image shows how that model seamlessly conflates the exhibition of the “Fairy Chimneys,” rock formations, and subter-

ranean dwellings of Cappadocia in Central Anatolia (dark conical forms in the foreground) with a representation of the naturally formed terraced (white)

pools of Pamukkale in Western Anatolia.  Photo by Ömer Faruk Sen.
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Of course, the embodied experience of the park does not
privilege any such static point of view. The layout of routes
through the park is based on an assumption that visitors will
stay for two hours.39 During this time, security personnel
and visual and audio messages repeatedly remind them to
avoid walking on the grass or touching the models.
Meanwhile, a specially commissioned musical composition,
by Fahir Atakoglu (known for his patriotic works) is broad-
cast from disguised speakers, and detailed information on
individual landmarks is provided in a booklet, as well as
through an audio information system activated by the indi-
vidual user (and again heard through disguised speakers).

figure 8 . This photograph

was used in several of Miniaturk’s

publications.  The framing fore-

grounds the Mausoleum, yet

establishes the imperial mosque as

the center of attraction.  Source:

Miniaturk: Turkey’s Showcase

(Istanbul: Kültür A.S., 2003).
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The lack of shade, lack of seating, narrow width of
paths, and admonishments against touching the models (or
even getting close to them) all lead visitors to view the mod-
els while in motion.  Only on the model of the Bosphorus
Bridge are visitors treated somewhat differently. The actual
suspension bridge connects Asia and Europe and is traversed

only by motor vehicles.  But here it serves as a finale of sorts,
raising visitors from the ground level to the elevated café on
the Western edge of the park, from where they can look back
over the park and contemplate the image of the nation that
has just been presented to them (fig.9 ) .

Even though the design of the park aims to abstract itself
from its surroundings, the surrounding topography impinges
in the form of nearby hillside apartment buildings that create
an unavoidable backdrop to the models (the source of the
public relations representative’s disturbance) (fig.10 ) . To
supplant the visual prominence of these structures from with-
in the park, however, visitors may choose to take a ride on the
Golden Horn in a life-size model of an imperial boat — and
so conclude their experience by imagining the present-day city
through the eyes of an Ottoman sultan.  In this way, represen-
tations do not end at the boundary of the theme park.
Instead, the city becomes an object of contemplation, and per-
haps, an inverted extension of Miniaturk.

FROM WORLDS IN MINIATURE TO MINIATURE

WORLDS

Miniaturk’s form is an interpretation of a specific type
of exhibit, examples of which can be found around the world,
including several contemporary “mini-nations.”  Two other par-
ticularly well-known state-owned miniature parks are Taman
Mini Indonesia Indah (Beautiful Indonesia in Miniature
Park) and Jinxiu Zhonghua (Splendid China) in Shenzhen.40

Miniaturk’s administrators, however, point specifically to
Madurodam in the Netherlands as the model they admired most.41

figure 9 . The only model vis-

itors can touch and walk on is

that of the Bosphorus Bridge,

which crosses the artificial pond

on the site.  Photo by author.

figure 10 . The “excess” of the city clearly protrudes into the park.

However, this publicity photo “airbrushed” out the apartment buildings in

the background.  Source: Miniaturk: Turkey’s Showcase (Istanbul:

Kültür A.S., 2003).



Madurodam’s official history claims that it was modeled on the
example of Bekonscot (1929 in Beaconsfield, U.K.).42

While various forms of miniature parks can be found
across the world, as a group, their genealogy can be traced to
the world exhibitions of the nineteenth century.  According to
Timothy Mitchell, the exhibitions were designed to offer
Europeans a picture of the world in miniature.43 There is
exhaustive literature on them, but their importance as a prece-
dent for miniature environments such as Miniaturk remains
relatively unexplored.  The exhibitions did not only contrast the
industrial products of the West with the traditional crafts of the
East, but also the present modernity of the West with its prein-
dustrial past.  Such historical re-creations began at the 1867
Paris Exhibition.44 A notable example was the Austrian-spon-
sored “Old Vienna” at Chicago’s 1893 Exhibition; and, not to be
outdone, the Germans re-created an “Old Berlin” of the 1650s
at the Berlin Industrial Exhibition of 1896.45 The entertain-
ment created in such installations confirmed the modernity of
these late industrializing European cities.

Tony Bennett’s oft-quoted argument in the Birth of the
Museum is that these exhibitions formed part of a nine-
teenth-century exhibitionary complex, which allowed visitors,
particularly from the working class, to emulate middle-class
manners and interiorize an ideal of national citizenship.46

The typology of the open-air museum which emerged at the
end of the nineteenth century may be regarded as an effort to
turn the temporary environments of the exhibitions into per-
manent installations.  Open-air museums also created per-
manent spaces where supposed national folkways could be
frozen in time.

Stockholm’s Skansen (1891) is generally cited as the first
such open-air museum.  It contained real farmhouses, dislo-
cated and reassembled from different parts of Sweden.
Supposedly representative not only of different regions but of
different time periods, the houses were brought to the capital
city and placed next to each other to create the image of a
timeless, static folk life.47 To sell the idea of a graspable, nos-
talgic national identity, Skansen was advertised as “Sweden
in miniature.”  According to Bennett an important difference
between nineteenth-century museums and such open-air
museums was that the former excluded the lower classes
from its represented narratives, while the latter “work[ed] on
the ground of popular memory and restyle[d] it.”48

Today’s miniature parks go one step further because the
objects they present are newly made, with no claim to
authenticity.  Moreover, while open-air museums like
Skansen seek to simulate a lived environment (generally a
disappearing, rural one), the miniature park merely present
artifacts as symbols.  Ownership and management, scale,
materiality, organization, and the layout of objects are other
aspects that inform the visitor’s experience of a miniature
park.49 In the guise of entertainment, these may be used
both to advance a particular political view and inculcate citi-
zens with a sense of national identity.

As already mentioned, the officially declared model for
Miniaturk was Madurodam in the Netherlands (figs.1 1 , 12 ) .
A comparison, however, reveals that the only real similarity
between the two is that both display building models at 1/25
scale.  Madurodam’s major claim is to present a complete
built history of the Netherlands.  To accomplish this, it takes
the form of a city that has grown outward radially from a
medieval core.  Such a comprehensive, integrative urban pro-
gram is missing at Miniaturk.  But there are other differ-
ences that clearly have been determined by differences in
institutional framework and socio-political context.

For instance, since Madurodam is established and man-
aged by a charitable foundation, it is unrestrained by direct
political influence.  This means that it can also turn politics
into an object of display.  Thus, Madurodam has a mayor and
a city council, whose members are chosen from nearby
schools, and who attend and receive any new models added
to the park in “official” ceremonies.50

Madurodam also sets miniature people in its representa-
tive tableaux with the stated aim of portraying the Dutch way
of life.  In contrast, the models in Miniaturk are devoid of
social life, isolated from any urban context, and laid out in a
seemingly arbitrary manner.51 Instead of trying to depict an
overt normative Turkish or Islamic-Turkish character, the
park’s main rhetorical purpose thus seems to be to indicate
the tolerance of Turkey to multiple cultures and ways of life.

A third difference is that while the Dutch miniature city
is laid out according to a pseudo-realistic plan, which might
allow infinite extension, Miniaturk’s final size has been pre-
determined.52 Such a condition seems subliminally to relate
to the histories of the two countries: a miniature Netherlands
must be able to expand, but the border of a miniature Turkey
must be properly secured.

Finally, Madurodam uses the concept of a city to repre-
sent the nation, whereas Miniaturk differentiates between
city and nation.  Moreover, it privileges one specific city,
Istanbul, giving it almost equal space in its representation as
the rest of the national territory.

To understand Miniaturk, it is also helpful to look at
Indonesia’s Taman Mini.53 Taman Mini was initiated in the
early 1970s by the wife of Indonesian President Suharto, fol-
lowing an inspiring tour of Disneyland in the U.S.54 Like
Miniaturk, Taman Mini has been portrayed as the result of a
single visionary individual’s quest to import a Western type
of institution.  In both cases the central idea has also been to
create a national image in miniature.

Taman Mini differs from Miniaturk in several important
respects.  Perhaps most significantly, it orders its imaginary
nation according to official geographical divisions.  Thus, each
Indonesian province is represented by a pavilion around a cen-
tral artificial pond that represents the Indonesian Archipelago.55

In practice, therefore, Taman Mini pavilions serve as show-
rooms — full-scale ideal representations that mix the typical
architectural characteristics of each geographical region.  By

.
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contrast, the simulated geography of Miniaturk is divided into
three, largely conceptual, categories — the city (Istanbul), the
country (Anatolia), and “abroad” — and the element of water
represents not the three real seas that surround the country, but
the Bosphorus, the narrow strait on which Istanbul stretches.

According to its promotional book: “Taman Mini ‘Indonesia
Indah’ is created to show the whole of Indonesia on a small
scale, in order to enable people to ‘tour’ Indonesia without actu-
ally having to visit the 27 provinces, which of course would take
up much time and money.”56 The logic here not only involves

figure 1 1 . (right)

Madurodam in the Netherlands

uses miniature people in its

tableaux.  Source: Madurodam,

The Hague.

figure 12 . (below)

Madurodam’s surface area has

increased three times since it first

opened in 1952.  Its conceptual

planning allows for expansion.

Source: Madurodam, The Hague.



the re-creation of Indonesia as a graspable object for the tourist
gaze, but it implies an expectation that citizens will learn the
national territory, or at least enact this duty, by visiting the park.

Indeed, both Taman Mini and Miniaturk promote citi-
zenship based on an appreciation of diversity (“Unity in
Diversity”).  Yet, under the appearance of preserving it in the
former, and in simulating culture by copying architectural
showpieces in the latter, both end up effacing diversity.

What remains further peculiar about Miniaturk is that
half the original structures modeled in it may still be found
in Istanbul.  Why would Istanbul be the locus for such a col-
lection of representations when visitors could just as easily
visit the originals?  This condition suggests that while
Istanbul seeks to be a center of cultural imagination, it is a
center detached from the imaginary of the nation.  Likewise,
the nation is left with a displaced center.  In trying to re-pre-
sent an ideal of Istanbul, the park also tries to detach itself
from the reality of the city around it.

Finally, in interviews with visitors at Miniaturk, I found
that different conditions of viewing and subject positions
allowed different readings.  One visitor, a middle-aged, middle-
class woman from Zonguldak, a city in northern Turkey, sug-
gested that real geographical representation would have made
the display more truthful.  She also commented on the absence
of any building from her city from a supposed national display.

Another visitor, an older middle-class man from Istanbul,
praised the park for its educational value and suggested that all
primary-school students should be brought to it.  When I men-
tioned that many primary schools are already organizing tours
there, he expressed concern about the lack of chronology and the
possible effect on children of such an “incomprehensible” history.

Clearly, visitors understand and judge the park according
to their personal reference systems.  They may also under-
stand Miniaturk’s inclusivity as a form of nostalgia.  But, in
the end, their appreciation of the park reflects a yearning for
alternative modes in which to imagine the nation.

As the ethos of Republican nationalism fades away,
other sites have emerged to challenge Atatürk’s Mausoleum
as a center of national symbolism.  Miniaturk is clearly the
latest of these.  And since it is a miniature, it offers the possi-
bility to grasp the entire nation as if it were an island separat-
ed from everyday reality and history.

SEARCH FOR A GLOBAL SYMBOLISM

In their use of scale as a representational strategy,
miniature parks paradoxically work in tandem with the
promenades of national capitals.  In resorting to the minia-
ture and the gigantic, both disrupt the real and the experi-
ence of the everyday.  The national promenade may present
progress-oriented spaces in accordance with an official narra-
tive.  In contrast, the national miniature park may level histo-
ry through the use of seemingly arbitrary layouts.  Yet by
bringing the lived spaces of the past into the present as pre-
cious objects to be looked at, or by removing living spaces
from their present contexts, the miniature park may provide
an illusionary field on which to imagine a common future.

If one remembers the ceremonial practice at the
Mausoleum, where the citizen “stands . . . in the presence of
the leader,” one is able to comprehend the appeal of
Miniaturk better.  At Miniaturk citizens join together to con-
sume culture voluntarily, without obligation.  Miniaturk is
further popular precisely because it flattens histories and
geographies to bring them together without apparent hierar-
chy or conflict.  Yet, while doing do, it also speaks to an
imaginary that seeks to attach to a global world via Istanbul.

As the progressivism and secularism of the early
Republican nation-building project is increasingly criticized
from within and a new plurality emerges in its place, the
national symbolic, the archive of official objects and narratives,
is due for renovation through additions that cater to a new
national polity.  There are many, potentially conflicting aspects
of this new polity: the recognition of religion; a renewed interest
in Istanbul as the potential gateway through which Turkey will
join the multicultural European Union; a nostalgia for Ottoman
cosmopolitanism; a drive for the bourgeois beautification of the
city; and finally, a reconfiguring of the relationship between the
state and its citizens in the midst of growing dissent toward the
representational quality of the democratic process.

Because Miniaturk seeks to fulfill all these criteria in a
Turkey striving to reassert itself as one among equals in a
globalizing world, it has potentially become a new nationalist
pilgrimage site.  It is in this context that discrepancies
between people are willingly suppressed, and memory is
accordingly stylized.
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Field Report
Changing Zuluness: Capturing the
Mercurial Indigenous Vernacular
Architecture of the Eastern Seaboard 
of Southern Africa

D E B O R A H  W H E L A N

Many consider the beehive grass iqhugwana archetypically Zulu.  Along with the shield and

assegai, it is iconic in the tourism culture of “the Zulu Kingdom,” representing the mainte-

nance of an exotic “tradition.”1 I argue that this is not necessarily so, as historical material

shows evidence of a continual adaptation and evolution of this form.  Furthermore, using the

more contemporary example of the decorated buildings of Msinga, I suggest that the recent

vernacular environment is a result of a postglobal Africanization, in a geographic area that,

due to its circumstances, may have missed out on the globalization phenomenon completely.2

South Africa’s nine provinces, home to more than 40 million people, exhibit great diver-
sity of landscape, climate, heritage, language, and cultural affinity. Of them, however,
KwaZulu-Natal, situated on the country’s eastern seaboard, is the only one named after a
predominant population group.  A densely populated area, ranging from high mountains
to open savannah, with tropical to subtropical coastal areas, it is named after its most sig-
nificant population group, the Zulu, members of the Southern Nguni who speak a Bantu
language (fig.1 ) .3

Although the Zulu predominate in KwaZulu-Natal, the cultural profile of the province
is more complex, and it is inhabited by a cosmopolitan aggregation of nationalities.  For
generations, the Zulu have rubbed shoulders and overlapped geographically with many
people of seSotho descent, a different language group with vastly different traditions and 
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worldviews.  KwaZulu-Natal also boasts the largest popula-
tion of people of Indian descent outside the subcontinent.
Among its European population, people of English and
Afrikaans heritage are prominent.4 But there are also large
groups of Germans, Poles, Norwegians, Italians, Portuguese
and Greeks, often descended from missionaries and traders.
In addition, new African immigrants, such as Nigerians,
Malians, Tanzanians, Zimbabweans, Congolese and
Malawians, most of whom are economic or political refugees,
have created their own niches in local societies.  This cos-
mopolitan hot-pot has created a plethora of influences that
extend through the vernacular culture, from language to
dress, architecture, craft, transport and food.

In predominantly rural regions of South Africa such
influences have recently created an African globalization that
has, in many ways, subverted Western influence and created
a dynamic and rich environment for growth.  It has also sup-
ported the national initiative of the African Renaissance, pro-
moted by President Thabo Mbeki.5 Such belief in things
African was reinforced by the disintegration of the

Organization of African Unity, which was replaced by the
African Union in 2000.6 In addition, the recent resurgence
in international strife, particularly between the United States
and the Middle Eastern countries, and the large presence of
Muslim people on the African continent, has produced a
more inward focus, and become necessary in the absence of
international aid and support.

The present cultural resurgence in South Africa has also
partly resulted from political circumstances.  In the 1990s
South Africa emerged from a well-known period of oppres-
sion, during which the people most directly affected were
often those who occupied “traditional” and rural spaces.  For
the major portion of the twentieth century Apartheid mecha-
nisms stultified growth in these areas through notions of
separate development based on “Bantustans” and “town-
ships.”7 In some cases this spatial system did, however, serve
to entrench the notion of a common good.  In particular,
ideas of appropriateness and traditionality were to some
extent perpetuated by association and involvement in local
affairs, politics, and a familiar cultural environment.8
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figure 1 . Map of KwaZulu-

Natal showing the position of

study area of Msinga, the provin-

cial capital of Pietermaritzburg,

and the port city of Durban.

Drawing by author.



Due in part to its longstanding dependent colonial con-
nections with Great Britain, as well as reaction to sanctions
imposed through the Apartheid years (where the unattain-
able was regarded as prestigious), South Africa has certainly
been subject to what is widely known as “Coca–Colarization.”
Such global influence has manifest itself broadly across the
material-cultural spectrum — in music, dress, and building
styles.9 But more recently, with the “opening up” of the
country since the first democratic elections in 1994, there
has been a counter movement to promote the African
Renaissance.  Within the Zulu nation this has resulted in the
revival of such “traditional practices” as the First Fruits cere-
mony by King Goodwill Zwelethini.  In the broader context
of a country with perhaps the highest HIV/AIDS infection
rate in the world, King Goodwill has also reinstated a virgini-
ty testing ceremony among Zulu maidens.

The ideas and observations about the living, changeable
quality of Zulu vernacular architecture I present here reflect
this complex interaction between global and local circum-
stances.  My conclusions also derive from the fact I have
lived the bulk of my life in KwaZulu-Natal.  My research in
this area, composed of both field and archival work, original-
ly led to my Master’s dissertation in Architecture, completed
in 2001.  Since then I have been involved in ongoing project
work and in teaching mainly Zulu-speaking students at the
tertiary level.  These activities, as well as being involved in
Zulu heritage issues from an anthropological perspective,
now form the gist of my Ph.D. research.

THE ZULU NATION, IN BROAD PERSPECTIVE

The Zulu people provide the largest segment of South
Africa’s black population, residing mostly in KwaZulu-Natal
but also around the large city of Johannesburg, where employ-
ment in gold mines once provided income for many thou-
sands of migrant workers.  The social structure of the Zulu
people today is hierarchical, with the head of the nation being
King Goodwill Zwelethini.10 Subservient to King Goodwill are
a legion of chiefs, known as amaKhosi, responsible for the dif-
ferent clan groups which historically occupied specific lands.
These areas are in turn broken into wards, supervised by
induna. The smallest social group is ultimately a polygamous
homestead, whose heads are known as umnumzane.

Such hierarchical grouping is relatively new among the
Zulu, having been instituted only in the 1820s though a series
of internal conquests by King Shaka kaSenzangakhona.  Prior
to this the Zulu were formed as clan groups which traced
their ancestry in the area back some five generations.11 As
such, they coexisted with other clan groups, settled in family
lineages, as either pastoralists keeping cattle and goats, or as
agrarians growing sorghum and millet.

As a nation under the successive reigns of the Kings
Dingane, Mpande, Cetswayo and Dinizulu, the Zulu people

displayed the military discipline originally instilled by Shaka
against the British and the Boers on a number of well-publi-
cized and closely documented occasions.12 The proliferation
of traders and missionaries in KwaZulu-Natal from 1823
onward also meant that a corpus of drawings, photographs,
colonial records, and written documentation exists that
describes the ethnographic history of the Zulu in detail.

Most significantly, such ethnographies, both recent and
historic, demonstrate the important role that cattle play in
Zulu life.  Not only does the cattle byre, or isibaya, occupy the
center of the Zulu homestead, but notional perceptions of
cattle provide a focus for Zulu cognition.  Evers has suggest-
ed that the cognitive and spatial role the animals play in the
culture can be described as a “central cattle pattern.”13

Allocated to the umnumzane, each Zulu homestead occu-
pies a space distinct from its neighbors.  The land, granted by
the king, can neither be bought nor traded.  Preferably on a
north-facing slope, the homestead takes the form of a large
stockaded circle with the isibaya at its center and the
umnumzane’s hut at its zenith.  One enters the homestead
from below, enforcing a sense of humility.  Inside, individual
huts hug the perimeter wall in strict hierarchy, with the hut of
the umnumzane’s mother occupying the place adjacent to his.
If the umnumzane’s mother has passed away, or lives else-
where, a ritual hut called the gogo (grandmother’s hut) will
occupy this space.  In descending order around both sides of
the circle are then located huts belonging to each of the head-
man’s wives.  Children sleep in groups according to age and
sex cohort, youths usually occupying the hut immediately adja-
cent to the homestead entrance.  In this scenario, a reasonably
sized homestead might consist of many units, including ancil-
lary structures such as chicken coops, beer huts, and pantries.

In the mind of the Zulu, important connections exist
between these spaces and the cosmos, the earth, and the
ancestors (amadlozi).  As a grassland-dwelling people, Zulu
huts were traditionally built in the shape of elaborate
thatched beehive domes.  In other areas, however, a thatched
cone-on-stone-cylinder form also came into being.14 Today, in
light of recent political violence, famine, and high unemploy-
ment, many Zulus have moved to cities in search of work.
Here they occupy huge informal settlements that have grown
incrementally, placed a strain on public resources and inner-
city land, and led to increasing demands for subsidized gov-
ernment housing.  This diaspora has increased the influence
of globalization among Zulus.  It has also greatly influenced
architecture in the rural and periurban areas, increasing the
potential for manipulation of the “traditional” norms of
homesteads into new indigenous vernaculars that are
ephemeral, evolving, and that respond to a plethora of new
materials and cosmopolitan influences.15
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THE GRASS BEEHIVE DOME — IQHUGHWANA

As mentioned at the outset, the identification of the
Zulu grass dome (iqhughqana) as an icon of tradition and
Zuluness is ultimately limited in both a temporal and physi-
cal sense.16 The major Zulu area of habitation was the south-
ern littoral grasslands, and grass domes were the typical Zulu
dwelling in this particular area.17 But the iconic nature of the
form is not fully justified, and to a certain extent was rein-
forced by cultural parallels.  The northern and southern
neighbors that fall within the same broad language groups,
the Swazi and Xhosa, built grass domes, though they had dis-
tinctly different characteristics.  Some of the Ngoni people,
further up the coast in Malawi and Tanzania, also built grass
domes, as did those followers of Mzilikazi who settled at
Bulawayo in Western Zimbabwe.18 Both groups were refugees
from the Mfecane, the wars that were created by the manic
militarism of King Shaka kaSenzangakhona in the 1820s,
which resulted in the diaspora of people, ideas and influence
that substantially altered the face of the southern tip of Africa.

In simple terms, the iqhugwana was built from a series
of concentric half circles of lath set into the ground to form a
dome of the required diameter (fig.2 ) . The lath was tied
with grass, and then the whole was thatched from the bottom
up, leaving space for a low doorway. Following a gender divi-
sion of labor, the lath was cut and put into position by men,
while the cutting of grass and subsequent thatching of the
structure was carried out by women.19 A point to note here is
that in general the buildings were not decorated.  Zulu peo-
ple decorated other aspects of their material culture such as
ceramics and beadwork, both of which have achieved interna-
tional recognition; but the historic record contains no men-
tion of house decoration.20

The iqhugwana had several other distinctive physical fea-
tures.  A series of posts (isigodi) might exist in the center for
support, depending on the size of the structure.  Toward the
center was a fireplace, the hearth built out of mud and ter-
mite mound.  Smoke from the fire was important in limiting
insect activity, since infestation by woodborer beetles or ter-
mites could spell the death of a structure.  In some cases, the
rear of the space was reserved for amadlozi, the ancestors,
and offerings would be placed here.  Atop the structure was a
grass top-knot known as inqhongwane. This sealed this vul-
nerable location against rain and was often supplemented
with protective “lightning sticks.”  The door, omnyango, was
built by specialists, and consisted of a mat of interwoven
withies.  This could be braced shut from the outside or
latched from within with a cross stick.  The door was deliber-
ately low, ensuring that people would bend their knees when
entering, thus paying appropriate respect to those inside.

In terms of use, a strict spatial arrangement existed in the
occupation of the dwelling.  Women occupied designated places
to the left of the posts depending on their role in the homestead,
while men occupied similarly determined spaces on the right.21

Although the Zulu people were closely documented in
the past (albeit on an ad-hoc basis), little research was carried
out on their dwellings.  Drawings by George Angas in the
1830s, a number of descriptions, and some early photographs
depict what were sometimes disheveled-looking structures,
bulging at their edges for about a meter above the ground.
One reason for this bulge was that such early buildings were
constructed with a framework of sekelbos, or dichrostachys (a
scrubby thorn), which was pliable but had little longitudinal
strength.  However, in the last decade of the nineteenth centu-
ry a local settler brought back some seeds of the black wattle
from Australia.  This tree now grows prolifically and, although
outlawed in many areas, is today the standard material for
construction of beehive dwellings (when they are made),
informal houses, and rondawels, the circular building with a
conical roof that characterizes much residential construction
in the rural areas of KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape.

Perhaps pressures of the Apartheid regime are ultimate-
ly to blame for the lack of detailed study of such buildings.

figure 2 . A diagrammatic representation of the elevation and plan of

the iqhughwana, or beehive hut.  Drawing by author.



Today, Barrie Biermann and James Walton are recognized as
pioneers in their documentation.22 Biermann once described
the sophistication of their structure and the process of their
construction as having the same level of complexity as a
Boeing aircraft.23 In the mid-1970s the most groundbreaking
published work on these topics was compiled by Knuffel,
who noted the number of different types of grass used in the
thatch and the various processes by which it was harvested to
promote environmental stability.24

THE MSINGA CASE

The Msinga district is a desolate tract of leftover land that
lies at the confluence of three major rivers on the escarpment
rising from the KwaZulu-Natal coastal belt.  Surrounded by
European-owned farmlands, it is an enclave of Zuluness that
has prevailed in the face of political adversity.  Despite the
proximity of water, the local climate, geological conditions,
and the fact these rivers run in deep valleys (as much as
1,000 meters below the hilltops) mean the landscape is arid,
largely devoid of natural vegetation save aloe Marlothii and a
variety of invasive acacia species.25 The level of development
is similarly low, with most formal activity focused on the
small towns of Tugela Ferry in the middle, Keates Drift in the
south, and Pomeroy in the north.  These towns provide foci
for a large population of rural people who walk or catch public
transport to shop there or travel onward to larger cities.

A number of factors have contributed to the underdevel-
oped nature of the Msinga district in contemporary times,
including drought and famine and a tenacious adherence to
tribal law. But perhaps the most enduring factor preventing
development is Msinga’s reputation for violence, whether
political, internecine, or as a manifestation of crime.  In his
paper “Isibuya Isidumbu, Bringing Back the Body,” Jonathon
Clegg described the particular state of the Msinga culture of
violence, connecting it to a traditionally performed stick fight
among age-grade warriors of the Zulu nation.26

Historically, Msinga also suffered acutely due to the par-
tition of Zululand in 1879, a mechanism instituted by the
Colonial Government to break the might of the Zulu nation.
At that time its residents were separated from the rest of the
Zulu people, who lived on the other side of the Tugela and
Buffalo rivers (which then geographically defined the
Zululand border).  Being Zulus outside of Zululand, such
isolation forced Msinga residents to develop a number of cul-
tural coping mechanisms.27

Politically, Msinga came to form an historical colonial
magistracy of the same name, governed from Pomeroy, a
small town on the northern border.  The area straddled the
old wagon route between Greytown, Pietermaritzburg and
Dundee, which today forms the route of regional road R66.
As such, Msinga featured prominently in military and politi-
cal historical anecdotes (particularly where the rivers were
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forded by ferries), as well as in the accounts of traders and
missionaries.  Proximity to water also led to development of
such colonial outposts as police posts, mission stations, and
a local Church of Scotland hospital based at Tugela Ferry.

Today, Msinga is densely populated, home to a population
of around 160,000 people, who are relatively evenly spread
across the area, despite the intense changes in gradient.  Most
people live below the poverty line, with, in many cases, the
menfolk working as migrant laborers in the cities.28 From
1880 onward, this was one of the main areas from which
Zulu laborers were drawn to work in the gold mines in
Johannesburg.  This resulted in a culture of male absenteeism,
with men returning to their homes annually during the
Christmas break.  This situation continued until the 1980s,
when there was a large-scale closure of the mines.  Today,
HIV/AIDS and the unnaturally high death rate as a result of
factional fighting have slowed population growth in the area,
although it remains high considering the dearth of public facil-
ities.  Among these, the Church of Scotland Hospital acts as
the secondary health-care facility, once people have visited
badly staffed local clinics.  Each tribal district also has a court-
house complex and sports arena.  However, many schools pro-
vide only the basics of education and are understaffed.29

Apart from this seeming adversity, this district is partic-
ularly noted for its craft and art production.  Nesta Nala, an
internationally exhibited potter, came from here.30 Msinga
beadwork is also renowned and distinctive, usually worn on
special days, when the full gamut of traditional dress is dis-
played.31 The isidwaba, the married woman’s cowhide skirt, is
worn as a matter of course, although the isicolo, her head-
dress, is more ceremonial.  I mention this because there are
few areas remaining in the Zulu nation where traditional
dress is worn every day.  Such clothing is an indicator of the
innate conservatism of the people in Msinga.  Not only do
older people dress in this manner, but many young, newly-
wed girls also wear isidwaba.

THE EXTRAORDINARY DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

MSINGA AREA AND ITS PAINTED WALL DECORATIONS

Despite the difficult social and economic conditions of
the area, the homesteads of Msinga are unique in the Zulu
context in that many are decorated.  Indeed, they appear to
subscribe to a decorative tradition that includes painted door
surrounds, dado bands, and shadow lines at the eaves.  Many
would liken the decoration to the colorful and well-known
work of the Ndebele people north of Johannesburg.  But the
Msinga Zulu decorations are unlike the Ndebele in its sub-
ject matter, its color choices, and general composition.

In the past, people of this area lived largely in beehive
huts, or iqhughwana. As described earlier, their construction
was a gendered activity: the wattle frame was cut and con-
structed by men of the household, while the thatch was cut
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and placed by the women.  Their arrangement within the
umuzi, or homestead, also reflected hierarchy and gender.

Today, the buildings are largely in the cone-on-cylinder
rondawel style.  The thatched roof will normally have an api-
cal cap which is either traditionally made of woven grass or
manufactured from a variety of materials such as galvanized
steel or cement.  Often, a motorcar tire will be placed on the
apex, acting as a lightning conductor.  Sometimes an enter-
prising metal worker will fashion an apical cap that has a
crowing cockerel or a knight on a charger.  Wall openings
apart from the single door are very rare, as in this traditional
society windows are perceived as inappropriate by elders.

The layout of the homestead centers in typical fashion
on a central cattle byre.  Rules of hierarchical layout are
observed in the positioning of huts for the headman, his
mother, his wives, and children of various ages and sexes.
However, due to the topography and the impossibility of
building on steep slopes, the homestead may sit on a series
of excavated terraces.  The formal entrance remains at the
lower end of the complex, near the cattle byre.  This is still
where one may shout “nqo nqo” to announce one’s arrival.

Inconsistencies may exist in this prescribed layout in
some homesteads.  Some homesteads also display a variety
of decorative elements on different huts, showing the devel-
opment of styles over time.  On the other hand, there are
many homesteads that are not decorated.  A brief “wind-
screen” survey indicates this practice is mostly characteristic
of the kwaMthembu and kwaMchunu areas, two of the six
tribal districts.32

Much of the decorative work appears to be carried out in
the weeks leading up to Christmas.  One is tempted to
hypothesize that it has some connection with the return of
the absent menfolk from the cities during the “builders holi-
day” which begins on December 16 each year.  It may also be
linked to the seasonal round of activates related to the pro-
duction of houses, according to which specific times of year
are devoted to the cutting/acquisition of the poles, applica-
tion of mud and plaster, building of the frame, and cutting,
drying and laying of the thatched roof.

In my original research, carried out between 2000 and
2001, I identified at least six separate forms of decoration.33

Type 1 is characteristic of functional buildings such as kitchens
and generally involves the monochromatic painting of mud
plaster.  The application of mud and color is reminiscent of
Sotho building practice, where only the dado (lower walls) and
packed panels on each side of the door are painted (fig.3 ) .
This practice is one of the areas of cultural overlap between
Zulus and the Sotho-speaking Hlubi people of the area.

This simple application appears to have been refined in
the Type 2 examples, a style prevalent in buildings construct-
ed in the late 1970s and early 1980s.  This style was noted by
Frescura and Hartley, and was referred to by the former as
consisting of “chevrons,” basic geometric painted patterns
flanking the door (fig.4 ) .34 This style has long since died

out, and other “later” styles are not documented photographi-
cally nor in written form at this time.

The Type 2 chevron style appears to have been super-
seded by Type 3, known colloquially as isimodeni, literally
“modern.”  Isimodeni painting is characterized by the banded
paintings that flank the doors, architecturally reflecting the
banded coloring systems of the beadwork of the same name.
The bands consist of carefully regimented proportions, color

figure 3 . Type 1 Hlubi style building showing the open, packed eaves

and painted, plastered walls.  Photo by author, 2000.

figure 4 . Diagrammatic representation of the basic elements of the isi-

modeni Msinga building.  1) Isicolo sigarondi-apical cap.  2) Thatched roof.

3) Wattle purlins.  4) Wattle/gum rafters.  5) Plastered wall.  6) Structural

post/gum  7) External stoep.  8) Painted dado.  9) Plastered decorative band.

10) Open/plastered & painted eave shadow detail.  Drawing by author.



choices, and patterning systems.  Painted in red, black,
white, green and occasionally blue, they construct a series of
repeated harmonics, as pointed out by Jolles.35 The huts in a
homestead may also be decorated as a whole in the context,
and often have isitupa (aprons) and intricately molded steps
picked out with pebbles (fig.5 ) .

Today many isimodeni decorated huts remain, sitting on
platforms cut prior to recent densification, and there are still
some being decorated in this fashion.  A great number of the
isimodeni buildings still existing, however, are kitchen huts.
These have lasted longer in part because smoke from the
cooking fires inside has deterred infestation by insects.

More recently, the isimodeni style has been superseded
by Type 4, which differs in the sense that the whole house is
considered a field for decoration, instead of only the areas
flanking the door (fig.6 ) . In this type, relief plasterwork is
often applied symmetrically to the entire hut.  There may
also be careful consideration of a hut’s context within a
homestead, demonstrating the ukuvelwa umuzi, as described
by Mack, Maggs and Oswald.36
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Type 4 is also characterized by a breakaway in color
choices from the conservative and regimented isimodeni
black, white, red and green, to maize, brown, bay blue,
carmine and black.  Generally, the wall colors are chosen by
the women of the homestead, who also execute the designs.
One lady whose homestead formed part of the survey, had
molded the plaster using a teaspoon as a plastering tool.
However, following the economic slump in the big cities,
men trained in the building trade have also assumed some of
this work, and will contract themselves to individuals, despite
the traditional perception that the application of decoration
was “women’s work.”

Today, a new development in the “decoration of the
whole” principle has taken Type 4 to new heights.  Figurative
patterning depicting birds, palm trees, and lacy geometric
patterns, characterizes Type 5.  Such huts are generally built
by contractors to specific criteria, and are usually painted and
plastered by a contractor as well.  Type 5 has extended the
range of colors further, with brown and olive green now
being common.  Again, the whole house is used as a back-
drop for creativity.

figure 6 . A woman in commonly worn traditional dress in the

entrance of a Type 4 building.  Photo by author, 2000.

figure 5 . Example of isimodeni style (Type 3) building.  Photo by

author, 2000.



Comparative Decorative Features

PLASTER ANNULAR DADO APRON DECORATIVE
SHOULDER TRADITION

TYPE 1 none, open plastered and simple simple
early excluding the dado painted

TYPE 2 open plastered and simple simple
circa 1975 painted

TYPE 3 yes, open painted simple or more complex forms in
circa 1985 to door head height decorated standard patterns on sides

of doors only

TYPE 4 relief, full painted relief plastered simple or whole building painted with
circa 2000 and painted decorated geometric patterns at openings
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A common characteristic of both Types 4 and 5 is the
raised plaster relief which forms a basis for painted designs.
The technique generally means that a painter/plasterer
inscribes a particular decoration that will last the lifetime of the
building.  Overpainting or alteration has not been observed.

The last type I observed in my research is more understat-
ed, and does not really fit into an evolutionary timeline, as the
other examples do.  Type 6 collects a variety of simple plas-
tered buildings together, where a single color background has
figurative motifs to each side of the door.  Other types of sim-
ple decoration do exist, but not in sufficient numbers to justify
categorization as a style.  Where Type 6 lies in any temporal
scale in unsure, its existence at this point is worthy of men-
tion.  Reticence to discuss it by informants could arise either
out of lack of knowledge or another more esoteric reason.

The characteristics of all the types are shown in the
accompanying table (fig.7 ) .

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE DECORATED BUILDINGS

Within homesteads the extent of variation in design
types can be great.  Such variation is a strong marker that
there has been a breaking free from the bounds of accepted
tribal norms, however, allowing expression of personal phi-
losophy.  As I wrote in 2003:

A homestead with an isicolo sikarondi (apical cap) pur-
chased in Johannesburg and typical of an informal street-side
merchants wares depicting a knight on a charger on the
apex of the roof could not be more incongruous in its remote
African valley context, yet it works as part of the eclectic dec-
orative language of the homestead whilst enriching the total
perception of the man and his status in the community.37

Comparative Structural Features

CONSTRUCTION ROOF PITCH WINDOW STEPS DOOR

TYPE 1 frame and infill greater than 20° none simple usually stable type, SA pine
early

TYPE 2 frame and infill greater than 20° none simple usually stable type, SA pine
circa 1975

TYPE 3 frame and infill greater than 20° none simple or usually stable type, SA pine
circa 1985 decorated

TYPE 4 frame and infill or often less than 20° none; blind or simple or usually standard hardwood
circa 1999 concrete block painted steel decorated (meranti) with additional SA

pine; stable lower half

TYPE 5 concrete block often less than 20° none; blind or simple or usually standard hardwood
circa 2000 painted steel decorated with additional SA pine;

stable lower half

TYPE 6 frame and infill or greater than 20° no specific no specific standard hardwood or
undated concrete block standard standard stable type

figure 7 . Charts showing differences between the decorative types as described.



As part of the recent development of a decorative tradi-
tion there has been a clear evolution of types and styles.  In
terms of wall painting, the more recent break from the early
geometric influence of beadwork to something more expres-
sive has created a unique evolutionary path for contemporary
indigenous vernacular design in South Africa.  In addition,
the integration of plaster, paint and materials, all of which
have a monetary value in a poor community, shows a convic-
tion and commitment.  Once the relief plasterwork is execut-
ed, the design is final, and variation can only happen in the
choice of paint colors applied after the fact.  At the same
time, the biodegradable nature of the buildings means that
the lifespan of the decoration is tied to the lifespan of the
building.  And given the high incidence of pest infestation
and the rapid natural decay of materials in a humid climate,
this is comparatively brief.  There is not much of a mainte-
nance ethic to support repair.

Despite such temporal limitations, the intricate details of
the plastered designs are informed by a holistic approach to
residential design.  Factors such as the choice of door, how the
entrance threshold is tackled, and the ways a homestead may
be sited on an extreme physical gradient all reveal conceptual
richness.  With varying degrees of success, the building in its
landscape is seen as single design problem, involving wall
decoration, choice of door and windows, symmetrical posi-
tioning, the integration of ventilator bricks, and how decora-
tive elements interact with necessary elements such as steps.

Perhaps as a result of the complexity of the task, decora-
tive contractors have recently emerged who execute the
designs in plaster and paint to the whims of the wife of the
homestead.  This shift in building practice from the women
of the homestead to contractors is notable, although not
much information has been gleaned about it.  Such a level of
specialization reflects both the perceived need in the commu-
nity for such buildings and the need to establish a limit to
variety within a set of basic design types.  Mr. Sithole, a local
decorator, admits to the existence of “catalogue” for the Type
5 buildings, and choices are made from this.38 He was reti-
cent to elucidate on this catalogue, however.

The integrity of artistic conviction among the builders and
painters of Msinga is high.  One finds that individuals make
decisions based on what they perceive to be correct, despite
approaches that may have been used at neighboring houses.
During the experimentation process with new styles and mate-
rial, this is particularly obvious.  Thus, some designs emerge
from specific, tried-and-tested approaches, while others result
from creative experimentation.  The isicolo atop the roof pro-
vides a good example.  The standard manner of finishing off
the iqhugwana was with a grass top-knot known as ingqong-
wana. But with the mutation in form and structural material
from beehive dome to cone and cylinder, this apical resolution
had to be rethought.  Should builders stay with the conserva-
tive and original solution, or change it both for the sake of effi-
ciency and aesthetics, and to embrace current fashion?39
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In this and similar instances, tradition and the indige-
nous knowledge system that taught and perpetuated the con-
struction of the beehive hut for generations has been
challenged, leading to the variety of approaches to rural shel-
ter today.  The high level of artistic conviction has sped up
the possibilities for local assimilation, adaptation and innova-
tion.  Such change is not restricted to construction materials,
but is embodied in new and varied approaches to the possi-
bilities of paint and sculptural elaboration.

Today, the opinion of Msinga residents as to the con-
stituents of a proper house is varied.  Often, builders have
learned the urban formal building code working in the cities.
This is then combined with the traditional needs and aesthet-
ic interpretations of the homesteader.  Part of this shift of
influence has involved the availability of local building con-
tractors since the closing of the mines on the Witwatersrand.
But the high proportion of constantly returning men who
work in urban areas may also be a factor.  Often the result is
a literal copying or integration of elements of “proper” build-
ings, such as ventilation units (airbricks).  But many of these
attributes taken from houses subscribing to the regulations
of 1960s suburbia appear in merely symbolic form.

In this regard, one source told me that houses are painted
and built to be similar to those in the cities.  The imitation of
perceived grandeur, taught by an imported set of values and
cultures, however, does not necessarily extend through the cat-
alogue of appropriate building forms or materials.  It is note-
worthy, for example, that the comfort with which the plasterer
Mr. Sithole’s family regards thatch is totally different from the
attitude of urban Zulus.  Certainly, the people in Msinga real-
ize its shortcomings.40 But their view is clearly different from
that of city dwellers, who live in formal or informal housing,
and who see thatch as both impractical and old-fashioned.

A real house in the eyes of many Msinga residents is
not a two-roomed “cottage,” as with many other emerging
economic groups around the world.41 The Msinga people do
use two-roomed dwellings occasionally.  It does, for example,
serve as the bachelor’s quarters in some homesteads.  But
bachelors are perceived as more worldly-wise, and they have
more claim to a rectangular building since they are on the
brink of joining the absentee male population.

POSTGLOBALIZATION: THE AFRICAN RENAISSANCE

The phenomenon of globalization is very much alive in
the South African context, particularly through ideals of mod-
ernization submitted by the government in its Reconstruction
and Development Program (RDP).  Such subscription to
Western ideals in terms of what housing should be is often a
way to placate recently moneyed cultures as well as the some-
times locally inappropriate demands of donor agencies.
However, the influence of Western societies has also been
strengthened through television access, education, non-
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governmental organizational networks, and human-rights
activities, particularly since the atrocities of the last few
decades under the Apartheid government.  In addition, since
the country has a relatively strong economy within an African
context, it has become a draw for other Africans, providing
work, security and education, and adding things African to
global influences on popular forms of material culture.

However, much of the uniqueness of Msinga as a cultur-
al case is that the area has largely ignored the influences of
the globalized Western world.  In its isolation, it has quietly
forged ahead, creating a new and fresh vernacular using
influences both internal and external that respond directly to
the local environment.  In this case, the needs of “now” are
being addressed.  But the mercurial, nonstatic nature of
these buildings cannot be underestimated, and given the
fragile nature of their organic structure, their design has
change quickly over time.

The buildings are a uniquely regional response to a vari-
ety of different influences that cover the spiritual, cultural
and material realms.  Their adherence to the definition of
vernacular is combined with the traditional nature of the

society and the method of transference of knowledge, creat-
ing an “indigenous vernacular.”  The reality of Africanization
on the subcontinent, and the oft-forced encouragement of an
African Renaissance at a national level is modestly and
unconsciously represented in these Msinga examples, where
people have used their own aesthetic and cultural toolkits to
create something new.

As a final note, it is important to point out the error of
statutory or forced methods of preserving such building
types.42 Part of the charm and essence of such indigenous
vernacular architecture is its temporary nature.  Its preserva-
tion would likewise imply that its creators should remain
content in such an environment forever.  In the way that
notions of Zuluness have evolved over the last two centuries,
so have their dwellings.

I suggest that the case for preservation of a temporally
stunted and historically assumed vernacular is both inappro-
priate and short-sighted.  The ephemeral nature of these
environments is much of what gives them their appeal, and
as such, the buildings and the homesteads should be docu-
mented, and left to change, alter and evolve.
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Chinese Houses: The Architectural Heritage of a Nation. Ronald Knapp, with a foreword by
Jonathan Spence and photography by A. Chester Ong.  Singapore: Tuttle Publishing,
2005.  288 pp., ill.

Ronald Knapp’s Chinese Houses is an important work, not only because of its comprehen-
sive collection of texts and photographs, but also because it demonstrates the strengths of
Knapp’s lifetime of research.  Ronald Knapp has been at the forefront of his field for
nearly four decades, and his experiences shape this handsomely produced book.  The vol-
ume presents a list of China’s dwellings, varying from multigenerational residential com-
plexes of wealthy families to small-scale houses and former residences of major Chinese
political figures.  Knapp’s examination of each dwelling, together with the strikingly beau-
tiful photographs by A. Chester Ong, present a variety of images of China seen through
the subject of “Chinese houses.”

Knapp mentions that this book was originally written for general audience, yet the
final product is far more sophisticated than a simple coffee-table compilation.  To begin,
the definition of “Chinese houses” has provided a longstanding challenge to scholars of
Chinese architecture.  Knapp himself states, “the houses within which Chinese families
live their lives encompass a remarkable variety of styles.”  Hence, “there is no single
building style that can be called ‘Chinese,’ thus no typical Chinese house” (p.13).

What, then, are “Chinese houses”?  Knapp argues that, although no typical Chinese
house exists, there are nonetheless sets of architectural features shared by dwellings in
various regions of China.  These features are not to be understood strictly within the con-
text of formalist studies; on the contrary, they must be addressed through the intercon-
nection between architectural design and social practices.  Furthermore, because social
practices vary from region to region and cover a broad array of subjects, they require a
research approach that examines both macro and micro levels.

Knapp’s approach is demonstrated throughout the book’s three main parts: Architecture
of the Chinese House; Chinese House as Living Space; and China’s Fine Heritage Houses.
The first part addresses both the shared features of buildings found in disparate geographical
areas and the uniqueness of each region’s design.  The uniqueness, Knapp argues, is the
result of local customs and socio-cultural contexts, as well as varying topographical condi-
tions.  Shared features, meanwhile, are the effect of standardized construction methods, rang-
ing from fundamental techniques like mortise-and-tenon joinery to more complex
roof-support designs.  Each study of a residential complex may therefore reveal its particular
characteristics, as well as commonalities among techniques at the macro level.

Knapp refers to his study of Chinese houses as a research on “China’s rural material
culture” (p.287).  This concept is central to the second and third parts of the book.
According to Knapp’s examination, forms of dwellings in rural areas have tended to
evolve organically (from minor modifications of interior space to more formal alterations 
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of building sites) to reflect changes in each family/village and
the particular patterns of the inhabitants’ daily life.  And, as
the patterns of daily life shape physical spaces, these spaces
in turn direct the living pattern of the inhabitants.  Knapp
shows this reciprocal process through case studies of
dwellings as varied as the Jiangnan canal houses and the
multistory building complexes of Fujian.  The regional vari-
ety of the “samples” underscores Knapp’s emphasis on the
diversity of China’s topography — and, hence, the various
social practices of Chinese people.

This emphasis on topographical and sociocultural diver-
sity distinguishes this book from others written on similar
topics.  As the plural noun “houses” implies, the key issue in
Chinese material culture is not the revelation of a singular-
ized, unified national identity, but recognition of the richness
of sociocultural practices and the diversity of the country’s
built environment.  This is a strong statement, voiced against
the accepted view of a uniform Chinese culture.  More
importantly, it raises a critical issue regarding the field’s
future direction.

From a historiographical point of view, the subject of
Chinese houses has always been fundamental to the study of
Chinese vernacular architecture.  However, since the publica-
tion of Liu Dunzhen’s Zhongguo Zhuzhai Gaishuo (1957),
research in the field, which spans more than half a century,
has expanded in many directions.  No true equivalence of
Chinese and English concepts of vernacular architecture
exists.  Hence, there is a certain typical theoretical incompati-
bility between various Chinese connotations and their
English approximations.  These connotations include, for
example, Zhongguo zhuzhai (Chinese residences), Zhongguo
minju (Chinese common dwellings), Zhongguo xiangtu
jianzhu (countryside architecture of China, rural architecture
of China), and Zhongguo minzu jianzhu (indigenous architec-
ture of China, often with references to minority tribes —
shaoshu minzu).  These terms are sometimes used inter-
changeably, and in several instances have been deployed to
refer to the same sites/buildings.  Yet each has its own his-
torical uniqueness and theoretical position.

In China today, one of the most common connotations
of Chinese vernacular architecture is Zhongguo xiangtu
jianzhu, which stresses the necessity of studying architecture
in its own physical and social locality.  That is, a house must
be studied in relation to its location (a village, or a town),
while the lifestyle of the house’s inhabitants must be read in
relation to their neighbors’ social practices and the village’s
preexisting customs.1 This approach grew out of a longstand-
ing attempt, initiated over a decade earlier by both Chinese
and foreign scholars, to incorporate anthropological aspects
in reading built forms.2 The approach’s strong emphasis on
sociocultural context also marks a clear differentiation
between the study of vernacular architecture China and the
study of canonical Chinese architecture — the latter of which
is known for its focus on forms and structures of “monu-

mental buildings” or “official-style buildings” (which were
principally addressed by imperial manuals of construction
such as Yingzao Fashi and Gongcheng Zuofa Zeli.)

Given the historiography of Chinese vernacular architec-
ture, it is no surprise why Knapp’s four-decade scholarship is
one the field’s rare cornerstones.  Not only does the publica-
tion of Chinese Houses add a rich entry to the magna corpus
of Chinese vernacular architecture, but it reveals the latest
stage of the field’s methodological development.  Knapp’s ref-
erence to his research as the work on rural material culture
speaks directly of his attempt to intercept the prevailing for-
malist method with an interdisciplinary approach.  Chinese
Houses is one of the latest results of his mission.3 n

1. See, for example, Chen Zhihua, Lao Fangzi: Zhejiang Minju

(Nanjing: Jiangsu Meishu Chubanshe, 2000); Chen Zhihua and Lou

Qingxi, Zhangbi Cun (Shijiazhuang: Hebei Jiaoyu Chubanshe,

2002); and Lou Qingxi, Xiwenxing Cun (Shijiazhuang: Hebei Jiaoyu

Chubanshe, 2003).

2. In regard to Ronald Knapp’s contribution, see, for example,

Ronald Knapp, China’s Traditional Rural Architecture: A Cultural

Geography of the Common House (Honolulu: University of Hawaii

Press, 1986).  See also Ronald Knapp, China’s Vernacular

Architecture: House Form and Culture (Honolulu: University of

Hawaii Press, 1989).

3. See also, Ronald Knapp and Kai-Yin Lo, eds., House Home Family:

Living and Being Chinese (Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 2005).

Vimalin Rujivacharakul
University of Delaware
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Landlords and Lodgers: Socio-Spatial Organization in an Accra
Community. Deborah Pellow.  Westport and London: Praeger,
2003.  261 pages, illustrated with 57 maps, drawings and
plates.

Deborah Pellow has
conducted fieldwork in
the Ghanaian capital of
Accra since 1970.
Landlords and Lodgers is
the culmination of this
research, focusing on
the dominantly Muslim
quarter of Sabon Zongo
where the author com-
menced a long-term
project in the early
1980s.  The book con-
tains previously pub-
lished material, but
Pellow’s synthesis of the
data provides a more comprehensive analysis of the history,
social politics, and evolution of Sabon Zango’s vibrant urban
space.  In closely considering the genealogical foundations of
the community, the book’s central aim is to describe the spa-
tialization of changing social relations over the past century
and the ways in which cultural values and practices become
manifest in the built environment.

Pellow introduces her urban study with a scholarly
account of “the political and economic incursions and interac-
tions of foreign colonial powers, indigenous peoples and
migrants” that produced Accra’s geography.  Britain estab-
lished Accra as a nodal point in its colonial export-based econo-
my, and administrators introduced planning measures that
efficiently segregated ethnicities, social classes, and modes of
production.  Following independence, lasting colonial patterns
continued to inform the city’s expansion and the spatialization
of its increasing migrant population.  An influx of Muslim
“northerners” were settled in Accra’s ghetto-like zongos. These
“strangers’ quarters” are today characterized by municipal
neglect and a certain degree of insularity in comparison to the
progressive and Western outlook of the city’s other, mainly
Christian neighborhoods.  Each of the eleven or so zongos has
its own chief, mosques and imams, but the recognition of
Accra’s central mosque and chief imam as their spiritual cen-
ter promotes citywide interaction between Muslims.

This historic overview of Accra provides the backdrop
for the book’s focus on Sabon Zongo.  This “new” zongo was
founded in 1910 by a local Hausa leader, Malam Bako, for his
fellow migrants from northern Nigeria.  Many of these
Hausa newcomers were part of a trading diaspora whose
movements linked West African economies and introduced
Islam to regions south of the Sahel.  Bako’s ambitions to sep-
arate his Muslim community from Accra’s Christian majority

suited British policies of social and spatial segregation.  In its
early years the village settlement was situated outside Accra’s
city limits, and its social structure was defined by Islamic
principles and traditional Hausa customs and practices.
Characteristic of Hausa social structure is the ranking of peo-
ple implemented through relations of clientage, claims to
agnatic descent, gender segregation, and the seclusion of
married women.  These are core issues of Pellow’s investiga-
tion.  Despite the circulation of ideals that buttress cultural
unity and homogeneity, Pellow’s data demonstrates that eth-
nic diversity has existed since Sabon Zongo’s inception, and
that typical Hausa practices, such as seclusion and polygyny,
are not actually the norm.

The book’s middle chapters describe the physical layout
and organization of Sabon Zongo, the social and economic
factors that constitute the communal glue, and the everyday
life of its residents.  Accounts of the quarter’s physical and
cultural distinctiveness are balanced throughout with exami-
nations of its connections to Accra’s wider economy.  Sabon
Zongo’s gradual incorporation into the city’s geography has
transformed its cultural practices and increased the diversity
of its population, but Pellow cogently argues that a strong
sense of zongo-ness (zongwanci) and a distinct sense of place
have been maintained.  Genealogical charters and corporate
ties of kinship, an imagined overarching Hausa identity,
dominant Islamic principles, and enduring patron-client rela-
tions all serve to demarcate the quarter’s boundaries and
anchor its residents and their activities with a sense of place
and security. Pellow examines the complex relations between
landlords and lodgers, and demonstrates how metaphors of
kinship are regularly employed to frame interactions and
forge communal ties that transcend Hausa ethnicity.

An especially interesting subject covered in the later
chapters is the evolving form of Sabon Zongo’s typical
extended-family compounds.  Pellow describes how pressure
on available space, as well as peculiarities of kinship, inheri-
tance, and building practices have resulted in the incorpora-
tion of nonkin residents in the family house and the
“involution” of the courtyard space.  The courtyard, tradition-
ally the heart of private domestic life and the domain of
women, has given way to narrow corridor-like spaces con-
necting new buildings that house members of the expanding
family and rent-paying lodgers.  These spatial changes have
forced domestic activities outdoors, transforming the quar-
ter’s streets into new common spaces that serve larger and
more loosely connected groups of people.  Within the resid-
ual space of the cramped courtyards, residents manage to
negotiate their own areas for preparing food, eating, and con-
ducting other semiprivate functions.  Numerous kinship dia-
grams and house plans illustrate the changing socio-spatial
order of nineteen surveyed compounds.  Pellow’s thesis is
that the daily interactions, negotiations and exchanges that
unfold in the quarter’s domestic and urban spaces effectively
socialize residents into new roles and relationships.
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In sum, Landlords and Lodgers presents a valuable study
of the interconnectedness between the built environment,
social practices, and changing identity.  Pellow’s intimate
familiarity with the setting, history and people of Sabon
Zongo has enabled her to produce a rare urban ethnography
that does justice to the macro structures and functions of the
city without losing sight of the individual actors who inhabit
and reproduce Accra’s physicality and meaning.  The book
makes a significant contribution not only to studies of West
Africa’s postcolonial cities but also to the body of anthropolog-
ical studies about the Hausa.  Pellow conveys the profound
influence this itinerant population of traders has had on soci-
eties well beyond the frontiers of northern Nigeria, and in
turn how the Hausa diaspora accommodates local practices
within its own set of enduring customs and beliefs.  This
book should be a welcome addition to undergraduate and
graduate course reading lists in the anthropology of space and
place, West African ethnography, and urban planning. n

Trevor H.J. Marchand
School of Oriental and African Studies, London

Solar Architecture in Cool Climates. Colin Porteous with Kerr
MacGregor. London and Sterling, VA: Earthscan, 2005.  266
pp., ill.

This book presents a
compendium of solar-
heating techniques used
in buildings located far
from the equator in
Europe and North
America.  Of the 130-
plus buildings men-
tioned, more than 70
are of residential use.
The author seems to
have visited and pho-
tographed most of
them.  His personal

connection provides occasional and welcome warmth to the
text.  Larger buildings are also described, with an emphasis
on daylight and ventilation.

This is not primarily a “how-to” book for the design of
solar-heated buildings in northern climates, with guidelines
for ratios of south glass to floor area, or thermal mass to
south glass.  It assumes that design software is available for
such component sizing.  Rather, it chooses to discuss various
solar-heating approaches at length, giving a variety of exam-
ples to accompany each topic.  Frequent historical references
place these buildings in their architectural context, a wel-
come feature in discussions of solar approaches to design.

A particularly effective section deals with the use of con-
servatories (sunspaces).  Given the extreme temperature
swings such rooms afford relative to the conventionally occu-
pied spaces they serve, they provide interesting choices as to
when and how to use them.  Chapters on human control and
machine control also provide detailed examples of how
designers face the issue of controlling comfort, having to
mitigate the sometimes conflicting roles of the occupants
and the thermal controls.

Porteous deals with the significant question of how the
weak northern sun manages to provide useful heat.  He
explains that the farther north, the longer the heating season
lasts, well past the spring and fall equinoxes.  This allows the
stronger sun in the spring and fall to do considerable work,
even if the weaker sun of winter fails to contribute much
around the solstice.  Less clear is whether this strong potential
for solar gain in the spring and fall might suggest a need for
large glass areas facing southeast and southwest, not just south.

A few other far-north questions are also largely ignored.
How seriously does the lower altitude of northern winter sun
affect solar access?  In a dense urban environment, obstruc-
tions outside south windows are frequent.  Does this encour-
age upper floor, rather than lower floor, solar apertures?
What legal measures have been taken to assure solar access?



Remaking Beijing: Tiananmen Square and the Creation of a
Political Space. Wu Hung.  Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 2005.  272 pp., ill.

The reopening of China
to the West since 1979
has allowed scholars
access to archival mate-
rials on the Chinese
mainland, and a num-
ber of studies on
China’s urban culture
during the first half of
the twentieth century
are now available.  Yet,
few research efforts
have focused on the
period after the found-
ing of the Republic in
1949.  Furthermore,
most architectural histo-
rians working on China have been concerned exclusively
with the construction and stylistic changes of urban artifacts,
without situating them within their socio-political contexts.
This may due to the evolution of architectural historiography
in modern China, which began in the 1930s when the
returned architect Liang Sicheng re-created the history of
imperial Chinese architecture by careful verification of
remaining ancient structures.  Liang’s method, however,
privileged stylistic analysis of architectural elements like roof
systems, timber brackets, and ornament over contextual
analysis of where and when structures were built, and ulti-
mately influenced later development of the field.

Wu Hung’s new book Remaking Beijing: Tiananmen
Square and the Creation of a Political Space is an effort to break
with these conventions of Chinese architectural historiography.
Wu attempts to reconstruct the urban history and transforma-
tion of Beijing after the city became the capital of the Chinese
Republic in 1949.  In contrast to conventional accounts that
treat the construction of Tiananmen Square and other monu-
mental structures in Beijing as part of the victorious and revo-
lutionary history, Wu underscores through stunning visual
images the political agenda behind the constructions.

The first chapter of the book describes Tiananmen Square
in its entirety as an architectural site that provides a locus of
coalescence for political expression, collective memory, identity,
and history.  It highlights how Beijing’s point of reference has
shifted from the Imperial Palace to the Monuments of the
People’s Heroes that sit at the center of the square.

The second chapter analyzes the composite images formed
by the giant portrait of Mao on the facade of the Tiananmen
tower.  It narrates the political implications behind the hanging
of the portrait by underscoring how it represented an image of
the chairman meeting and overseeing his people.

Another question: What strategies can be used to shield
building occupants from the inevitable glare of the sun when
it is low in the sky?  The book gives some examples of users
pulling down shades in south windows — whether to block
glare or unwanted heat is not entirely clear.  The issue of
summer-sun protection gets scant treatment, perhaps because
rather cool air temperatures are assumed to be the norm.

And another question: The farther from the equator, the
more distinct the difference between spring and fall.  On the
last day of summer (first day of fall) most northerners can
expect warm weather with little need for space heat.  Yet on
the last day of winter (first day of spring) space heating may
still be very necessary.  Despite these different conditions, the
sun enters a building the same way at both equinoxes.  What
are some shading strategies that respond to this unequal con-
dition?  How might the landscape, almost ignored in this
book, assist through plantings of deciduous trees and vines?

Many of the 130-plus buildings examined here by
Porteous are presented as “case histories,” including some
images, performance data, and observations (or reports) of
occupant behavior.  Those parts of the case history best
described by words — stories of the unexpected, in particular
— work very well.  Porteous obviously enjoys writing, and he
treats us to occasional gems of sentences that perfectly sum-
marize salient points.

The graphic content is sadly lacking.  It seems that
Porteous is more interested in describing a plan or a section
than showing one, and the substitution of many words for
clean architectural drawings soon becomes tedious.
Knowledgeable readers can deduce a great deal from plans
and sections; to deny these opportunities is to control access
to information — and for what reason?  Further, usually only
one photograph is shown for each building — and rarely an
overall view.  It is not a question of insufficient space for
images; pages with empty sidebars are typical.

The solar heating performance data suffers in a similar
way.  This information is always presented in a sidebar, in
much smaller font and lighter gray type.  This acts as a disin-
centive to dwell on the data.  Even worse, the data are always
presented as numbers, never as graphs. To discern trends or
grasp relationships, we are left with numbers scattered with-
in sentences, except for a very few tables.

Despite the graphic omissions, this book is a reassuring
collection of far-northern buildings that reach successfully
for the sun.  The experiences and observations of occupants
were for me the most appealing feature, and demonstrate
Porteous’s lengthy career in solar architectural education and
performance analysis. n

John S. Reynolds, FAIA
University of Oregon, Eugene
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The third chapter highlights Tiananmen Square and the
Ten Great Buildings that were constructed in Beijing to cele-
brate the tenth anniversary of the founding of the Republic.
Using his own memories on National Day parades, Wu
reflects on how personal experiences of the city became situ-
ated within this gigantic exhibitional architecture.

The fourth chapter investigates the relationship between
political time and political space.  It links the installation of
the Hong Kong Clock with the daily practices of the ancient
Drum Tower.  Both these objects have served a political pur-
pose, governing the life of the people by imposing a pro-
grammed schedule on them.

The last chapter investigates new artistic responses to
the city that have gone beyond representation of Tiananmen
Square to interaction with it.  It illustrates how the unofficial
art in post-Mao China has turned the square into a combat
zone where new views challenge the authority of official des-
ignations of place.

Throughout the book, Wu discusses Tiananmen Square,
the most significant construction in the capital, in relation to
three sets of issues and problems.  The first relates to the
square’s physical and contextual transformation; the second
concerns its role as a site of public activity and expression;
the third relates to the issue of representation — the use of
images of the square and of Mao as official propaganda.  He
demonstrates an interdisciplinary approach that brings dis-
cussion of urban artifacts to broader discussions of monu-
mentality, politics, and cultural representation.  Altogether,
this provides a new perspective in understanding the chang-
ing cityscape of Beijing.

Collective memory is a theme that runs through the
entire book.  It is not a new idea; Halbwachs was first to
point out how all personal memories are formed and orga-
nized within collective contexts.  Nevertheless, few scholars
have seriously situated the issue in a Chinese context, as Wu
has done in this book.  As Wu argues, the notion of collective
memory is particularly crucial to a country like China, where
public and personal events are consistently intertwined, and
where the concept of privacy virtually did not exist in the
years the book covers.  Therefore, Wu’s story of Tiananmen
Square involves two parallel narratives — an historical one
and an autobiographical one.  The former investigates the
square as an external entity and observes its changing form
and meaning; the latter gives a first-person account of the
author’s encounter with the square, and reflects on his own
changing perception of the place.  This experimental weaving
of the author’s memory into a reconstruction of history
allows the reader to grasp the urban experience and percep-
tion of the city.  In effect, it allows the reader to share the col-
lective memories associated with the city.

My final comment on this book relates to its discussion
of the recent depoliticization of Beijing.  With regard to
Tiananmen Square, Wu points out that this depoliticization
has been initiated by the state from the top down.  Yet not

enough discussion is given to this phenomenon.  What are
the reasons for it?  How can we read today’s Tiananmen
Square within the current development trends in Beijing?
The story on Tiananmen Square would have been more com-
pelling if Wu had discussed this phenomenon as it relates to
recent political and economic events of China. n

Chung Man Carmen Tsui
University of California, Berkeley



Indigenous Modernities: Negotiating Architecture and Urbanism.
Jyoti Hosagrahar.  London and New York: Routledge, 2005.
234 pp., illustrated with 100 maps, photos, and drawings.

Following the first nationalist uprising of 1857, Mumani Jan
— an elite woman residing in Delhi — watched as her
immediate geography changed quickly and irrevocably.  Over
the next few decades, the haveli (mansion) that she had come
to live in as a young bride was transformed from a residence
of the urban elite to a subdivided tenement, housing several
families, eventually resembling a squatter settlement for poor
migrants.  It is this story of Mumani Jan and the changing
geography of a house and a city — their fates tied to a new
index of political power and cultural capital — that is told in
Jyoti Hosagrahar’s Indigenous Modernities: Negotiating
Architecture and Urbanism. Focusing on a fairly recent histor-
ical period (starting with the 1857 revolt and ending in the
1930s), the book takes as its intellectual project the concept
of urban modernity in its conflicted essence.

At the heart of the book is the claim that modernity was
the prerogative domain of the colonizer — that the colonized
could only participate in modernity on the terms of the colo-
nizer.  In fact, the book claims this view was repeatedly con-
tested, appropriated and shaped according to local praxes,
thus setting into motion varying permutations of the mod-
ern.  “Indigenous modernities” refers, then, to those sets of
transformations that destabilized and threatened the premise
of unbreachable difference upon which the colonial project
was based.  Thus, even as Hosagrahar chronicles the slow
transformation of the formerly opulent haveli as the British
consolidated hold over the city, she reminds us that the haveli
was also remade according to the tastes and aspirations of a
new mercantile class.

The notion of urban modernity as a linear process is fur-
ther complicated when Hosagrahar explores the construction
of a deliberately “civic” realm in Delhi by the colonial author-
ities and its unexpected appropriation by the native popula-
tion as a space of nationalist performance and anti-colonial
protest.  Similarly, the implementation of large programs of
public health through urban sanitization and privatization of
real estate — and the manner in which these metanarratives
of urban modernity were reshaped on the ground — bring
home the ambivalences and disjunctures within the mod-
ernist project.  The incompleteness of modernity as a totaliz-
ing project is particularly illustrated in Chapter Six, in which
Hosagrahar talks about the vernacularization of the pristine
landscape of New Delhi (imagined as the urban ideal of
modernity) by the more “informal” residential enclaves that
grew around it and often harbored the vital but ordinary
functions left out of its planned landscape.

The book concludes with an exegesis on the gap
between the idealized imaginary of modernity — implement-
ed as a tool of colonial domination — and its end product as
a filtration, an inevitable plurality that was seized by various

agents, producing multiple, often unexpected results.
Ultimately, this led not to a unified city, bounded by reason,
but to a fractured landscape of contested meanings.

There are cities in the world that serve as minefields for
historians, inviting their intellectual gaze while seducing
them to structure their numinous histories as clean narra-
tives of architectural prowess, imperial triumph and decline,
colonial intervention, and postcolonial rebirth.  Like Cairo
and Jerusalem, Delhi has piqued the interest of scholars for
some time, prompting steady historical investigation and rep-
resentation.  One could argue that through hagiographic
accounts of Mughal emperors, travelogues, picturesque
depictions, literary novels, and surveys of historic monu-
ments, this protean city has repeatedly been built and rebuilt
through historical narration.

Indigenous Modernities, however, stands out from this
already rich body of work not least because it pulls Delhi out
of a historically stagnated gaze, embodied in clichéd repre-
sentations of it as a glorious imperial capital that fell into
decline due to its inability to cope with modernity.  With the
exception of Narayani Gupta’s Delhi Between two Empires,
1803–1931 (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1981), the story of
the city has labored too long under the weight of a glorious
antiquity (which could only lead to inevitable decline).
Hosagrahar’s book thus should be commended because it
moves away from this discursive paralysis.  In doing so, it
benefits much from the fact that it is not just a multisited
investigation, but also explores the city at multiple scales,
leaving the reader with a richer sense of space and the actors
of urban modernity who inhabited it.

By way of critique, it should be mentioned that even as
it unravels the notions of indigeneity and modernity in the
spaces of Delhi, the book seems to place a cultural premium
on the former, allowing the indigenous to be presented as a
naturalized logic outside any quotients or hierarchies of
power. For example, in Chapter Four Hosagrahar speaks of
the “indigenous” mechanisms of urban sanitation that were
in place before the intervention of colonial authorities.  In
fact, the labor for this indigenous economy of cleanliness
was provided by the sweeper community — people relegated
to the most menial tasks by virtue of their position within the
caste system.  Yet Hosagrahar narrates the introduction of
modern, formal systems of municipal hygiene as the end of
an era in which the sweepers “enjoyed a monopoly over the
night-soil of the city,” which she presents as their “birth-
right.”  Equally puzzling is the author’s assertion that in the
indigenous landscape of Delhi, the sweepers “enjoyed free
entry to all households — through the back entrance.”  In
fact, this was a system of urban and domestic segregation
that was seen to prevent the pollution of upper-caste space by
members of the lower caste, and it continues to be prevalent
in many parts of India to this day.

The depoliticization of these brutal mechanisms of
caste- and gender-based oppression renders the “indigenous”
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as a neutral time-space construct and does little more than
perpetuate the nostalgia for the precolonial as a benevolent
historical category.  The reader is left to ask the obvious ques-
tion that if scholars have been able to deconstruct modernity
as a system of both liberation as well as brutal domination,
should the notion of the “indigenous” not also be subject to
critical questioning?

For those unfamiliar with discussions of modernity and
its intersection with the urban realm the book will be a
refreshing read, and it most certainly offers a new perspec-
tive on Delhi.  However, for students and academics, by now
saturated with similar investigations of urban modernity in
Brasilia, Shanghai, Singapore, Chandigarh and Calcutta, this
book may seem predictable in its intellectual inquiry.  It
replicates the familiar template of the “where” and “how” of
urban modernity — i.e., public space, sanitation reform,
dwelling units, urban rituals and processions — in order to
make its case.  Indeed, since the book holds out the promise
of modernity as an indigenous process that manifested itself
through site-specific modalities rather than a universal
unchanging logic, the reader is left wanting to hear more
about those sites and agents unique to Delhi that were active
in the production and representation of modernity. n

Mrinalini Rajagopalan
University of California, Berkeley
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Conferences and Events
UPCOMING CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA

“Second China International Exhibition and Forum on Urban Planning and Architecture,”
Beijing, China: May 10–12, 2006.  This event provides comprehensive exhibits on archi-
tecture and design in China offered by design institutes, developers, and planning agen-
cies.  For more information, visit http://www.planning.org/APAinChina/events/
2ndchinaexhibition.htm.

“Art and the City: A Conference on Postwar Interactions with the Urban Realm,” Amsterdam,
Netherlands: May 11–12, 2006.  This conference focuses on how artists, filmmakers,
designers and writers have dealt with the singularity, complexity and diversity of metrop-
olises that constitute their surroundings; how the metropolis contributes to their work;
how have they absorbed and transformed their various environments, and related issues.
For more information, visit http://artandthecity.nl/.

“True Urbanism and Healthy Communities: 44th Annual Making Cities Livable Conference,”
Santa Fe, New Mexico: May 18–22, 2006.  The 2006 Making Cities Livable Conference
is focused on principles of true urbanism, the built environment, and physical and men-
tal health; the urban square and the spirit of democracy; and other ideas.  For more
information, visit http://www.livablecities.org/Conferences_Forthcoming.htm.

“International Symposium on Architecture and Human Rights,” Bangkok, Thailand: May
31–June 3, 2006.  This symposium focuses on reframing design and development
through the inclusion of human rights, and the implications of this on the teaching and
practice of these activities.  For more information, visit http://www.architecture-
humanrights.org/.

“City Building,” New York, New York: June 14–17, 2006.  The 2006 Annual Meeting of the
Vernacular Architecture Forum will focus on all aspects of vernacular architecture and
the cultural landscape from any geographic region worldwide that relates to the confer-
ence theme.  Topics include vernacular architectures of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, speculative development in urban places, place making, and more.  For more
information, visit http://www.vernaculararchitectureforum.org/.

“Photography and the City,” Dublin, Ireland: June 29–July 1, 2006.  The Clinton Institute
for American Studies is hosting a three-day international conference examining the rela-
tionship between the city and photography. Themes include the technologization of
urban vision, photography and urban change, urban surveillance, and more.  For more
information, visit http://www.ucd.ie/amerstud/ConferenceNames/photography_and_
the_city.html.  
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“Constituting Globalization: Actors, Arenas, and Outcomes,” Trier, Germany: June 30–July 2, 2006.  Contrary to views that global-
ization constitutes an unstoppable force, immune to intervention, the 18th Annual Meeting on Socio-Economics conference
foregrounds the role of such actors as MNCs, states, international institutions, nongovernmental and interest organizations,
and social movements in both the creation and further shaping of the globalization process.  Such actors are seen to influence
the dynamics and direction of this process in many arenas and at multiple levels. For more information, visit
http://www.sase.org/homepage.html.

“Eyes on the City: 2006 Conference of the International Visual Sociology Association,” Urbino, Italy: July 2–5, 2006.  The theme of
the 2006 IVSA conference is the city in its multiple facets: how urban spaces are shaped by human action and at the same
time shape our lives.  For more information, visit http://visualsociology.org/conference.html.

“Making Space: Leisure, Tourism, and Renewal,” Bristol, England: July 11–13, 2006.  The 2006 Conference of the Leisure Studies
Association will focus on the relationships between leisure, tourism and the environment; the ways in which leisure and
tourism, in addition to being social and cultural practices, play a role in creating and re-creating social and cultural spaces
from the macro-level of global culture to the micro-level of local communities; the changing role of leisure, sport and tourism
in promoting economic development related to urban and rural regeneration; and critical evaluation of theoretical, method-
ological, and pedagogical developments within the subject field of leisure studies  For more information, visit
http://www.leisure-studies-association.info/lsaweb/2006/Main.html.

“The Sustainable City 2006,” Tallinn, Estonia: July 17–19, 2006.  The Fourth International Conference on Urban Regeneration
and Sustainability will address the many interrelated aspects of the urban environment, from transport and mobility to social
exclusion and crime prevention.  For more information, visit http://www.wessex.ac.uk/conferences/2006/city06/.

“Angkor — Landscape, City, and Temple,” Sydney, Australia: July 18–23, 2006.  Sponsored by the Archaeological Computing
Laboratory, this conference will provide an opportunity for the international community of researchers to contribute to a defin-
itive overview of recent and ongoing research on Angkor, to discuss future directions and collaboration, and to participate in
specialist workshops and training sessions.  For more information, visit http://conferences.arts.usyd.edu.au/index.php?cf=9.

“Urbanism, Urbanity, and the Nineteenth-Century Novel,” Santa Cruz, California: August 3–6, 2006.  The Dickens Project of the
University of California invites scholars from a range of disciplines to its annual adjunct scholarly conference addressing
wider issues in Victorian literature and culture. For more information, visit http://humwww.ucsc.edu/dickens/universe/
weekend2006.html.

“Urban Europe in Comparative Perspective,” Stockholm, Sweden: August 30–September 2, 2006.  The Eighth International
Conference on Urban History will provide a multidisciplinary forum hosted by the European Association for Urban History
for historians, sociologists, geographers, anthropologists, art and architectural historians, economists, ecologists, planners,
and all others working on different aspects of urban history.  For more information, visit http://www.historia.su.se/
urbanhistory/eauh/invitation.htm.

“’Of Asian Origin’: Rethinking Tourism in Contemporary Asia,” Singapore: September 7–9, 2006.  Hosted by the Asia Research
Institute, this workshop sets out to address the social, cultural and political implications of Asia’s transformation from mere
host destination into a region of mobile consumers by offering the first sustained examination of tourism in Asia by Asian
tourists.  For more information, visit http://www.ari.nus.edu.sg/conf2006/tourism.htm.
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“Environment, Health, and Sustainable Development,” Cairo, Egypt: September 11–16, 2006.  Co-hosted by the Bibliotheca
Alexandrina and the International Association for People-Environment Studies, this conference encourages an interdiscipli-
nary exchange among scholars around the world interested in the issues of environment, health, and sustainable develop-
ment.  For more information, visit http://www.iaps19-bibalex.com/index.htm.

“Boundaries and Connections in a Changing Europe,” Roskilde, Denmark: September 21–24, 2006.  Continuing the tradition of
previous European Union and Regional Studies meetings, the Sixth Annual EURS Conference will provide a forum for discus-
sion of the relationships between economic, political, and cultural processes in shaping the map of European cities and
regions.  For more information, visit http://www.geography.dur.ac.uk/conferences/Urban_Conference/.

“Surfacing Urbanisms: Recent Approaches to Metropolitan Design,” Pasadena, California: October 12–15, 2006.  The 2006 meeting
of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture West will focus on recent debates around urban and suburban growth
and transformation, particularly as they engage various and competing urban design approaches, principles, and theories.  For
more information, visit https://www.acsa-arch.org/conferences/westregional.aspx.

“Homelands and Diasporas,” Milwaukee, Wisconsin: October 18–22, 2006.  The theme of the 2006 Annual Meeting of the
American Folklore Society focuses on the imaginings of cities like Milwaukee in the Upper Midwest as cultural sites where
both contending and congruent visions have long flourished, and where citizens have maintained active connections with
their homelands.  For more information, visit http://www.afsnet.org/annualmeet/index.cfm.  

“Our Modern: Reappropriating Asia’s Urban Heritage,” Tokyo, Japan: November 1–6, 2006.  The 6th International Conference of
the Modern Asian Architecture Network seeks to engage various perspectives in the debates about the implications of “the
modern” for urban spaces in Asia, particularly in light of the associations made by some scholars between modernization, col-
onization and Westernization.  For more information, visit http://www.m-heritage.org/maan2006/.

“Changing Trends in Architectural Design Education:  Sharing Experiences and Building Partnerships across the Mediterranean Rim,”
Rabat, Morocco: November 14–16, 2006.  The First International Conference of the Study of Architecture in the Arab Region
(CSAAR) will focus on all areas related to design education, particularly work addressing paradigm shifts in design education.
Papers may reflect a wide spectrum of design disciplines such as architectural, landscape, interior, and urban design.  For
more information, visit http://aia.org/ev_intl_papers_morocco.  

“Oasis: A Sustainable Tourism,” Elche, Spain: November 30–December 2, 2006.  Organized by the University of Alicante and the
University of Elche with the support of Valencia’s Ministry of Culture, the congress aims to explore issues of sustainable
tourism in an oasis environment.  For more information, please email Mercedes Aranzueque at alaus@telefonica.net.

“Cross National Themes of Planning Ideas and Local Identity,” New Delhi, India: December 11–14, 2006.  The 12th Annual
Conference of the International Planning History Society seeks to provide an opportunity to share ideas related to global and
traditional contemporary planning styles, national and international heritage policy, colonial planning, and other themes.  For
more information, visit:  http://www.iitk.ac.in/infocell/announce/iphs/Organisation.htm.



CALL FOR ARTICLES/PAPERS FOR PUBLICATION

“Sustainable Development 2007,” Algarve, Portugal: April 25–27, 2007.  The Third International Conference on Sustainable
Development and Planning addresses the subjects of regional development in an integrated way as well as in accordance with
the principles of sustainability.  Prospective authors may find guidelines for submission at http://www.wessex.ac.uk/
conferences/2007/sustain07/index.html.  Deadlines for articles are rolling.

“Crossing Jordan,” Washington, D.C.: May 23–28, 2006.  The 10th International Conference on the History and Archaeology of
Jordan will focus on the many peoples and their cultures who “crossed Jordan” from the earliest times to the present, and on
the conservation of Jordan’s heritage.  The conference website is not yet complete.  For more information, contact ACOR, PO
Box 2470, Amman 11181; or ACOR, 656 Beacon Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA, 02215-2010.  Deadline for submissions is
September 15, 2006.

“World Class Cities: Environmental Impacts, Planning Opportunities?” Bangkok, Thailand: January 3–5, 2007.  The 7th
International Conference on Urban Planning and the Environment brings together researchers, policymakers, professionals,
and academics from different countries to discuss the latest developments on economic, social, and environmental issues of
cities, as well as the methodologies that are being used to assess them.  Prospective authors may find guidelines for submis-
sion at http://www.aesop-youngacademics.net/news.php?idnews=66&PHPSESSID=7e5ca4b2468764f0118e779bf0b136e6.
Deadline for submission is June 1, 2006.

“IPS: International Political Sociology,” Call for articles for the inaugural issue of IPS: International Political Society, a new inter-
disciplinary journal to be published beginning in 2007.  Responding to the diversification of both scholarly interests and
regional concerns in contemporary international studies, it will draw especially on traditions of historical, legal, economic, and
political sociology, as well as on the burgeoning literatures on socio-political theory.  Topics and running themes for the first
year include a historical sociology of the discipline of International Relations; a discussion of the major works of various soci-
ologists and their impact to the study of IR; global patterns of urbanization, international policing, and numerous other relat-
ed themes.  Prospective authors may find guidelines for submission at http://www.libertysecurity.org/article810.html.
Deadlines for articles in English are May 2, 2006 (Issue 1); August 1, 2006 (Issue 2); November 2, 2006 (Issue 3); and
February 1, 2007 (Issue 4).

RECENT CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA

“From World Heritage to Your Heritage,” Newport, Rhode Island: April 19–23, 2006.  The Ninth Annual US/ICOMOS
International Seminar addressed the protection and management of heritage sites with a particular focus on World Heritage
cities.  For more information, visit http://www.icomos.org/usicomos/Symposium/SYMP06/2006_Symposium.htm.

“Cosmopolitanism and Anthropology,” Keele, United Kingdom: April 10–13, 2006.  The Diamond Jubilee Conference of the
Association of Social Anthropologists of the U.K. and Commonwealth consider the place and contribution of British and
Commonwealth anthropology to current debates on cosmopolitanism and cosmopolitans to engage in a variety of themes such
as normative cosmopolitanism, cosmopolitan spaces, etc.  For more information, visit http://www.theasa.org/asa06/index.html.
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“Harmony in Culture and Nature,” Jogjakarta, Indonesia: April 3–5, 2006.  The Second Conference of the International Network
for Tropical Architecture focused on providing an important forum to learn together, and share information for the architects,
researchers, lecturers, and students from the tropical region and other countries around the world.  For more information,
visit http://www.into2006.org/.

“Imagine — Impacts2,” Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia: April 2–5, 2006.  The 2006 joint Congress of the New Zealand
Planning Institute and the Planning Institute of Australia extended the theme of the first successful joint Congress,
“Impacts,” to another level, challenging the profession to imagine the possibilities in terms of innovative new approaches to
urban design, sustainability, community, integration and implementation, and our relationship to the Pacific and beyond.  For
more information, visit http://www.astmanagement.com.au/nzpia6/Default.htm.

“Tourism and the Roots/Routes of Religious Festivity  Journeys of Expression V,” Belfast, United Kingdom: March 13–15, 2006.
Hosted by the Centre for Tourism and Cultural Change, Sheffield Hallam University, and Celebrate Belfast, this conference
sought to test the conceptual limitations of the religious and to relocate this concept in contemporary forms of social practice.
For more information, visit http://www.tourism-culture.com, or www.belfastcity.gov.uk/celebratebelfast2006.
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1. GENERAL
The editors invite readers to submit manuscripts.  Please send three copies of each manuscript, with
one copy to include all original illustrations.  Place the title of the manuscript, the author’s name and
a 50-word biographical sketch on a separate cover page.  The title only should appear again on the
first page of text.  Manuscripts are circulated for review without identifying the author.  Manuscripts
are evaluated by a blind peer-review process.

2 LENGTH AND FORMAT
Manuscripts should not exceed 25 standard 8.5" x 11" [a4] double-spaced typewritten pages (about
7500 words).  Leave generous margins.

3. APPROACH TO READER
Because of the interdisciplinary nature of the journal, papers should be written for an academic audi-
ence that may have either a general or a specific interest in your topic.  Papers should present a clear
narrative structure.  They should not be compendiums of field notes.  Please define specialized or
technical terminology where appropriate.

4. ABSTRACT AND INTRODUCTION
Provide a one-paragraph abstract of no more than 100 words.  This abstract should explain the content
and structure of the paper and summarize its major findings.  The abstract should be followed by a
short introduction.  The introduction will appear without a subheading at the beginning of the paper.

5. SUBHEADINGS
Please divide the main body of the paper with a single progression of subheadings. There need
be no more than four or five of these, but they should describe the paper’s main sections and
reinforce the reader’s sense of progress through the text.  
Sample Progression: The Role of the Longhouse in Iban Culture.  The Longhouse as a Building
Form.  Transformation of the Longhouse at the New Year. The Impact of Modern Technology.
Conclusion: Endangered Form or Form in Transition?
Do not use any numbering system in subheadings.  Use secondary subheadings only when
absolutely essential for format or clarity.

6. REFERENCES
Do not use a general bibliography format.  Use a system of numbered reference notes as indicated below.

A condensed section of text might read as follows:
In his study of vernacular dwellings in Egypt, Edgar Regis asserted that climate was a major

factor in the shaping of roof forms.  Henri Lacompte, on the other hand, has argued that in the
case of Upper Egypt this deterministic view is irrelevant.

1

An eminent architectural historian once wrote, “The roof form in general is the most indica-
tive feature of the housing styles of North Africa.”

2
Clearly, however, the matter of how these

forms have evolved is a complex subject.  A thorough analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.
3

In my research I discovered that local people have differing notions about the origins of the
roof forms on the dwellings they inhabit.

4

The reference notes, collected at the end of the text (not at the bottom of each page), would read as follows:
1. E. Regis, Egyptian Dwellings (Cairo: University Press, 1979), p.179; and H. Lacompte, “New
Study Stirs Old Debate,” Smithsonian 11  (December 1983), pp.24–34.
2. B. Smithson, “Characteristic Roof Forms,” in H. Jones, ed., Architecture of North Africa

(New York:  Harper and Row, 1980), p.123.
3. For a detailed discussion of this issue, see J. Idris, Roofs and Man (Cambridge, ma: mit

Press, 1984).
4. In my interviews I found that the local people understood the full meaning of my question

only when I used a more formal Egyptian word for “roof” than that in common usage.

7. DIAGRAMS, DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
Illustrations will be essential for most papers in the journal, however, each paper can only be
accompanied by a maximum of 20 illustrations.  For purposes of reproduction, please provide
images as line drawings (velox, actual size), b&w photos (5" x 7" or 8"x 10" glossies), or digitized
computer files. Color prints and drawings, slides, and photocopies are not acceptable.  

Guide for Preparation of Manuscripts



Digitized (scanned) artwork should be between 4.5 and 6.75 inches wide (let the length fall), and
may be in any of the following file formats.  Photos (in order of preference): 1) b&w grayscale
(not rgb) tiff files, 300 dpi; 2) b&w grayscale Photoshop files, 300 dpi; 3) b&w eps files, 300
dpi.  Line art, including charts and graphs (in order of preference): 1) b&w bitmap tiff files,
1200 dpi; 2) b&w grayscale tiff files, 600 dpi; 3) b&w bitmap eps, 1200 dpi. Zip cartridges are
the preferred media for digitized artwork. 

8. CAPTIONS AND FIGURE PREFERENCES
Please mount all graphic material on separate 8.5" x 11" sheets, and include as a package at the end of the
text. Caption text should not exceed 50 words per image and should appear on each image sheet. Please
do not set caption text all in capital letters. The first time a point is made in the main body of text that
directly relates to a piece of graphic material, please indicate so at the end of the appropriate sentence with
a simple reference in the form of “(fig . 1 ) .” Use the designation “(fig. )” and a single numeric pro-
gression for all graphic material. Clearly indicate the appropriate fig. number on each illustration sheet.

9. SOURCES OF GRAPHIC MATERIAL
Most authors use their own graphic material, but if you have taken your material from another source, please
secure the necessary permission to reuse it.  Note the source of the material at the end of the caption.
Sample attribution: If the caption reads, “The layout of a traditional Islamic settlement,” add a recognition in
the following form: “(Courtesy of E. Hassan, Islamic Architecture, London, Penguin, 1982.)”  Or if you have
altered the original version, add: “(Drawing by author, based on E. Hassan, Islamic Architecture, London,
Penguin, 1982.)”  

10. OTHER ISSUES OF STYLE
In special circumstances, or in circumstancesnot described above, follow conventions outlined in
A Manual for Writers by Kate Turabian.  In particular, note conventions for complex or unusual
reference notes.  For spelling, refer to Webster’s Dictionary.

11. WORKS FOR HIRE
If you have done your work as the result of direct employment or as the result of a grant, it is
essential that you acknowledge this support at the end of your paper.
Sample acknowledgement: The initial research for this paper was made possible by a grant from
the National Endowment for the Arts [nea].  The author acknowledges nea support and the sup-
port of the sabbatical reasearch program of the University of Waterloo.

12. SIMULTANEOUS SUBMISSION AND PREVIOUS PUBLICATION
Submission of a manuscript implies a commitment to publish in this journal. Simultaneous submission to
other journals is unacceptable. Previously published work, or work which is substantially similar to previ-
ously published work, is ordinarily not acceptable. If in doubt about these requirements, contact the editors.

13. COMPUTER DISK
If you have prepared your paper using a word processor, include a floppy-disk version of it in addi-
tion to the printed versions.  Please indicate the hardware and the software used.  We prefer Microsoft
Word on an ibm pc or a Macintosh.  

14 NOTIFICATION
Contributors are usually notified within 15 weeks whether their manuscripts have been accepted.  If
changes are required, authors are furnished with comments from the editors and the peer-review
board.  The editors are responsible for all final decisions on editorial changes.  The publisher
reserves the right to copy-edit and proof all articles accepted for publication without prior consulta-
tion with contributing authors.

15. SUBMISSION AND CORRESPONDENCE
Nezar AlSayyad, Editor
Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Review
iaste, Center For Environmental Design Research
390 Wurster Hall  
University of California
Berkeley, ca 94720-1839     
Tel: 510.642.2896 Fax: 510.643.5571
Voicemail: 510.642.6801 E-mail: iaste.@ced.berkeley.edu
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is the official publication of iaste. As a semi-annual refereed journal, TDSR acts as a forum
for the exchange of ideas and as a means to disseminate information and to report on research
activities. All articles submitted to the journal are evaluated through a blind peer-review process. 

Advance payment in U.S. dollars is required on all orders.  Make checks payable to u.c.
Regents.  Orders should be addressed to:
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